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With a number of emerging new applications, automatic recognition of facial expressions is 
a research area of current interest.  However, in spite of the contributions that have been 
made by several researchers in the past three decades, a system capable of performing the 
task as accurately as humans remains a challenge.  A majority of systems developed to date 
use techniques based on parametric feature models of the human face and expressions.  
Because of the difficulties in extracting features from facial images, these systems are 
difficult to use in fully automated applications.  Furthermore, the development of a feature 
model that holds across different cultures and age groups of people is also an extremely 
difficult task. 
 
Holistic approaches to facial expression recognition on the other hand use an approach that is 
more similar to that used by humans.  In these methods, the facial image itself is used as the 
input without subjecting it to any explicit feature extraction.  This entails using classifiers 
with capabilities different from those used in parametric feature based approaches.  
Typically, classifiers used in holistic approaches must be able to handle high-dimensionality 
of the input, presence of irrelevant information in the input, features that are not equally 
important for separation of all the pattern classes and the ability to learn from a small 
training data set. 
 
This thesis focuses on the development of Radial Basis Function (RBF) network based 
classifiers, which are suitable for the holistic recognition of expressions from static facial 
images.  In the development, two new types of basis functions, namely, the Differentially 
Weighted Radial Basis Function (DWRRBF) and the Cloud Basis Function (CBF) are 
proposed.  The new basis functions are carefully crafted to yield best performance by using 
 ix
the specific properties of the problem domain.  The DWRRBF use differential weights to 
emphasize differences in features that are useful for the discrimination of facial expressions, 
while the CBF adds an additional level of non-linearity to the RBF network, by segmenting 
basis function boundaries into different arcs and using different radii for each segment to 
best separate it from its neighbors.  Additionally, by using a combination of algorithmic and 
statistical techniques, an integrated training algorithm that determines all parameters of the 
neural network using a small set of sample data has also been proposed.  
 
The proposed system was evaluated and compared with other schemes that have been 
proposed for the same classification problem.  A normalized database of static facial images 
of test subjects from a range of cultural backgrounds and demographical origins was 
compiled for test purposes.  The performance of the proposed classifiers and several other 
classification methods were tested and evaluated using this database. 
 
The proposed RBF network based classifiers demonstrated superior performance compared 
with traditional RBF networks as well as with those based on popular dimensionality 
reduction techniques.  The best overall recognition rates of 96.10% and 92.70% were 
obtained for the proposed CBF network and DWRRBF network classifiers, respectively.  In 
contrast, the best performance among all other types of classification schemes tested using 
the same database was only 89.78%.    
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Automatic Facial Expression Recognition and Its Applications: 
An Introduction 
 
In face-to-face human communication facial expressions are an integral component of the 
interaction.  According to some psychologists, the extent of information conveyed through 
such paralinguistic means even surpasses the amount of information conveyed verbally.  For 
example, a study by Mehrabian [1] revealed that as much as 55% of the information is 
conveyed through facial expressions, while the balance is conveyed through verbal and other 
non-verbal actions.  Moreover, facial expressions are a means of expressing one’s emotional 
state.  Hence, recognizing facial expressions is an important component of human social 
interactions.  
 
Apart from face-to-face communication, the importance of facial expressions has also been 
highlighted recently in human-machine interactions.  With recent developments in advanced 
Human Computer Interfaces (HCI), researchers have pointed out that facial expressions 
could be used as an effective method of communication between humans and machines.  An 
advanced User Interface (UI) with the capability of recognizing facial expressions would be 
able to recognize the user’s emotional state and then adjust its responses accordingly.  Video 
conferencing systems could save valuable communication channel bandwidth by recognizing 
and transmitting parametric descriptions of the speaker’s facial expressions instead of 
streaming facial images.  This information can then be used to reconstruct a facial image 
with corresponding expressions at the receiver. 
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Advanced HCI systems with capabilities in facial expression recognition have additional 
applications in field of robotics.  For example, a robotic pet dog developed recently by Sony 
consumer electronics [2] at present is capable of only responding to voice commands and 
some visual cues from its user.  With an embedded automatic facial expression recognition 
system, these robots, in the future, will be able to respond to their owner’s emotions in a 
similar way to a live pet. 
 
With numerous potential applications, development of automatic facial expression 
recognition systems is an interesting topic of current research.  However, in spite of 
numerous contributions in the literature a system that can match a human’s ability in this 
task is yet an open problem.  Furthermore, a majority of techniques reported so far use 
computations that may be quite different from the way humans recognize and interpret facial 
expressions.  For example, most approaches discriminate expressions based on different 
parametric models of the face.  This is different from the holistic approach taken by the 
human brain for recognition and analysis of faces.  Although some of these model-based 
techniques have demonstrated excellent capabilities in recognition of expressions from their 
model parameters, determining such parameters automatically from facial images still 
remains a difficult and computationally expensive task.  
 
In this thesis, a holistic facial expression recognition system that takes a more human-like 
approach to solve the problem is proposed.  The emphasis is placed on the development of a 
suitable pattern classifier for the problem, using a Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural 
network architecture.  In the development, several enhancements to the network, including 
two new types of processing nodes are proposed.  The test results have shown that the 
proposed classifier is capable of recognizing facial expressions with an accuracy of 96.10% 




1.1 Facial Expressions and Human Emotions 
Emotions and facial expressions are two different but related phenomena of human behavior.  
From a neurological point of view, expressions that appear on the face are results of 
neuromuscular activities of facial muscles, triggered mostly by the emotional state.  In one of 
the earliest published investigations in the late 1640’s, John Bulwar [3] suggested that it is 
possible to infer the emotional state of a person from the actions of his facial muscles.  A 
more comprehensive study on specific muscles related to emotions and facial expressions 
was published many years later by Duchenne [4] in the early 1860’s.  During these 
experiments, moist electrodes were attached to key motor points on the subject’s face.  
Thereafter, small “galvanic” currents were applied to these electrodes and observations on 
the resultant facial articulation were recorded.  From the experimental results, Duchenne was 
able to identify isolated muscles or small groups of muscles that were expressive of the 
emotional state.  Accordingly, these facial muscles were even named by the author using 
their associated expressions, as “muscle of joy”, “muscle of crying”, and “muscle of lust” 
etc. 
 
1.2 Universal Facial Expressions and Their Effects on Facial Images 
Psychologists believe that there are six universal types of facial expressions that can be 
recognized across different cultures, gender and age groups [5].  These categories include 
expressions of “Fear”, “Surprise”, “Angry”, “Sad”, “Disgust” and “Happiness”.  However, 
within these categories there can be numerous levels of “expression intensities” with varying 
details that are displayed on the face.  Faigin [6] described some of these details from an 
artist’s point of view as shown in Figure 1.1.  According to him, there are three main regions 
in the human face including the eyes, eye-brows and the mouth region which display a 
majority of the details in facial expressions.  For example, expressions of “Fear” and 
“Sadness” make the inner portion of eye-brows bend upwards whereas expressions of 
“Anger” causes the same to bend downwards.  Similarly, the eye-brow region in general 
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remains relaxed during expressions of Happy and Disgust but is raised during expressions of 
Surprise and Fear.   
 
 
Figure 1.1: An Artist’s point of view of the six universal classes of facial expressions 
[7].  (a) Sad,  (b) Angry,  (c) Happy, (d) Fear, (e) Disgust and (f) Surprise. 
 
 
The shape of the eyes during a facial expression is determined by the pressure applied on the 
lower eye lids by the upper cheek region and on the upper eye lids by the eye brows.  Lack 
of such pressure on the eyelids makes the eyes open wide during Surprise and Anger.  
Similarly, the pressure from upper eyelids usually causes eyes to remain partly closed during 
the expression of Sadness.  The mouth region of the face is most illustrative in Happy, Fear 
and Surprise expressions.  When expressing Surprise, the mouth takes a round shape while 
the Happy expression makes the mouth to be open wide open with lip-corners pulled 
backwards.  The mouth may also be wide open during extreme Fear but usually stays closed 
when expressing Anger and Sadness.  
 
In addition to above, several expressions cause some transient features like wrinkles to 
appear.  These features in general, include horizontal folds that appear across forehead and 
upper eyelids during expression of Sad, Fear and Surprise and those appear below the lower 
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lip in expression of Happy and Fear.  Additionally nose-wrinkles are also common in 
expression of Happy, Fear and Disgust due to the upward movement of the inner cheek 
region. 
 
1.3 Recording and Describing Facial Changes 
Because of the subjectivity in linguistic descriptions of facial expressions and other changes 
in the face, researchers have developed formal techniques that can be used to record and 
describe facial signals more accurately and consistently.  There are several versions of these 
techniques often used by practitioners of psychology to identify and record the subject’s 
emotional states [8].   Among these, the Facial Action Coding System, the Maximally 
Discriminative Facial Movement Coding System and the MIMIC Language are widely used 
in psychology as well as in the description of facial signals for computer-based face analysis. 
 
1.3.1 Facial Action Coding System and Maximally Discriminative Facial 
Movement Coding System 
The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [9] describes visible motion of the face in terms 
of primitive building blocks called Action Units (AU).  Each Action Unit corresponds to a 
single change in the facial geometry, without any regard to facial muscle(s) causing such 
change.  For instance, in upper face region AU1 corresponds to “inner brow raise” while 
AU2 correspond to “outer brow raise” (Figure 1.2).   In lower face region, “upper lip raise” 
corresponds to AU10 whereas “jaw drop” and “mouth stretch” correspond to AU26 and 
AU27 respectively.  The complete FACS system consists of 56 such Action Units, of which 
44 account for mostly non-rigid motion of the face and changes caused by facial expressions. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.2: Examples of Action Units in FACS [10].  Images of  (a) AU1,  (b) AU2  and  (c) 
AU4. 
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It must be noted that the FACS itself is completely based on an anatomical basis of facial 
movements and therefore does not make any explicit references to the underlying emotions 
nor the facial expressions caused by such emotions.  Nevertheless, as has been pointed by 
many researchers [11] it is possible to infer facial expressions as combinations of different 
FACS Action Units.  The relationship of these AU’s to the six universal facial expressions is 
described in Table 1.1. 
 
Facial Expression AU coded description 
Happy AU6 + AU12 + AU16 + (AU25 or AU26) 
Sad AU1 + AU4 + (AU6 or AU7) + AU15 + AU17 + (AU25 or 
AU26) 
Anger AU4 + AU7 +(((AU23 or AU24) with or not AU17) or (AU16 + 
(AU25 or AU26)) or (AU10 + AU16 + (AU25 or AU26))) with 
or not AU2 
Disgust ((AU10 with or not AU17) or (AU9 with or not AU17)) + (AU25 
or AU26) 
Fear (AU1 + AU4) + (AU5 + AU7) + AU20 + (AU25 or AU26) 
Surprise (AU1 + AU2) + (AU5 without AU7) + AU26 
  
Table 1.1:  Relationship between FACS Action Units and classes of universal facial 
expressions. 
 
In contrast with the FACS system the Maximally Discriminative Facial Movement Coding 
System (MAX System) [12] records only a restricted set of facial movements, in terms of 
some preconceived categories of emotions.  This technique is primarily intended for 
recording of emotions in infants and therefore is based on eight different categories of 
emotions often displayed by infants.  Similar to FACS, the MAX system also records only 
the visible changes in the face without any regard to facial muscles acting on them. 
 
1.3.2 The MIMIC Language 
While both FACS and MAX systems were developed primarily for recording of facial 
signals irrespective of the facial muscles associated with them, the MIMIC language [13] on 
the other hand was developed for the reverse; i.e. for description of facial expressions in 
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terms of the muscular activities.  MIMIC assumes that facial expressions are direct results of 
both static and dynamic aspects of the face.  Static aspects are primarily based on the 
structural effects of facial bones and soft tissues, and therefore are not influenced by the 
emotional state.  In contrast, dynamic aspects of the face are the direct effects of the 
emotional state.  The MIMIC language describes the latter effects in terms of actions by 
“mimic muscles” in the face. 
 
Compared with FACS and MAX systems, MIMIC language is a powerful tool in the 
description of facial expressions in terms of various parametric models.  Consequently, this 
technique is widely used as a scripting tool in many facial animation systems. 
 
1.4 Applications of Automatic Facial Expression Recognition Systems 
Until recently, Automatic Facial Expression Recognition (AFER) systems were developed 
mainly as supporting tools for psychological practice and for human behavior analysis.  
These systems were expected to help in the tedious task of monitoring and recording the 
subject’s emotional states either with on-line systems or using pre-recorded video.  However 
with some recent developments in HCI applications and the availability of low cost CCD 
cameras and higher computing power, AFER systems have found their way into a number of 
new emerging areas of applications. 
 
One area of application that would benefit most by AFER systems is computer-based 
distance learning systems.  Unlike a classroom environment, instructors involved in distance 
learning facilities do not get direct feedback from students through eye contact.  Receiving 
such information through live video feedback is also not realistic in most cases due to the 
high bandwidth requirements and the distributed audience.  However, using an AFER system 
installed in the remote classroom, an alternative method of emotional feedback can be 
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constructed.  For instance, feedback such as “90% of the students are confused” will allow 
the instructor to re-explain his material. 
 
A similar application area that would benefit from AFER systems are Computer-Based 
Training (CBT) systems.  These days, almost every computer has a CCD-based digital 
camera as one of its standard accessories.  Using this device, a background process could 
analyze a user’s facial expressions, and generate information regarding his/her emotional 
state to the CBT system.  Thereafter depending on the emotional intensity corresponding to 
surprise, confusion, frustration and satisfaction etc., the CBT system can monitor the user’s 
learning process and adjust its level of explanation to suit the user [14]. 
 
Facial expression analysis is also applicable in advanced transportation systems.  A camera 
with an embedded AFER algorithm can monitor the alertness / drowsiness of the driver and 
then generate an appropriate warning when necessary.  In aircraft, such a system can detect 
emotions related to stress/panic conditions of the pilot and alert the control tower when 
necessary.  Additionally AFER systems could also activate safety shutdown mechanisms in 
hazardous machinery when their operators are detected to be sleepy or drowsy. 
  
Research by Ekman et. al. [15][16] has discovered evidence which relates micro-facial 
expressions to whether someone is telling the truth.   For instance, when a person is truly 
enjoying himself his smile is accompanied with muscular activities around the eyes whereas 
with fake smiles such muscle activity is not present.  These observations show that AFER 
systems can also be used as a potential tool for lie detector tests.  Moreover, unlike 
conventional polygraphs where “probes” have to be physically attached to the subject, an 
AFER based system would require only a non-invasive camera.  Consequently, they can be 
used transparently and in real time in any environment, such as court-rooms, police 
investigation rooms etc. where ascertaining truthfulness is of crucial importance. 
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Apart from the above, AFER systems are also finding applications in a number of emerging 
disciplines.  These include but are not restricted to computer games, software product 
testing, communication / linguistic training and several internet applications like chat rooms, 
virtual teleconferencing systems [17][18].  In general, wherever an autonomous system 
requires information about the emotional state of its users, AFER systems will have a 
significant role to play. 
 
1.5 Motivations for this Research 
For humans, analysis of facial expressions is a very simple task which is carried out 
hundreds of times each day with virtually with no effort.  However for computers, it is a 
sophisticated problem that requires complex algorithms and techniques in image analysis and 
high dimensional pattern recognition.  For this reason, in spite of the numerous contributions 
that have been made in the recent past, an AFER system with capabilities close to human 
recognition still remains an open problem. 
 
In general, humans and computers use approaches that are quite different to each other in 
recognition of facial expressions.  Neurological evidence has shown that human perception 
of faces and their expression is a holistic process involving a feed-forward neural mechanism 
[19].  In contrast to the human approach, a majority of the computer-based methods use 
some anatomical feature model of the face in order to describe and analyze facial 
expressions.  This approach requires several geometrical and motion features parameters to 
be extracted from facial images which are then fit to an anatomical model.  Although the 
classification results recorded from these approaches are convincing, they often underrate the 
complicated process of successfully extracting such features in an autonomous way.  
Furthermore, the development of a universal anatomical model for faces across different 
cultures, age groups and demographical origins is also a difficult task at best. 
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Hence, there has been growing interest in the development of human-like approaches to 
AFER systems.  These approaches process and recognize facial images holistically without 
any explicit extraction of anatomical or motion parameters from them.  However, due to the 
absence of a parametric anatomical model these approaches often require the ability to work 
with high-dimensional feature vectors and typically adopt a connectionist framework to 
discriminate between classes of facial expressions.  Although the results that have been 
recorded so far are less convincing than their model-based counterparts, these systems offer a 
number of benefits.  For instance, they can be highly adaptive and learn through examples 
without any a priori knowledge of an underlying parametric model.  Furthermore, classifiers 
like RBF neural networks have additional advantages such as fast learning algorithms and 
the ability to work with wide variations in the input [20] and these offer several benefits to 
AFER systems.  Additionally, their low processing power requirements and adaptable 
properties often makes them ideal candidates for implementation in embedded systems. 
 
An holistic approach to AFER typically consists of two major components.  The first 
acquires and segments the facial image from its background, followed by normalization for 
variations such as camera scaling, translation, rotation and differences in intensity.  The 
second component on the other hand is a classification system that discriminates facial 
expressions using the normalized image.  While several advanced image processing and 
analysis techniques are available for the first task, significant improvement is still required 
for the second with respect to specific aspects of AFER systems.  In this thesis some of these 
improvements, using a platform based on Radial Basis Function networks are investigated. 
 
1.6 Major Contributions of this Thesis 
A novel approach for classifying facial expressions holistically from facial images is 
developed.  Using the RBF network architecture as the basis, a new classifier capable of 
recognizing facial expressions without any explicit extraction of feature parameters or the 
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use of a priori knowledge of anatomical features of facial images is developed.  In the 
development of the proposed classifier, the following major contributions have been made. 
 
• An extensive investigation of the current and past methods of AFER systems 
has been carried out to find the advantages and disadvantages of various 
approaches to the problem.  Additionally, some of these methods were 
implemented to obtain bench-mark results using the same data set used in 
the evaluation of the proposed methods.  An extensive study of practical 
problems encountered in designing RBF network classifiers for high-
dimensional spaces has also been carried out. 
 
• Two new types of basis functions for RBF networks have been developed.  
These basis functions were designed to incorporate the capability of learning 
local properties of the problem domain in high-dimensions with fewer 
training data compared to existing types of basis functions.  Furthermore, 
they have also been tailored to address specific problems in holistic 
approaches to AFER systems, such as the presence of irrelevant variations 
due to subject’s identity information etc. in the input. 
 
• An algorithmic approach for designing the classifier and a new criterion 
based on the Raleigh coefficient [21] for initializing the new basis function 
parameters have been proposed.  These algorithms use an iterative procedure 
to determine the minimum number of basis functions required by the 




• A series of experiments have been done to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed new classifiers for recognizing facial expressions.  A database of 
facial images belonging to test subjects of various cultures and 
demographical origins has been created for evaluation of different 
classifiers.  The test results have shown superior performance of the 
proposed methods compared to several other types of RBF network 
classifiers and statistical classification methods. 
 
1.7 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized into seven chapters.  In Chapter 1, the background information about 
automatic facial expression recognition and some of its applications are presented followed 
by the motivations of this research and the major contributions that have been made in this 
thesis.  In Chapter 2, an extensive literature survey of techniques that have been used for 
facial expression recognition is presented.  Additionally, performances of past methods are 
also compared against the general expectations of “an ideal facial expression recognition 
system”.   This is followed by a detailed discussion of algorithms, properties and issues in 
designing RBF network classifiers for high-dimensional pattern recognition in Chapter 3.  
Details of the development of the proposed classifiers and related algorithms are discussed in 
Chapter 4.  A brief description of the image database used in the evaluation of the proposed 
classifiers is presented next in Chapter 5.  In Chapter 6, classification results of the proposed 
classifiers are presented and discussed.  In addition, the results obtained with other types of 
RBF network classifiers and those using common dimensionality reduction methods are also 
presented in Chapter 6.  Finally in Chapter 7, concluding remarks of this thesis and some 




Successes and Failures in Automatic Facial Expression Recognition: 
A Literature Survey 
 
Until a few decades ago most of the literature on facial expression analysis was published by 
psychologists.  One of the earliest works originating from a non-psychology background was 
Suwa et. al. [22], which described a preliminary investigation on automatic recognition of 
facial expressions from image sequences.  Since then the topic has drawn the attention of 
scientists and researchers working in a variety of fields.  During the last decade, automatic 
facial expression analysis has been of interest in areas like man-machine interfaces, 
computer vision and pattern recognition.  As a result of this renewed interest, a number of 
techniques and algorithms have been proposed for computer recognition and analysis of 
human facial expressions.   Some of the major achievements in the recent past are presented 
in this chapter. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
For humans, recognition of facial expressions under different conditions is an effortless task.  
However for computers, it is a complicated problem that requires a combination of complex 
algorithms and techniques from computer vision, image analysis and pattern recognition.  
Appearance of the face differs considerably from one individual to another due to differences 
in their age, gender, ethnicity, demographic origin and sometimes due to the presence of 
occluding objects like eye-glasses and facial hair.   Moreover, faces are likely to appear 
under various conditions including differences in pose, lighting and in cluttered 
backgrounds.  These variations must be addressed properly at various stages of the facial 
expression recognition system in order to make them usable in practical applications. 
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When building an automatic facial expression system, the designer must first make key 
decisions on three major aspects of the system.  These are; (i) how the expression 
information is presented to the recognition system, (ii) the nature of feature extraction and 
(iii) the type of classifier for final categorization of expressions.  Over the last two decades, 
researchers have proposed a range of techniques and algorithms that address various issues 
related to these tasks.  In the following sections these developments are discussed under the 
broad categorization illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
 
Since the early days there has been an ongoing debate within the research community 
regarding the best composition of input space for automatic recognition of facial expressions.  
Some researchers favour a feature-based representation [23] where information about facial 
expressions is presented using a set of low dimensional measurements obtained from facial 
images.  Others favour presenting faces holistically as two-dimensional (2-D) or one-
dimensional (1-D) arrays of pixel intensities [24].  In the 1-D representation, the image is 
often transformed onto a vector using row or column concatenation. 
 
One of the often cited difficulties in the holistic approach is their higher dependency on 
external environmental conditions like lighting and background.  Therefore, to minimize the 
effect of these dependencies on the recognition, facial images often have to be acquired 
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under strictly controlled conditions.  In contrast to the holistic approach, measurements used 
in feature-based methods are chosen to provide some degree of invariance to these external 
factors.   As a result, these systems may appear to be more robust when operating in practical 
environments.  However, automatic detection of such invariant features in practice is again a 
difficult task, and reliable feature extraction remains a problem. 
 
In feature-based methods, there are two basic types of measurements which are considered to 
be good descriptors of facial expressions.  Some researchers suggest that dynamic non-rigid 
motion of the face is the best way to describe facial expressions whereas others argue that the 
same can be achieved through static measurements, such as those describing geometrical 
shape of important facial components (eyebrows, eyes, mouth etc.).  Arguments supporting 
the suitability of these two types are often taken from a psychological view point.  For 
instance, most psychological research on facial expressions over several decades has been 
successfully conducted using “mug-shot” images showing expressions at their peak level 
[25].  These images have been effectively used to find expression cues such as changes in the 
shape of the eyebrows, eyes, the mouth and the presence of transient cues like wrinkles.   On 
the other hand some other experiments have shown that even non-rigid motion of the face 
with minimum spatial detail is sufficient for the identification of expressions.  For example, 
during a series of experiments by Bassili [26], a group of human operators who had been 
trained for the analysis of facial expression were shown an image sequence that contained 
only white dots on a dark surface of a person’s face displaying different expressions.  The 
results showed that they were able to recognize all classes of expressions close to 50 per cent 
accuracy using the motion of these white-dots on the dark background.  
 
Methods based on holistic representation of the input usually do not perform any explicit 
feature extraction, except perhaps for dimensionality reduction.  Instead, they depend more 
on pattern classifiers that are able to identify some intrinsic discriminative features from the 
noisy input.   Common algorithms used in this respect include those based on principal 
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component analysis (PCA), Fisher’s linear discriminant function (FLD) and neural networks.  
Feature based representations on the other hand require comparatively less complicated 
algorithms for classification because the features themselves are often better separable and 
relatively free of noise. 
 
Although Figure 2.1 outlines categories of the most common algorithms used for automatic 
facial expression recognition, a clear separation of these techniques is seldom seen in 
practical implementations.  Instead, researchers have used various combinations of available 
techniques and algorithms in addressing several issues related to the problem.  In the 
following sections of this chapter some of these approaches will be discussed in detail under 
the three broad categories of motion-based methods, model-based methods and holistic 
methods. 
 
2.2 Motion-Based Methods 
Early evidence that established a relationship between non-rigid facial motion and facial 
expressions surfaced in Bassili’s [26] experiments in the late seventies.  During these 
experiments, with human subjects, Bassili was able to identify several principal directions of 
motion that were providing vital cues to observers about facial expressions (Figure 2.2).   
Although his observations did not associate these motion patterns with specific facial muscle 
actions, they provided important details about the non-rigid motions that occur during facial 
expressions.  In addition to Bassili’s experiments further evidence was also found in 
Ekmans’s Facial Actions Coding System (FACS) [9], which described the visible changes in 
the face due to muscle actions.   Most of the FACS Action Units (AU’s) are linguistic 
descriptions of the movements in facial regions.  For example, two of the Action Units, AU1 



















Figure 2.2: Motion cues from Bassili’s experiments [26].  Observers were shown only the motion 
of white patches on a dark surface of the face. 
 
The optical flow algorithm is undoubtedly the most common technique used to extract 
motion details from facial image sequences.  The algorithm is computationally demanding 
but provides a reliable estimate of the apparent motion.  Optical flow in general is defined as 
the pixel velocities obtained from an image sequence, and arises due to the movement of 
brightness patterns.  It can be determined using one of several techniques that could establish 
a correlation between pixels of a small neighborhood in two successive frames of an image 
sequence.  For example, one such algorithm [27], which is commonly used for face 
processing, assumes that the brightness of an object remains constant during motion within a 
short time interval.  This assumption constrains the image motion vectors to satisfy  
 0x y tI I I⋅ + ⋅ + =u v  (2.1) 
 
where  ( ), ,I x y t  is the intensity at a point ( ),x y  at time t , and u and v are the horizontal 
and vertical components of optical flow at point ( ),x y .  In order to solve for the two 
unknowns in (2.1), a smoothness constraint that minimizes   
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }2 2 2 2, x y y xf dxdy= + + +∫∫u v u v u v  (2.2) 
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at every ( ),x y  is used.  Optical flow vectors u and v  at point ( ),x y  can then be obtained 
by solving (2.1) with the smoothness constraint in (2.2).  The optical flow solution includes 
motion components due to both non-rigid motion within the face as well as rigid motion of 
the head.  Therefore it is common for many optical flow based implementations to make the 
restrictive assumption that the overall rigid motion of the face is negligible between any two 
consecutive image frames. 
 
Further to the above basic framework, several enhanced techniques for optical flow 
computation [28][29][30][31] have been proposed in the recent past.  Algorithms for facial 
motion detection use either Dense Flow Analysis (DFA) or Feature Point Tracking (FPT) 
described below.  The primary difference between these two paradigms is the fact that the 
first determines motion in several regions of interest while the second focuses on the motion 
of only a few important feature points. 
 
2.2.1 Dense Flow Analysis 
In systems using DFA, features are computed in terms of average flow velocities over a 
uniform grid of small regions on the face.  Typically, these regions are determined regardless 
of any specific facial feature or facial organ.  One of the earliest applications of DFA for face 
processing was documented by Mase and Pentland [29], who developed an algorithm for lip-
reading in facial image sequences.  Afterwards, Mase extended their algorithm to facial 
expression recognition using a two-fold approach that was described as the ‘top-down’ and 
‘bottom-up’ methods of expression recognition [30].  The top-down method suggested the 
creation of a face muscle model based on optical flow.  This muscle model could then be 
related to Ekman’s FACS for subsequent recognition and analysis of their facial expressions.   
 
The bottom-up approach divided the 256 240×  pixel facial image evenly into rectangular 
regions of 16 15× pixels in size without considering where the primary muscles of 
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expression interact with the facial skin.  For each region in the grid, dense optical flow was 
first computed throughout the complete duration of an expression image sequence.   
Thereafter, five different parameters using first and second order moments of optical flow 
data in spatial and temporal domains were computed for each region.  As a result, for 256 
regions in the facial image a total of 1280 features were computed from the optical flow data. 
  
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space to a level manageable by the 
underlying classifier, the author suggested the elimination of feature variables that provided 
little information for discrimination of different expressions.  Such direct elimination of 
features was feasible since all regions of the face do not have an equal participation in 
creating expressions in the face.  In order to quantify the usefulness of each of the 1280 
features, the author suggested a criterion function which estimated the goodness of each 
feature k  as 








=  (2.3) 
 
where ( )varB k  and ( )varW k  are the between-class and within-class variances of the thk  
feature.  Only the top 15 features, that scored highest according to (2.3) were included in the 
final set of features used in the classification. The final categorization of expression classes 
was done using a k-nearest neighbor rule criterion.  The results showed a success rate of 80% 
on a test database consisting of 30 image sequences obtained from 10 different subjects.  
With the removal of eight potentially ambiguous image sequences, the recognition rate 
increased further to 86%.  However, the scope of the database itself was limited only to four 
(“Happy”, “Anger”, “Surprise” and “Disgust”) classes of facial expressions.   
 
Later in 1994, Yacoob and Davis [31][32] proposed a system based on localized Dense Flow 
Analysis, that was capable of handling all six classes of universal facial expressions.  For a 
reduced feature space, the algorithm focused only on motions associated with eye brows, 
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eyes and the mouth regions that are considered as the primary components of the face 
associated with expressions.  Optical flow was computed at high gradient values in these 
regions.  Authors also suggested thresholding and quantization of motion vectors in order to 
eliminate minor variations due to noise and other related factors.   
 
The final classification of motion variables onto facial expressions was thereafter carried out 
using a rule-based system, which was created from a psychological background.  
Observations made by Bassili [26] and linguistic interpretation of FACS Action Units were 
used as the basis for construction of the rule base.  Decision rules were applied in three 
temporal stages; beginning, peak and ending of an expression in order to maintain required 
coherence among different subjects in the temporal domain.  Tests on the algorithms were 
conducted using a database of 105 image sequences belonging to 30 individuals. The highest 
recognition rate of 94% was recorded for Surprise while Anger and Disgust recorded 92% 
percent recognition rate.  The system recognized 85% of Fear and Happy expressions while 
the lowest score of 80% was recorded for  the Sad expression. 
  
More recently some researchers have proposed neural network based classifiers for the 
categorization of facial expressions from motion parameters.  In one such attempt 
Rosenblum et. al [33] used a Radial Basis Function (RBF) network for the classification of 
localized motion parameters originating from two classes (Smile and Surprise) of facial 
expressions.  The network inputs were the Dense Flow parameters obtained using an optical 
flow algorithm operating at high gradient points in regions of eye brows, eyes and the mouth.  
After experimenting with different types of RBF networks and different network parameters, 
the authors recorded their best results using two categories of test images, consisting of 
familiar and unfamiliar test subjects.  Familiar test subjects whose images were used for 
network training recorded recognition rates of 85% and 93% for Smile and Surprise 
expressions, respectively.  In comparison, unfamiliar subjects whose face images were not 
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included in the training set recorded a slightly different recognition rate with 83% for Smile 
and 94% for Surprise.   
 
In a separate investigation Masahide et. al. [34] combined DFA with a discrete Hopfield 
network for final classification.  In this method, a normalized face image was first divided 
into a grid of 8 10×  rectangular regions of equal size and local DFA was used to compute 
optical flow in these regions.  Following this, each individual region was assigned to one of 
three discrete feature values; (+1, 0 and -1) respectively for “upward motion”, “neutral” and 
“downward motion” based on vertical components of the averaged local dense flow.  Finally 
these discrete feature values were used in a Hopfield neural network for the categorization 
into expression classes.  Test results on 4 expression classes yielded individual recognition 
accuracies of 78% for Anger, 88% for Sadness, 99.4% for Surprise and a perfect 100% for 
Happiness. 
 
In practice, facial expressions performed naturally are accompanied with a certain amount of 
pose variations.  However, when such head movement is present, motion information 
becomes less descriptive of facial expressions because of the co-occurrence of rigid and non-
rigid motions in the same sequence.  In fact, the results shown for all motion based 
algorithms discussed so far were under the restrictive assumption of negligible head motion 
during the expression sequence.  Black and Yacoob [35] addressed this problem by using a 
collection of parametric flow models that accounted for both rigid and non-rigid motions.  
The parametric models were developed using separate image flow models constructed 
concurrently for the entire face movement and motions in localized regions of eye-brows, 
eyes and the mouth that corresponded more to facial expressions.  Tests were carried out 
with a database of 138 expression sequences from 40 different subjects.  During these tests, 
the subjects were allowed to move their head but without creating profile views in the facial 
image.    The results showed recognition rates ranging from 87% to a perfect 100% for 
different types of expressions. 
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Algorithms based on DFA in general depend on optical flow computed over multiple regions 
of the face.  Therefore, when part of the face is occluded, these techniques are likely to 
encounter problems in representing data for subsequent classifications [36].  Techniques 
using optical flow of small regions of the face in contrast are likely to face fewer problems in 
handling occlusions.  Although the occlusion causes loss of some information, parameters 
that are not affected by occlusion can still be used for classification.  However in the latter 
case their underlying classifiers too must be able handle the partial input data.   
 
2.2.2 Feature Point Tracking 
In contrast with DFA, methods that use Feature Points Tracking (FPT) compute motion 
parameters of only a small set of prominent facial feature points.  Typically, these features 
are related to regions like eye-brows, mouth corners and lip-boundaries etc.  Compared to 
DFA regions, these more salient features not only reduce the risk of tracking loss but can 
also be detected more accurately when automatic feature detection algorithms are employed.   
Often these features are detected on the first frame of image sequence and are thereafter 
tracked through the rest of the frames using computationally simpler algorithms.  As a result 
FPT requires less computational power than DFA where optical flow needs to be computed 
on all frames in the sequence.  This computational advantage makes FPT more suitable for 
real-time applications. 
  
In 1995, Moses et. al. [37] developed a system that was capable tracking mouth shape in 
real-time.  The tracker used the valley of pixel intensities that is usually visible in between 
upper and lower lips of the mouth region.  The authors preferred valley detection over edge 
detection citing inconsistencies and multiple occurrences of edges during various stages of 
muscle actions.  The valley contour was tracked using a Kalman filter [38]  that used both 
real-time measurements as well as prediction based on an a priori model of the contour 
dynamics.  Using this algorithm the authors were able to determine five different shapes of 
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the mouth which included Neutral, Smile, Sad, Open and the “OO” shape.  All confusions 
between shapes recorded during tracking were associated only with the Neutral shape.  
Although the experiments were limited to the shape of the mouth, the authors suggested that 
the same procedure can be used for other facial features and thereby for the recognition of all 
types of facial expressions. 
 
In a separate development, Otsuka et. al. [39] proposed a system that was able to model 
motion parameters of almost the entire face by tracking only a few feature points.  The 
authors’ main objective however was to use the motion information to determine FACS 
Action Units.   The tracking algorithm that was built around the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi [40] 
tracker was capable of locating and tracking vital feature points automatically with minimum 
user interventions.  In the first frame of the image sequence the feature points were located 
using local extrema or saddle points of luminance distributions belonging to facial regions of 
interest.  Next by using a triangulation method that eliminated geometrically redundant 
points, the number of features required for tracking was further reduced.  Thereafter during 
subsequent frames, a number of motion parameters were computed by tracking these feature 
points. Finally, by considering muscle contractions associated with each of the triangulated 
feature points the FACS action units were determined. 
 
Tracking algorithms in most cases return noisy features due to external environmental effects 
like changes in lighting, presence of transient features, shadows and head motion.  
Additionally, complete or partial loss of tracking parameters could also occur when there is 
occlusion in the facial image.    Although the effects of noise can be compensated to a certain 
extent by using spatial and temporal filtering coupled with a quantization process [31][32], 
the effects of occlusions in image sequence are almost non-recoverable.  Typically, handling 
of occlusion requires adaptation of a feature representation model to compensate for the loss 
of information [41].  Recently, Bourel et. al. [42] addressed these issues by combining 
feature-point tracking with a state-based representation of feature parameters.  The main aim 
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in this approach was to compute a set of motion feature parameters that are more tolerant to 
noise and loss of information using a finite state transition model. 
 
   
h1 : Upper lip height 
h2 : Lower lip height 
h : Lip height 
w : Mouth width 
d0 : Inner brows distance 
d1,d2 : Nostrils / brows distance 
 
a1,a2 : Eyebrow angle 
Figure 2.3: Feature points and measurements for state based representation used by Bourel et. al. 
[42]. 
 
The algorithm tracked 12 feature points located around the mouth, the nose tip and the eye 
brows (Figure 2.3).  Nostrils were used as anchor points for features as well as for tracking 
of head motion and orientation.  First, for each frame in the image sequence nine spatio-
temporal measurements as illustrated on Figure 2.3 were computed using the selected feature 
points.  Thereafter, using a state transition algorithm each measurement was converted into 
one of three possible states named as “increasing”, “stable” and “decreasing”.  Upper and 
lower thresholds for state transitions were determined using the average motion amplitude of 
individual features concerned.  Finally, the discrete feature vectors obtained by 
concatenating all nine states were then classified into six expression classes using a rank 
weighted k-nearest neighbor classifier [43].  However, in their published results [42] the 
authors did not state any numerical figures regarding the success rates in their approach.  
Nevertheless the graphical illustrations of the results (Figure. 2.4) that appeared in their 
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Figure 2.4: Recognition rates reported by Bourel et. Al. [42]. 
 
1. Anger and surprise expressions recorded an almost perfect recognition rate 
(close to 100%) while disgust, joy (happiness) and sadness recorded a rate 
above 90 percent.  The lowest recognition rate, close to 60% was recorded for 
fear expression. 
 
2. Occlusion resulted in lower recognition rate for all expression classes except 
for fear expression, which recorded a significant increase (from ≈ 60% to ≈ 
90%) when the left half of the face was occluded. 
 
3. Occlusion of the lower face (mouth region) created a more significant drop in 
the recognition rate compared to occlusion of the upper face. 
 
4. On average left and the right halves of the face carried equal amounts of information 
regarding the facial expressions. 
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One of the useful observations made by Bourel et. al. [42] was that occlusion of either left or 
the right half of the face had a minimum impact on the recognition rate compared with that 
of full images.  This suggests that facial expression can still be recognized using only half of 
the facial image.  The reduced input size of the half-face image is likely to bring several 
advantages, especially for holistic representations where dimensionality is a major issue. 
   
Compared with DFA algorithms, FPT has been applied only in a few instances for 
recognition of facial expressions.  Nevertheless recently there have been a growing number 
of investigations that use these techniques for analysis and recognition of FACS Action 
Units [41][44][45].  Although the objectives of such investigations were not directly aimed 
at recognition of facial expressions, their results; i.e., the FACS Action Units can still 
provide a firm basis for the same task. 
 
2.3 Model-Based Methods 
While motion-based techniques use dynamics of facial muscles as the main source of feature 
extraction, model-based techniques in contrast use static information that appear as the end-
effect of such muscle actions.  Consequently, they represent faces and facial expressions in 
terms of distance measures, angles or their moment-invariants with respect to facial 
components like eyes, eye-brows, nose, mouth and the chin area.  These measurements are 
typically computed either from static facial images or sometimes from video data with image 
frames captured at discrete intervals.  Consequently, feature extraction for model-based 
methods requires less computations compared to motion extraction, where motion vectors 
must be computed or tracked for each and every frame in the sequence. 
 
Features computed from static images can be used in two different ways.  They can either be 
classified directly into facial expressions or can be interpreted by fitting them into some 
anatomical model of the face.  Accuracy of the first approach depends more or less on the 
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individual feature detection algorithms used to compute the features.  In contrast, the 
accuracy of the second approach depends on the validity of the model in describing facial 
expressions.  However, in both the approaches building an invariant deterministic model of 
the human face for all expression classes is a difficult task because of the variety of structural 
differences that exists across individual faces. 
 
One of the earliest investigators to use static features was Kobayashi and Hara [46] who 
developed a facial expression recognition system that was based only on measurements 
taken from static facial images.  The measurements were related to a set of 30 Facial 
Characteristic Points (FCP) originating from three facial components: eye brows, eyes and 
the mouth region (Figure 2.5).  These facial components were selected based on  Ekman’s  
Facial Action Coding Systems (FACS) [9] considering the fact that 39 out of 44 Action 
Units (AU’s) were directly associated with the facial organs concerned.  Thereafter using 
FCPs in these regions some sixty different distance measurements were computed relative to 




Figure 2.5: Facial Characteristic Points (FCP) 
used by Kobayashi and Hara [46]. 
 
Figure 2.6: Position of vertical lines for scanning 
for facial features [47]. 
 
 
Translation invariance of features was obtained by taking all measurements using a 
normalized coordinate system that originated from the centre of the nose tip.  Moreover, 
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prior to computing such measurements the FCPs themselves were normalized in order to 
account for camera scaling and other structural differences in individual faces.  For this 
purpose the authors selected a line connecting two inner corners of the eyes (between feature 
points 1, 2 in Figure 2.5), which in general was found to be invariant to facial expressions.  
All feature positions were then normalized based on the length and the angle of this line with 
respect to the horizontal direction.  Finally, the categorization of feature measurements into 
expression classes was made using a neural network classifier.  The network consisted of 
four layers; an input layer with 60 neurons, two hidden layers with 100 neurons each and an 
output layer with 6 neurons corresponding to each of the six facial expression classes.  The 
neural network was trained using a supervised gradient descent procedure with the error back 
propagation algorithm. 
 
In order to test their algorithms, the authors created a database of Facial Characteristic Points 
from 172 facial images belonging to 30 different subjects.  All the feature points were 
manually coded off-line by a human operator.  Out of the 30 subjects, data belonging to 15 
were used for training the neural network.  Results obtained using the remaining 15 subjects 
showed recognition rates of 86.7% for Surprise, 91.7% for Fear, 92.3% for Anger, 92.9% for 
Sad and 84.6% for both Disgust and Happy expressions.  The overall recognition rate was 
recorded as 88.7%. 
 
During a later investigation the authors further developed their facial expression recognition 
system with real-time recognition capabilities [47].  Compared to the previous work, the new 
system had the capability of detecting FCPs automatically and then classifying them into 
facial expressions.  For the localization and detection of feature points the following 
procedure was used.  First eye-brows and the pupils were searched within the image using 
intensity profiles along vertical lines.  This was possible because the colour of eye brows and 
the pupils made a clear contrast from the surrounding facial skin.   Next, the rest of the 
features were detected by scanning along 13 different vertical line segments in the regions of 
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eyes and the mouth.  Positions of these lines were determined empirically and relative to the 
distance between the centers of the two pupils (Figure 2.6). 
 
Deviating from their first attempt which used measurements taken from 30 discrete feature 
points, the new approach used intensity distributions along the 13 vertical scan lines on the 
face as the input to the neural network classifier (Figure 2.6).  In order to compensate for the 
differences in the size of each individual face, the facial images were first normalized using 
an affine transform such that the distance between the two pupil centers was 20 pixels.  After 
normalization the final feature vector obtained for classification consisted of 234 (18 * 13) 
pixel values.  The neural network classifier had 3 processing layers with 234 neurons in the 
input, 50 neurons in the hidden layer and 6 neurons in the output layer.  Similar to their 
previous approach the network was trained using the error back-propagation algorithm with 
training data obtained from 15 subjects.    
 
Tests done with the balance of 15 subjects in their image database showed results compatible 
with the previous design where the feature points were manually coded.  Authors recorded 
their best recognition rates for the new system as 60% for Disgust, 80% for Anger, 100% for 
Happiness and 90% for Surprise, Fear and Sad expressions.  The overall recognition rate was 
recorded as 85%.   
 
In another development Ushida et. al. investigated the use of Conceptual Fuzzy Sets (CFS) 
to categorize information extracted from facial feature points [48].   Selection of CFS for the 
classification scheme was made with consideration to the subjectivity involved in the 
description of facial expressions.  The classifier consisted of three Kohonen networks [49] 
followed by the CFS network.  Each Kohonen network was trained to specialize on features 
extracted from one of three facial regions; namely eye brows, eyes and the mouth.  The 
authors used the same image database as Kobayashi’s experiments but restricted their 
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classification to three (Angry, Happy and Sad) expression classes.  After training the 
classifier using data from 9 subjects an overall recognition rate of 78.7% was obtained. 
 
More recently another FCP based automatic facial expression recognition system was 
proposed by Jyh-Yeong Chang et. al [50].  However in contrast with Kobayashi et. al.’s 
algorithm which used structural relationship between facial organs, the authors proposed a 
new technique based on the shape of eye brows, eyes and the mouth.  The shape information 
was determined, first using Rough Contour Estimation Routine (RCER) [51].  Once the 
contours were determined their corresponding FCPs were estimated using a method similar 
to that of Kobayashi.  Classification of FCPs was also tested using two different neural 
network architectures, a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network and a Radial Basis Function 
(RBF) network.  Both networks however, produced similar results with an overall 
recognition rate of 92.1%.  The image database used for these experiments consisted of 80 
images out of which 42 were used for network training. 
  
A rather different approach was taken in the JANUS [52] system which attempted to reason 
about facial expressions from visual cues appearing on the face using a rule-based system.   
The JANUS system first converted face geometry into several static linguistic action formats 
like “brows raised”, “eyes open” and “jaw dropped” etc.   Thereafter, the expressions were 
determined by matching these actions with corresponding muscle movements associated 
with basic expression classes in a  rule-based classifier.  Comparing their results with those 
obtained by human experts and non-experts in facial expression analysis, authors showed 
that the JANUS system was capable of performing close to non-trained human operators. 
 
Researchers at the Delft University of Technology in Netherlands developed another rule-
based system called HERCULES (Human Emotion Recognition Clips Utilized Expert 
System) which used measurements computed from 20 different facial feature points.  The 
measurements were first used to infer FACS Action Units and subsequently facial 
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expressions [53][54].  The feature points themselves were selected based on their association 
with the primary facial muscles of FACS Action Units and on their suitability for automatic 
detection.  Majority of the feature points were located in the eyebrows, eyes, nose tip and the 
mouth regions similar to the FCPs proposed in Kobayashi’s work.  Categorization of feature 
measurements was carried using a rule-based inference scheme that made up the core of 
HERCULES system.  The categorization included two stages.  In the first stage, Action 
Units of the FACS system were derived from the feature measurements and in the second 
stage they were further classified into individual expression classes. 
 
2.4 Holistic Methods 
In contrast to feature based algorithms, holistic approaches use images as their input without 
performing explicit feature extractions.  Often the classifiers used in these methods use a 
connectionist model, which consists of a network of simple processing units.  The network 
then develops receptive fields, typically in a layered architecture to recognize intrinsic 
features that can discriminate pattern classes.   A prominent advantage of connectionist style 
classifiers is that they do not necessarily require a priori knowledge about the organization of 
these receptive fields or the intrinsic feature model.  Instead, these properties are generated 
by learning through a set of examples.  The connectionist nature and learning paradigm often 
make these methods more capable of handling noisy, partial and even potentially conflicting 
data at their inputs.  For recognition of facial expressions, such characteristics are highly 
beneficial because of the variety of structural and environmental differences in facial images 
of different people. 
 
However the advantages of holistic methods are available only at the expense of some of the 
beneficial properties of feature-based techniques.  For example, feature-based techniques are 
more robust under external environment conditions such as changes in the background, 
lighting and presence of transient features during an expression.  On the other hand, holistic 
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approaches are more sensitive to these conditions because such changes would directly affect 
the representation of their image-based input.  As a result holistic representations require 
more robust and extensive preprocessing and normalization of the input compared to their 
feature-based counterparts.  Nevertheless, most of these normalizations can be carried out 
using automatic techniques that require minimum user-intervention. 
 
Another major problem faced by holistic algorithms is the extremely large dimensionality of 
the input space compared to the number of unique data patterns available for classifier 
training.  Researchers believe that the minimum spatial resolution required for simple face 
detection is at least 32x32 pixels [55].  However, even at this resolution the holistic input 
would contain over 1000 features.  Additionally, because of the connectionist architecture 
the network may also contain a large number of learnable parameters amounting to several 
times the dimensionality of the input.  For many learning algorithms finding a global 
solution for such a large number of parameters using a small data set is a difficult task at 
best.  Added difficulties are some unavoidable variations in facial image space that are not 
related to expressions.  For instance a facial image may contain many details about a 
subject’s identity, gender and the age.   Often these properties cause a much higher 
variability in the input space, compared with the useful ones caused by the facial 
expressions.  Therefore, when trained with only few samples the classifier network becomes 
receptive to these more prominent variations and as a result fails to separate the intrinsic 
features that describe facial expressions. 
 
To address these issues some researchers have proposed the application of dimensionality 
reduction techniques on holistic input.  Dimensionality reduction in general has two 
objectives.  Firstly, it can reduce the number of variables in the input by projecting data onto 
a possibly uncorrelated and low dimensional space.    Secondly, some variables with 
information that is not related to facial expressions can be excluded during the projection 
onto the low dimensional space.  The latter helps to prevent the network from learning un-
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wanted details in input while the former reduces the number of features in the input to a 
manageable level.  Jointly, both these properties contribute to improvement of the network 
classifier in terms of the performance and generalization.  
 
Among the algorithms available, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is undoubtedly the 
most widely used technique for dimensionality reduction.  Given a set of data samples in a 
high dimensional space, PCA computes a set of orthogonal axes that point in directions of 
maximum variability of the input data.  Therefore, by projecting onto these axes it is possible 
to obtain a set of variables in a low dimensional sub-space that retain most of the variability 
(energy) of the original high dimensional space.  Let φ  be a m N×  matrix containing N  
zero mean vectors of dimension m along its columns.  Then the covariance matrix ∑ of the 




ϕϕ=∑ . (2.4) 
Thereafter the principal component projection matrix pcaW that maximizes the variance in 
the projected space can be computed as 
 arg max Tpca = ∑W W W . (2.5) 
The columns of pcaW  are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix whereas their 
corresponding eigenvalues indicate the variability associated with each eigenvector.  The 
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue points in the direction of maximum 
variability while the one with second largest eigenvalue points in the direction of maximum 
variation and is orthogonal to the first and so on.  If there are N  independent data vectors in 
ϕ , eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix will contain 1N − non-zero eigenvalues.  
Therefore by selecting  ( ),N N N′ ′ <  eigenvectors corresponding to the largest non zero 
eigenvalues, it is possible to obtain the m N ′×  projection matrix, pcaW  that retains the most 
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of the variability in the projected sub-space.  Thereafter for a given data vector x , its image 
projected on the principal component sub-space can be computed as 
 Tpca=p W x  (2.6) 
where p  is a vector with ( ),N N m′ ′ elements.  
 
The application of PCA to facial image analysis became popular after a pioneering 
investigation by Turk and Pentland [56], who used PCA for face recognition.  After being 
motivated by a previous research that investigated PCA for image compression and 
reconstruction [57], the authors argued that “if a multitude of face images can be 
reconstructed by a weighted sum of a small collection of characteristic images, perhaps the 
same set of weights can also be used to characteristically represent the original images”.  The 
collections of characteristic images then represent a sub-space (face-space) that best accounts 
for the distribution of face images within the input image space.  Since each of such face-like 
images in the characteristic set were the eigenvectors computed from the input image space, 
they were referred to as “Eigenfaces”. 
 
Using Eigenfaces, Turk and Pentland first showed that PCA can effectively be used for 
dimensionality reduction for face image analysis.  Since then Eigenfaces and its derivatives 
have become the de-facto method for dimensionality reduction in a number of holistic face 
analysis systems.  The recent literature shows two major trends in the application of PCA for 
facial expression recognition.  Some researchers have proposed Eigenfaces or PCA to be 
applied on facial regions as the primary feature extraction method for classification while 




Figure 2.7:  Two level classification proposed by Daw-Tung et. al [58]. 
 
Using the coefficients of PCA projections directly as features, Daw-Tung and Jam Chen [58] 
proposed a Radial Basis Function (RBF) network classifier that recognized seven different 
types of expressions on facial images.  The seven types of expressions are the six universal 
expression types and the neutral face.  The RBF network provided discrimination of the PCA 
sub-space using a two-level hierarchical classification process.  The first level (referred by 
the authors as the “mouth layer”) of the hierarchical structure categorized inputs into one of 
four intermediate classes while the second level (eye layer) further subdivided them into one 
of the seven expression classes (Figure 2.7).  Each level of the hierarchical structure had its 
own PCA subspace and RBF network computed from the images belonging to their 
respective pattern classes.  The authors supported their decision for a two-level hierarchical 
structure citing the relative dominance of the mouth and the eye regions in describing 
different facial expressions.   The first level attempted to separate images based on the 
variation in the mouth region, which was considered as more prominent compared to the 
eye-region in separation of the four intermediate sub categories of expressions (Figure 2.7).  
At the second level, sub-categories with similar mouth shapes allowed the PCA algorithm to 















A database consisting of 70 images from 10 different subjects was used to compute PCA and 
then train the RBF network.  The authors used three different versions of the same dataset 
according to different levels of holistic representations as follows. 
 
• Type I: Full face image including hair, shoulders and background.   Image 
size was 145x175 pixels. 
 
• Type II: Images with hair, shoulders and background removed from type I 
images. Images size was 80x80 pixels. 
 
• Type III: Separate Image segments of eyes and the mouth regions.  Image 
of sizes were 80x20 and 45x30 respectively for the two regions.  The 
mouth segments were used to train the first level of the network while the 
eye segments were used for the second level. 
 
For the analysis of network performance, another set of 70 images from a different set of 
subjects was used.  Simulation results showed the highest recognition rate of 72.22% for 
type II images while type I images recorded the lowest rate of 14.28%.  For type III images, 
the mouth region recorded a perfect recognition at the first level, but the second level which 
used the eye region for discrimination performed rather poorly recognizing only 57.30 % of 
the test images. 
 
In a separate development Padgett et. al. [59][60] proposed the use of a Multi-Layer 
Perceptron (MLP) network for the discrimination of principal component sub-space 
computed using static facial images.  Facial images were presented to the network classifier 
as projections of seven 32 32×  pixel blocks onto a principal component sub-space of 15 
dimensions.   The seven pixel blocks included three originating from the right eye region and 
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four originating from the mouth region (Figure 2.8).   However in contrast with other PCA 
based methods, the principal component sub-space itself was not computed using the same 
set of data.  Instead the authors decided to compute PCA from a large ensemble of 32 32×  
pixel regions, selected from random locations within the facial images.  Based on the results 
of their previous works [61], authors claimed that this representation of PCA is likely to be 
better in generalization compared to an eigenface / feature strategy where the sub-space is 
computed over the same regions as the input. 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Facial feature regions used by Padgett et. al. [59]. 
 
The input to the classifier was a 105-dimensional vector computed using projections of each 
of the 7 pixel blocks onto the top 15 eigen vectors in the principal component sub-space.  
The classifier consisted of an ensemble of 11 different fully connected feed-forward MLP 
neural networks.  Each network in turn contained an input layer of 105 nodes, a single 
hidden layer of 10 nodes and an output layer of 7 nodes.  All eleven networks were trained 
independently using an on-line back propagation algorithm and with test/response pattern 
created from an image database.  Because of the rather small image database of only 12 
subjects, the classifier performance was tested using the leave-one-out cross-validation 
method.  The network was then trained using images belonging to 11 individuals while 
holding the 12th person as the test subject.  In order to avoid the impact of a bad hold-out set, 
each of the 11 individuals was also used as hold-outs in turn.  Finally the results obtained for 
all 11 different networks were combined to get an average recognition rate of 86%. 
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Apart from acting directly on facial images, PCA has also been used to reduce the 
dimensionality of feature spaces computed using other types of holistic feature extraction 
methods.  For instance, Mathew et. al. [62] used PCA to reduce the dimensionality of a 
41,740 dimensional vector obtained from the responses of a Gabor jet lattice [63] operating 
on a set of 240x320 pixels gray scale images.  Projection of this large input-space onto a 
principal component sub-space spanned by a set of 35 significant eigenvectors enabled the 
classification to be carried by a relatively simple neural network.  The network contained 
only a single layer with six neurons.  After training the network with some precautions to 
avoid overtraining, the authors recorded an overall recognition rate of 85.9%. 
 
One of the major drawbacks of PCA is that its projection matrix attempts to capture the 
maximum variance across the entire image set regardless of the relevance or otherwise of 
such variations to the underlying classification.  As a result, PCA may also retain unwanted 
variations that may not necessarily be discriminative of intended class structure of the 
classification problem.  When the input consists of prominent variation other than those 
related to the classification problem, using eigenvectors corresponding to larger eigenvalues 
could even degrade the overall performance and generalization due to their influence on the 
underlying classifiers.    When recognizing facial expressions, this problem is more 
significant, since for a given set of face images variations due to subject’s identity, lighting 
and background conditions are likely to be much more significant than those due to facial 
expressions.  According to some researchers, the effect of lighting however can be 
minimized by discarding the first three principal components [64].  However, for variations 
caused by the subject’s identity such a simple solution would be a difficult task.  The 
appropriate number of principal components, responsible for such variations would depend 
on the nature of the training image set.  Furthermore, it is yet unlikely that the first few 
components will only contain the unwanted variations and hence the removal such principal 
components will also cause the loss of some useful information.    
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The effects of subject’s identity on PCA were clearly evident in the results recorded by Daw-
Tung and Jam Chen [58].  When full face images were used, the classifier performance 
degraded significantly compared to using image segments that contained only the facial 
regions vital for facial expressions.  This lower performance with full facial images can be 
directly attributed to the presence of person specific structural information, especially in the 
outer-face regions like the hair line and chin borders. 
 
Using “Fisherfaces”, a derivative of the popular “Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD)” 
function, Belhumeur et. al. [64] addressed the above problem of PCA for facial images.  
Although the main objective of the authors work was to develop a lighting-invariant face 
recognition system, they suggested that similar methods can also be used for invariant 
recognition of facial expressions.  Unlike PCA, Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD) function 
[65] uses class-specific projections that attempt to maximize the discrimination of a given 
class structure in the low-dimensional space.  Suppose that for a given set of vectorized 
image data, the between-class scatter matrix  BS  and the within-class scatter matrix WS  are 
defined as  
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respectively, where µ is the global mean, iµ is the mean of class iC , iN  is the number of 
image samples in class iC  and C is the number of classes.  Let fldW be a matrix that 
projects the data onto a low dimensional subspace.  For maximum discrimination in the low 
dimensional space, fldW must create homogenous data clusters that are compact and well 
separated from each other.  Therefore, using the determinants of BS  and WS  respectively as 
measures of the compactness and separation of data pattern classes, Fisher suggested that 
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Typically fldW  can be computed by solving the eigenvalue problem, 
 ( )1W B i i iλ− =S S w w  ,   1, 2, , 1i C= −"  (2.10) 
where 1 2 3 1[     ]fld C−=W w w w w"  are eigenvectors obtained by solving equation (2.10).  
However with only a limited number of training images, WS  can be singular and therefore a 
solution does not exist.  To address this problem of singularity, Belhumeur et. al. [64] 
suggested that images be first projected onto an intermediate low dimensional space, 
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where pcaW is computed in the usual way using the covariance matrix of all images. 
 
Belhumeur et. al. successfully applied (2.11) to create a projection space, using which they 
were able to recognize faces under varying lighting conditions.  Furthermore, they also did 
another successful experiment to determine whether a person is wearing eye-glasses.  For 
this experiment, the images were divided into two classes as those with eye-glasses and those 
without glasses. Both experiments lead to recognition rates that were better than that for 
PCA on the same image database.  Based on the results of these experiments, the authors 
speculated that the same criterion can be used to recognizing facial expressions by labeling 
the images appropriately, according to the expression classes. 
 
Typically the PCA algorithm concentrates most of the variations in input over a few 
components in the principal component subspace.  However, according to biological 
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considerations some researchers suggest the opposite: that a neural network performs better 
when the variability is distributed across many input neurons [66].  One example of such a 
neural network is the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [20].  Motivated by these facts and the 
advantages of modularity in solving similar problems, Franco and Treves [67] suggested the 
use of a modular network architecture using a SOM for dimensionality reduction of the 
input.   
 
 
Figure 2.9:  24x8 pixel feature region and expressions used by Franco and Treves [67]. 
 
The neural network contained four modular layers having neurons with sigmoid transfer 
functions.  In the first layer there were 192 neurons creating the receptive field for the 24x8 
pixel facial image segment that the authors used as the feature region for facial expression 
(Figure 2.9).  Output from each neuron in the input layer was then connected through a 
single Hebbian [20] weight to 48 neurons in the second layer creating the SOM network.  
The first two layers of the network were trained using an unsupervised learning algorithm.  
In the third layer, the network was divided into three modular sub-networks, each 
specializing in one of the expression classes that was available in the training image 
database.   Output layer of the network contained only three neurons (representing 
expressions classes of Happy, Sad and Surprise), each receiving input from their respective 
modular network in the previous layer. 
 
Performance of the classifier was tested using static images belonging to 14 subjects.  Test 
results showed a generalization error of 15.4%, which was lower than the 16.7% recorded for 
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PCA using the same image database.  The individual error rates for the three classes of 
expressions were recorded as 7.5% for Happy, 4.4% for Sad and 5.3% for Surprise. 
 
In other work, Katoh and Fukui [68] proposed another facial expression recognition system 
based on a SOM network.  In contrast with the approach taken by Franco and Treves, the 
authors used a much larger feature area that covered most of the facial image.  However, the 
input was divided into three sub regions as eyebrows, eyes and the mouth and thereafter each 
sub region was trained with its own SOM network.  The input required a sequence of several 
image frames since the expression classes were determined by monitoring the change of 
winning neuron number associated with the three SOM networks during the occurrence of 
the expression.  Details of the image database that was used for training and subsequent 
evaluation of the network nor any numerical figures of the performance achieved were not 
included in authors publication.  However, in the discussion they speculated about the large 
amount of confusion between Sad and Disgust expression classes.  This was attributed by the 
authors to the ineffectiveness of the test subjects in expressing the two emotions as a parallel 
test carried with human subjects on the same set of images also recorded similar confusion 
between the two classes. 
 
Apart from techniques that used dimensionality reduction, there are other developments 
which attempted to determine facial expressions directly from the holistic image 
representations.  In one such attempt Lisetti and Rumelhart [69] proposed a three layer MLP 
network that operated directly on 2-D pixel intensity arrays belonging to cropped facial 
images.  The network consisted of three layers with the input layer having a single node for 
each of the image pixels.  The hidden layer consisted of 40 nodes receiving their inputs from 
all neurons in the input layer.  The network was trained to produce either a number in the 
range from 1 to 6 or from 1 to 8 respectively on the single neuron output, depending on 
whether the network was intended to recognize expression classes or the expression 
intensity.   
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The authors did several experiments using cropped facial images that included the eye-
brows, eyes and mouth regions as well as using partial image segments containing only the 
lower face area.  In all cases the network learned the training image sample with minimum 
training errors but failed to generalize with respect to subjects and images that were not 
included in the training set.  Nevertheless, a better generalization was still observed for 
partial images of the lower face compared to the full facial images. 
 
Inooka et. al. [70] proposed a unique five layered “hour-glass”-shaped MLP network 
architecture that was able to learn to represent facial expressions on a two dimensional 
feature space.  The network had 10,000 nodes each at the input and output layers 
corresponding to an image area of 100 100×  pixels.  Second and the fourth layers had 25 
neurons each, while the third layer was restricted to two nodes creating an hour-glass shape 
for the network.  Using a technique, which the authors called as “identity mapping”, the 
network was trained by presenting the same image as input as well as the target; i.e. when an 
image is presented at the input the network was trained to reproduce the same image at the 
output layer.  Weight update in the intermediate layer was then carried out using the error 
back-propagation algorithm.  After training their network with five types of facial 
expressions (Neutral, Happy, Surprise, Sad and Anger), the authors observed a unique 
representation for each of the expression classes on the output of the two nodes at the 3rd 
layer of the network.  Consequently, this layer was named as the “emotion” layer.  
Furthermore, it was also possible to reproduce images of different facial expressions at the 
output by forcing the output of the emotion layer.  Although the authors did not extend their 
network for subject-invariant expression recognition, their results yielded some of the early 
evidence on capabilities of connectionist architectures to represent facial expression in a low 
dimensional space. 
 
In another development, Antonio et. al [71] proposed a Bayesian probabilistic framework 
that supported both face recognition and facial expression recognition. Both classifications 
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used maximum likelihood decision procedures.  The face was divided into 4 feature regions 
from which 9 different types of features were computed.  All feature regions ware detected 
and tracked automatically from video.  The feature space was modeled using multivariate 
Gaussian distributions on a principal component subspace.  Using a database of 18 subject 
and 6 expressions, authors recorded the maximum recognition rate of 93.2% for Happy 
expression.  The lowest performance on the other hand was recorded for Disgust expression 
with a recognition rate of 79.5%. 
 
2.5 Applications of Facial Expression Recognition: The Past, The Present and 
The Future 
The scope of a complete automatic facial expression recognition system includes three major 
tasks which must be carried out automatically or with a minimum amount of user-
intervention.  First, before any facial expression can be analyzed, the presence of the face(s) 
within a scene must be detected.  Second, the system must be able to locate and extract 
features (or feature regions) that describe facial expressions invariant to the differences in 
faces among different individuals and the operating environments.  Typically, this step will 
involve segmentation of the facial image from the scene background.  Third, a discriminant 
function must categorize the feature-space into expression classes.   
 
For most research in facial expression recognition, facial images are assumed to be captured 
under controlled conditions.  Usually the images are frontal views of the face on a uniform 
background with controlled lighting and normalized for translation, rotation and scaling.  
Furthermore, many algorithms may impose additional restrictions like absence of rigid 
motion, subjects to be free of facial hair and not wearing eye-glasses.  These conditions 
however are seldom true in real-life situations.  For most practical applications, faces will 
have to be detected on cluttered backgrounds under various lighting conditions and shadows.  
Position of face and the camera scaling are usually unknown.  Moreover in some 
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applications, for instance in a class-room environment, the scene is likely to contain multiple 
faces and possibly occlusions.  Nevertheless, it must also be noted that even under controlled 

















The scope of feature extraction depends mainly on the operating environment and the 
requirements of the underlying discriminant function.  Feature-based methods, including 
those based on feature point tracking in general, require high resolution images with clearly 
defined facial components like eyes, eye-brows and the mouth region.  Therefore, such 
techniques often insist on the absence of facial hair and eye glasses.  Techniques based on 
dense optical flow on the other hand are able to cope with medium resolution images but 
impose restrictions on the non-rigid motion of the head during an expression.  Both these 
conditions however are unlikely to be satisfied completely in many practical applications.  
Holistic approaches, in contrast, place fewer burdens on feature extraction but have their 
Item No. Property 
1 Automatic facial image acquisition 
2 Subjects of any age, ethnicity and outlook  
3 Deals with variation in lightning 
4 Deals with partially occluded faces 
5 No special markers / make-up required 
6 Deals with rigid head motion 
7 Automatic face detection 
8 Automatic facial expression data extraction 
9 Deals with inaccurate facial expression data 
10 Automatic facial expression classification 
11 Distinguishes all possible expressions 
12 Deals with unilateral facial changes 
13 Obeys anatomical rules [72] 
14 Distinguishes all 44 facial actions [72] 
15 Quantifies facial action codes 
16 number of interpretation categories is unlimited 
17 Features adaptive learning facility 
18 Assigns quantified interpretation labels 
19 Assigns multiple interpretation labels 
20 Features real-time processing 
 
Table 2.1: Properties of an ideal facial expression analysis system. 
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own limitations.  For instance, they are more sensitive to scaling and translation as well as 
differences in lighting conditions compared to feature-based methods.  Moreover since they 
learn the categorization by example, issues related to generalization also become more 
significant. 
 
We are able to recognize facial expressions in a scene virtually with minimum or no effort.  
Humans are capable in analyzing facial expression with little information, for instance from 
static images even with some occlusion.  In a recent literature survey by Pantic and 
Rothkrantz [73] several properties that could make an “ideal facial expression system” to 
perform closer to their human counterparts were identified (Table 2.1).  From the list of 20 
different properties, the first 13 were expected in general from any facial expression analyzer 
while the rest were more related to specialized applications such as behavioral science 
research and Human Computer Interface (HCI) applications.  However, among the 27 
developments surveyed, authors found that none of the systems are able to satisfy all 13 
general properties.  While almost all the systems were able to satisfy some of the properties 
(for instance items numbers 5, 10,12 and 13 listed in Table 2.1), a majority of them were 
lacking some of the practically important properties.  These included the ability to work with 
occlusion and in different lighting conditions.   However compared to the early 
developments, a majority of the recent works are capable of automatic detection of faces 
from the scene background.  Contributing factors to these improvements include the 
availability of new imaging technologies and higher processing power which made complex 
face detection and feature detection algorithms more feasible. 
 
In the recent past, there have been a growing number of developments that use neural 
networks and other connectionist style classifiers for facial expression recognition. Two of 
the most influential factors for this renewed interest are the recent advances in neural 
network-based algorithms and availability of cheap CPU memory.  Additionally, the use of 
these methods was also supported by some of the recent neurological findings regarding 
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human abilities to discriminate among faces.  For instance, it has been shown that complex 
visual processing related to face discrimination is a rapid task that can be completed in 
approximately one tenth of a second, suggesting the involvement of a feed-forward neural 
mechanism[19][74]. 
 
Connectionist architectures deliver additional benefits when facial analysis procedures are to 
be implemented as embedded hardware systems.  A connectionist style classifier in general 
consists of a network of small and simple processing units connected in a layered 
architecture.   Often the processing at local units is limited to a weighted summation and a 
threshold function that can be easily implemented in terms of a lookup table.  Consequently, 
they are suitable for synthesis using custom VLSI hardware or reconfigurable devices such 
as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FGPA) [75][76][76].  For instance a structure of a large 
fine-grain FPGA can be mapped directly into that of a MLP network.  Such custom-built 
hardware integrated with CCD image sensors and on-chip image processing functions would 
then provide a solid platform for facial analysis systems embedded in domestic or 
commercial appliances. 
 
2.6 Summary  
Above, some of the previous developments in automatic facial expression recognition 
systems were discussed.  A couple of decades ago, facial expression analysis was a topic of 
interest only to practioners of psychology.  In fact, most of the earlier developments in 
automatic facial expression analysis systems were intended only for psychological research 
and practices. However, with recent advances in Human Computer Interfaces (HCI), they 
have found their way into a variety of day-to-day applications.  In the near future, a facial 
expression analysis system would be an essential component in any device or 
communication system where emotions are an important means of information transfer.  For 
example, they will be incorporated with Internet chat programs, multi-media mobile phones, 
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personal digital asistants etc.  These applications would require facial expression recognition 
systems that are simple, computationally viable and insensitive to operating environment 
conditions.  However, most of the systems developed so far have not been able to satisfy 
many of these requirements. 
 
Since the early days, there have been two different camps of thought regarding the best way 
to represent facial images for recognition of facial expressions.  Some researchers believe 
that expressions are best described by a set of low dimensional feature measurements while 
others suggest using holistic representations as arrays of pixel intensities or images.  Features 
used in the first type of representation can either be motion-based or model-based.  Motion-
based features use dynamics of facial muscle actions extracted from video to describe 
expressions.  In contrast, for model-based methods, feature parameters are computed from 
static images as geometrical parameters describing the shape of facial components like eye-
brows, eyes and the mouth.  Classification is then made by relating the shape of these facial 
components with their models belonging to different classes of expressions.   
 
The features extracted from facial images are low-dimensional, relatively separable and 
insensitive to the operating environment conditions.  As a result, these methods require only 
rather simple discriminant functions to classify expressions classes.  However, it must be 
noted that automatic extraction of these feature is a complicated process, and therefore 
requires some of the most complex image analysis algorithms as well as a significant amount 
of processing power. 
 
In contrast to feature-based methods, algorithms using holistic representation of the input do 
not require any explicit extraction of feature parameters except for some normalization of the 
input images with respect to operating environment and lighting conditions, registration and 
camera scaling.  However, holistic representations lead to high dimensional input spaces that 
often contain a significant amount of unwanted details and variations.   While some 
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researchers proposed the use of dimensionality reduction schemes to address these issues, 
some others advise using connectionist-style classifiers that are capable of operating with 
high-dimensional input.  Connectionist-style classifiers consist of a number of simple 
processing units arranged in a layered architecture.  One prominent advantage of 
connectionist classifiers is their ability to learn by examples and often without any prior 
knowledge of the data distributions.  Additionally, some of them can be trained to work with 
partial or potentially conflicting datasets.   
 
One problem in using neural network classifiers for facial expression recognition is the 
practical difficulty in obtaining a training dataset which would be large enough to train the 
network for a generalized solution.  Due to the larger number of learnable parameters, 
generalization and performance of a neural network classifier greatly depends on the amount 
of distinct samples used for training.  Because of these reasons, researchers often prefer the 
use of network architectures with fewer parameters.  In the following chapter details and 
design issues related to one such network with several properties suitable for high 






Radial Basis Function Networks for Classification in  
High Dimensional Spaces: Theory and Practice 
 
Connectionist approaches to automatic facial expression recognition with holistic face 
representations require discriminant functions that are capable of operating in high-
dimensional spaces.   Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks [20] are often the preferred 
choice for such tasks due to a number of attractive properties compared to other neural 
networks.  Some of these properties include the relatively low number of learnable 
parameters in the network, availability of fast training algorithms and the ability to deal with 
high dimensional input.  Moreover, in contrast to other neural networks such as Multi-Layer 
Perceptrons (MLP), RBF networks can be related closely to statistical classification 
counterparts.  In the following sections several techniques and issues related to designing 
and training RBF networks for high dimensional classification are discussed.   
 
3.1 Introduction 
Algorithms similar to RBF networks were first introduced as a solution for the exact 
interpolation problem [78].  These problems require a mapping from the input space 
{ }X ∈\  onto the output space { }Y ∈\  subject to the constraint that a given sample of 
data points must be mapped exactly onto their target values as 
 ( )i if x y=  (3.1) 
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where { } 1, Ni i ix X y Y =∈ ∈  are the N  pairs of input and target values in the training data set. 
The RBF algorithm provides this mapping through a set of N  non-linear basis functions 
where the thi basis function, ( )iφ ⋅  is centered on the thi  data point ix  and responds to inputs 
in a local neighborhood of ix .  The response depends on ix x− , usually taken as the 
Euclidean distance between input x  and the centre of the basis function, ix .  The final result 
of the mapping is then expressed as a linear combination of the responses from all N basis 






y w x xφ
=
= −∑  (3.2) 
for  { },   x X y Y∈ ∈  where { } 1Ni iw =  are a set of weights.  Using all data points in the training 
dataset, the mapping in (3.2) can be conveniently expressed in matrix form as 
 =y Φw  (3.3) 
and  
 = -1w Φ y  (3.4) 
where [ ]1, , TNy y Y= ∈y " , [ ]1, , TNw w=w "  and Φ  is a N N×  matrix having elements  
( )ij j ix xφ φ= −  for [ ]1, , TNx x=x " .  It has been shown by Micchelli [79] that for a large 
choice of basis functions, the matrix Φ is non-singular provided that data points in the 
training set are distinct.  Hence weight vector w  can be computed using (3.4) in a single 
step.  Furthermore both theoretical and empirical studies have shown that in the context of 
exact interpolation, many properties of the interpolating function are relatively insensitive to 
the exact form of the non-linear basis functions ( )ijφ ⋅ .   
 
The exact interpolation constraint in (3.1) however can introduce some undesirable 
properties into the behavior of the network.  For instance, it can cause the network output to 
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oscillate when noise is present in the input. Therefore, the constraints of exact interpolation 
in (3.1) are replaced with several refinements as follows [80][81]:  
 
1. The number of basis functions ( )h  need not necessarily be equal to the 
number of data points ( )N in the data set.   Depending on the number of 
data samples and their local distributions in input space, h  can often be 
selected to be much smaller than N .  
 
2. Centres of basis functions are no longer constrained to lie on training data 
points, and can be determined as part of the training procedure. 
 
3. Parameters of basis functions are determined to be compatible with the local 
distribution of training data and may not necessarily be the same for all basis 
functions.  Furthermore, a bias is included in the linear mapping to 
accommodate the DC component of the local data distribution.  
 
4. The dimensionality of the input { }dX ∈\  and the output { }qY ∈\ spaces 
can be different.   
 
With the above mentioned modifications, the general form of a RBF network can be 
expressed as  
 { }( )
1
, ,       1, ,
h
i ij j j i
j
y w b i qφ
=
= + =∑ x u "  (3.5) 
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 where iy is the 
thi variable in the output space, ib is the bias, ijw is a linear weight 
connecting the response of the thj  basis function to the thi  output node and { }ju are the 
parameters of the thj basis function.   The bias parameter ib can in fact, be absorbed into the 
summation by writing 
 ( )0 0i ib w φ= x  (3.6) 
 
where 0iw is an additional weight and  
 ( )0 1φ =x . (3.7) 
Substituting  (3.6) in (3.5) provides a more compact notation for the RBF network-mapping 
which can now be expressed as 
 { }( )
0
, ,   1, ,
h
i ij j j
j
y w u i qφ
=
= =∑ x "  (3.8) 
A graphical illustration of the structure of a general RBF network according to (3.8) is 
shown in Figure 3.1.  When input and output are multi-dimensional, it is common to specify 
(3.8) in a matrix notation as 
 { }( ),=y Wφ x u  (3.9) 
where d∈x \ and q∈y \ respectively are the input and output vectors and W is a 
( )1q h× +  weight matrix that connects basis function responses to output nodes.  The 
function vector { }( ),φ x u  in (3.9) is defined as  
 { }( ) { }( ) { }( )0 1 1, , , , , , Th hu uφ φ φ =  φ x u x x"" . (3.10) 
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Several different forms of radial basis functions can be used in (3.10) [82].  However, the 
most common type of basis function used is the Gaussian kernel, 






 − − = −  
x µ x µ
x u  (3.11) 
which is defined by the two parameters { } { },j j jσ=u µ .  Parameter jµ is a d -dimensional 
prototype vector from the input space whereas 2jσ  is a parameter which controls smoothing 
effect of the kernel basis function.  The response of (3.11) is maximum when the input 
x maps onto the prototype jµ and decays exponentially as the input deviates away from the 
prototype.  Further normalization of Gaussian kernel (3.11) is typically not required since 
such constants can be absorbed into the post-basis mapping.  
 
3.2 Properties of RBF Networks 
Several properties of RBF networks make them more versatile and powerful compared to 
other types of neural networks such as MLP networks.  RBF networks have been proven to 
be universal approximators meaning that under some mild constraints, RBF networks can be 
used to approximate any arbitrary function [83][84][85].  RBF networks have also been 
proved to have the property of best approximation.  An approximation scheme is said to 
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possess this property if, in the set of approximating functions (i.e. the set of functions 
corresponding to all possible choices of the adjustable parameters) there is one function 
which has minimum approximating error for any given function to be approximated [86] .  
Although the former property of universal approximation can be seen in some configurations 
of MLP networks, the latter is more or less unique for RBF networks. 
 
Another property that makes RBF networks different from MLP networks is the completely 
different roles played by the hidden layers of processing nodes in the network.  A typical 
MLP network consists of several layers of homogeneous processing units.  Each unit 
operates similarly to provide a weighted sum of its input followed by a non-linear activation 
function.  On the contrary, processing units in the first (hidden) layer of a RBF network 
compute their responses using the “distance” between the input and a prototype vector at the 
center of the basis function.  Since such prototype vectors typically are selected based on 
data distribution of input space, the response of the RBF hidden layer can be treated as 
indicative of the probabilistic relationship between an input and the data distribution.  On the 
other hand, all nodes in a MLP network, irrespective of their topological positions within the 
network are part of a global distributed representation of input space.  Therefore, for a given 
input, many of the hidden nodes will contribute to determine the output value whereas in a 
RBF network only the hidden nodes that are “closer” to the input will have a major 
contribution to the output value. 
  
The different roles played by the first (basis function) and the second (output) layers of a 
RBF network lead to different training strategies to determine their parameters.  Often, the 
two layers in the network are trained separately.  Since nodes in the first (RBF) layer are 
intended to represent the data distribution of input space, their parameters are learned first 
using statistical properties of a large sample of un-labeled training data.  Thereafter, with the 
RBF layer being kept fixed, weights of the output layer are determined, typically as a least 
square solution (3.9) using a relatively a small amount of labeled data.  This property of 
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RBF networks is useful especially when large samples of labeled data are unavailable or 
when labeling large amounts of data requires a significant effort.  Additionally when 
available, statistical information about input space can also be used to engineer some of the 
basis-function parameters in advance, thereby resulting fast training of the network. 
 
3.3 RBF Networks for Pattern Classification  
The rationale for using RBF networks in classification problems originates from Cover’s 
theorem on the separability of patterns.  The theorem states that “a complex pattern-
classification problem cast nonlinearly in a high-dimensional space is more likely to be 
linearly separable than in a low dimensional space” [87].  Thus from a pattern classification 
perspective, the operation of a RBF network can be viewed as a two-tiered mapping 
 { } ( ) { } ( ) { }d h qB ⋅⋅∈ → ∈ → ∈φ Wx y\ \ \  (3.12) 
where ( )⋅φ  is a non-linear mapping from input space  { }d∈x \ onto an intermediate basis 
space { }hB∈\ and ( )⋅W is usually a linear mapping from basis space onto the output 
space { }q∈y \ .  Typically the basis space { }B  is selected to be of higher dimension than 
the input { }x in accordance with Cover’s theorem ( )h d .    
 
The non-linear mapping, ( )⋅φ  onto the basis space is a vector of basis functions 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , , Th=   φ x φ x φ x φ x"  (3.13) 
that are designed according to data distribution in the input space.  The mapping can be 
viewed as partitioning of input space into several hyper-regions, where each region is 
represented by a single basis function.  The response of a given basis function is maximum 
when a test input is at the centre of the corresponding region and decreases exponentially 
when the input moves away from the center.  Therefore, when the partitioning consists of a 
set of disjoint and non-overlapping regions the response of the basis functions in (3.13) 
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assumes some properties of orthogonality because for any change of input within a local 
region, the change in the response would be restricted to a single basis function and thus only 
on a single dimension (axis) in the basis space.  Such disjoint partitions therefore make the 
basis space in (3.12) to be more separable than the input space.  Consequently the post-basis 
mapping ( )⋅w  requires only a simple linear discriminant function in order to separate 
respective pattern classes in the output space. 
 
From a statistical pattern classification point of view, it can be shown that RBF networks are 
closely related to Bayes’ classifier [88].  Suppose that input data from the thk  class, kc∈x  
can be modeled by a conditional density function ( )| kp cx .  Then from Bayes’ theorem, the 
posterior probability of x belonging to class kc  can be obtained as  
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )
|
| ,     1, 2, ,k kk
p c P c




" . (3.14) 
where ( )kP c is the probability of class kc and K  is the number of classes.  In many practical 
pattern classification problems, class conditional distributions of data are unlikely to be uni-
modal. We assume that ( )| kp cx  can be represented by a mixture of H  different modes.  
The corresponding RBF network can be created by using H  non-overlapping basis 
functions.  Further, assuming that the H  modes span the whole space of inputs, the class-
conditional density function ( )| kp cx  can be expressed as follows:  




k j j k
j
p c p m P m c
=
= ∑x x  (3.15) 
where the association of density ( )| jp mx  to class kc  is determined by the probability 
( )|j kP m c .    
 
Thereafter substituting expressions (3.15) into Bayes’ relationship (3.14) the posterior 
probability of the class membership can be obtained as, 
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=∑ x  (3.20) 
represents the output of RBF network (3.8) with first and second levels of mappings being 
defined by  
 



































respectively.   
 
The posterior probability in (3.21) suggests that responses of basis functions in a RBF 
network can be interpreted as posterior probabilities of a given input within the hyper-region 
represented by the respective basis function.  According to (3.22) the weights in the post-
basis mapping can be interpreted as posterior probabilities of class memberships of a given 
input within the hyper-region of a basis function.  Furthermore it can also be stated that the 
response of the first mapping depends on the association of input with basis functions rather 
than the class labels assigned to them whereas the post-basis mapping is responsible for 
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associating basis function outputs with their respective class labels.  Owing to the above it is 
common to see that several techniques used to determine basis functions in a RBF network 
depend on large samples of unlabeled data as opposed to labeled samples. 
 
3.4 Designing and Training RBF Networks for Classification 
The design and training of a RBF network for a particular pattern classification task in 
general involves two major steps: 
1. Determining the number of basis functions H  and learning their parameters for 
specifying the non-linear mapping ( )⋅φ  in the RBF layer. 
2. Learning the linear weights ( )⋅w for the post-basis mapping. 
The relationship described in (3.21) indicates that parameters of the basis functions should 
be determined according to the local distribution of training data in input space.  However 
the use of only local statistics may not be sufficient for finding the parameters.   Typically 
this is the case for types of multi-class problems where all variations in the input are not 
descriptive with regard to all pattern classes in the intended class structure of the pattern 
recognition problem.  For instance, a variable which is important to separate two classes may 
play little role in the discrimination of a third class.  Yet the local statistics of the data 
distribution (of the third class) will still be influenced by such variables since all basis 
functions must operate on the same set of input variables.  Furthermore training data are also 
likely to contain some variations that play little role in discrimination of the intended class 
structure of the classification problem.  Therefore if class-labels are not considered for the 
computation of local statistics of the input, it will not be possible to distinguish between the 
relevant and the irrelevant variables in determining parameters of the basis functions.   
Presence of these irrelevant variations will influence the “distance” metrics used in basis 
functions, possibly causing partitions of input space represented by them to become 
heterogeneous with respect to the intended class structure.  However, it must be noted that 
the above problems will be less significant if the Mahalanobis distance with full covariance 
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matrix is used instead of the Euclidean distance (3.11) in computing the basis function 
responses.  Nevertheless as discussed later, in high-dimensional space such an option may 
not be practical due to the need of an even larger amount of training samples to determine a 
non-singular full covariance matrix. 
 
3.4.1 Basis Function from Subsets of Data Points 
A typical Gaussian radial basis function (3.11) is defined by two parameters, the basis center 
jµ  and the spread factor jσ .  Often two different strategies are used to determine these two 
types of parameters.  The simplest method used for the first is to select a random subset of 
input vectors from training data as centers of different basis functions.  This technique 
however does not provides an optimal solution with regard to the local distribution of 
training data and as a result could require a large number of basis functions to achieve a 
given performance goal.  Nevertheless, the procedure is often used as a starting point for 
other iterative techniques that can deliver a more reasonable (smaller) number of basis 
functions to satisfy the performance goal.  For instance, one iterative procedure starts with a 
large number of basis functions and then selectively removes those that cause the minimum 
increase in training error [89][90].  Alternatively, another algorithm can start with a small 
number of basis functions and iteratively add new functions until the required performance is 
met.  In the latter case, typically in each iteration the input vector which leads to the greatest 
reduction in training error is retained as the new basis function. 
 
In contrast to techniques used to determine centers, spread parameters of basis functions in 
general are determined more heuristically.  One common heuristic approach is to set all jσ  
to be equal and given by some multiple of the average distance between the basis function 
centers.  This approach can  therefore allow some degree of overlap between different basis 
functions to provide the much needed smooth representation of data distribution for 
applications such as function approximation and interpolation.  For classification problems 
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on the other hand it is more common to use a localized approach by selecting the average 
distances of only k -nearest basis centers where k  is usually a small integer.   
 
3.4.2 Iterative Addition of Basis Function 
This algorithm takes an incremental approach by starting with a single radial basis function 
and thereafter adds new basis functions until the required performance goals are met.  In the 
first round all N  training vectors are treated as potential candidates for a basis center in the 
single basis function network.  In order to determine the best choice, N different single 
hidden node RBF networks are created by using each of the N  training data vectors as the 
basis center.   Each of these N  networks is then evaluated and the one that provides the 
minimum residual error is retained as first version of the network.   In the second iteration, a 
two node network is created by adding the best out of the remaining 1N −  data vectors as 
the center of the newly added basis function.  Similar to the first iteration, 1N −  different 
two-node networks are created and evaluated to find the one with the minimum residual 
error.  The procedure is then repeated, and the algorithm is stopped once the network has 
accumulated sufficient number of basis functions to satisfy the stipulated performance goal.  
 
The iterative basis function addition procedure is computationally demanding because each 
addition of a new basis function requires a large number of networks to be created and 
evaluated.  Hence when there are significant amounts of training data the process become 
less attractive due to long processing times and CPU memory required.  Nevertheless, this 
algorithm requires almost no intervention from the user and therefore is widely used in 
software tools that support prototyping of RBF networks [92].   
 
A least squares-based procedure that achieves the same goals as the above method and is 
more computationally efficient algorithm was proposed by Chen et. al. [93][94].  The main 
improvement in this algorithm is the creation of a set of orthogonal vectors in a sub-space 
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spanned by basis functions obtained from data in the training set.  Thereafter, instead of 
evaluating separate networks for all input data, the data vectors leading to the minimum sum 
of squared error is computed directly using this orthogonal subspace.  Additionally weights 
in second-level mapping are also computed at the same time.  However, if the algorithm is 
continued long enough all data points in the training set will ultimately get selected as 
candidates for basis centers.  Therefore, in order to preserve required generalization, 
iterations must be stopped pre-maturely when a specified performance goal is reached.  A 
detailed discussion of the generalization issues of this least square algorithm is available in 
[95].  
 
3.4.3 Basis Functions from Clustering Algorithms 
As described in Section 3.3 it can be shown that the response of a basis function is related to 
the posterior probability of the input originating from a given local region in the input space.  
Consequently, use of clustering algorithms to compute basis function parameters have been 
proposed even when RBF networks were first introduced.  For example, in one of the early 
developments Moody and Darken [81] used a k -means clustering algorithm [96][97] to 
partition the training dataset into k disjoint subsets where each cluster was thereafter 
represented with a basis function in the network.   
 
The k -means algorithm in general requires the number of clusters, k to be specified a priori.  
Thereafter, with a fixed value of k , and given N  training data vectors { } 1Ni i=x , the 










x µ  (3.23) 
where { } 1kj jS = are subsets of training data that make up the k disjoint clusters [98].  The 








µ x  (3.24) 
where jn is the number of samples included in cluster jS .  Usually, the clustering algorithm 
starts with k randomly selected training vectors as an initial estimate for cluster centers and 
proceeds as follows:  
 
1. Assign each of the k  randomly selected training samples to one 
cluster mean such that j i=µ x  for { } { }1, , ,   1, ,i N j k∈ =" " .  
Create a set of k clusters  { } 1kj jS =  and assign jµ to jS . 
 
2. For each sample ix in training data set where 1, ,i N= " find the 
nearest cluster mean jµ such that 
2 2
i j i l− ≤ −x µ x µ for all 
{ }, 1, , ;j l k j l∈ ≠" .  Then assign ix  to jS . 
 
3. For each cluster { } 1kj jS =  re-compute their cluster means { } 1kj j=µ  
using (3.24) and the current assignment of data samples. 
 
4. Compute the clustering function according to (3.23).  Stop if the 
change in the criterion function ( )J S  is below a pre-determined 
threshold or the cluster assignments have not been changed since the 
previous iteration. 
  
5. Go to step 2. 
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Alternatively in step 1, the initial estimates for cluster means are sometimes computed by 
first assigning training samples randomly to a set of k clusters and thereafter computing their 
means as in (3.24).  Furthermore, it has been shown that after every iteration, values of the 
criterion function ( )J S  (3.23) will decrease and eventually converge when cluster 
assignments in step 2 become consistent [99].  However, the cluster assignment in k -means 
algorithm does not guarantee the global minimum of (3.23). In general, the final outcome 
depends on the initial estimate of cluster centers.  
 
When dealing with large quantities of training data the k -means algorithm in the form 
illustrated above is likely to become expensive in terms of processing time and complexity.  
The number of iterations before convergence can range from a few to a few thousand 
iterations depending on the nature of training data and the initial estimates of cluster centers.   
Furthermore in every iteration, distances of all N  training samples must be computed from 
all k cluster means.  However, the number of changes in cluster-means and assignments will 
tend to decrease rapidly after a few iterations as the algorithm starts to converge.  Exploiting 
this property of the k -means algorithm, a derivative known as the P-CLUSTER algorithm 
[100] attempts to improve the computational efficiency by reducing the number of distance 
comparisons involved.   Using simple heuristics the algorithm keeps track of changes in 
means and their association with training data vectors.   Distance calculations are thereby 
restricted only to those cluster means that have changed and data samples that have been 
reassigned during the previous iteration.  Furthermore, the efficiency of the P-CLUSTER 
algorithm is also improved by the fact that as the algorithm starts to converge, movements in 
cluster-centers will tend to become even smaller on successive iterations. 
 
From a different point of view, the number of distance comparisons can also be reduced by 
arranging data into a more efficient data structure that simplifies the problem of searching for 
the nearest mean [101][102].  However in contrast to some other algorithms that depend on 
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similar distance comparisons, clusters in k -means algorithm are dynamic and, therefore, 
their means are likely to change from one iteration to another.    Alsabti et. al. [103] 
proposed to solve this problem by arranging potential candidates for mean vectors in an 
inverted tree structure.  The tree is constructed using training data samples and therefore 
represents static distances between them rather than the dynamic cluster means.  At the root 
level of the tree, potential candidates include all N  samples in the training data set.  On the 
next level, some children of the root node are pruned, based on distance properties between 
them.  The process is repeated until each child at the last level has only a single candidate 
data sample.  This hierarchical arrangement allows the distance computations to be restricted 
only within a sub-tree for most cases and thereby reduces the overall distance computations.  
 
Connectionist-style alternatives to clustering algorithms are the Kohonen’s  Self Organizing 
feature Maps (SOM) [49].  The SOM training algorithm is an unsupervised procedure that 
attempts to re-arrange the placement of nodes in a low dimensional, topology preserving grid 
according to some similarity of patterns in the training data set.  After convergence, 
prototype vectors in the feature map, corresponding to adjacent nodes represent neighboring 
regions in the input space.  The SOM technique is widely used for visualization of the 
distributions in high-dimensional spaces.  However with large dimensions, unless the 
problem is intrinsically low dimensional, the SOM algorithm can lead to a sub-optimal 
representation because of topological constraints of low-dimensional feature maps and the 
vast amount of dimensionality reduction involved. 
 
One major benefit of using clustering algorithms is that the clusters can often be used to 
determine the spread parameter of each basis function in addition to basis centers.  For 
instance, the sub-set of data assigned to a particular cluster can be used to compute a better 
estimate of the distance that separates the cluster from its neighbours in the input space.  
Moreover, when sufficient amounts of data samples are available, a non-singular estimate of 
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the full covariance matrix of the data cluster can also be made.  As described later, the latter 
will always provide a better representation of the data spread in input space compared to a 
single spread factor (which yields a spherical basis function). 
 
As described in Section 3.3 and definitions in (3.15) to (3.21), the problem of determining 
parameters of the RBF layer can be treated similar to a mixture density estimation problem.  
For example, if the input space can be modeled as a mixture of Gaussian densities, then the 
component densities could be used to define the basis functions for the RBF network.  
Following the definition in (3.15) a mixture model assumes that data distribution ( )p x  to be 
represented as a linear combination of H kernels  ( )jφ x  as 





p P j φ
=
=∑x x  (3.25) 








=∑ . (3.26) 
 Once the components distributions in the mixture model are determined they can be used as 
basis functions while allowing mixing coefficients to be absorbed into the post-basis 
mapping.  Algorithms that estimate mixture models from sample data usually determine both 
the mixing coefficients as well as the parameters associated with component density 
functions using similar procedures, thereby saving much of the computational load.  Two of 
the most commonly used algorithms are the Maximum likelihood algorithm and the EM 
algorithm that are described in [104].  Nevertheless, these algorithms are more 
computationally demanding than the clustering algorithms. Additionally they require 
comparatively large amounts of training data to reliably estimate all the parameters of the 
component densities.  If required amounts of data are unavailable, the number of learnable 
parameters in component densities must be constrained with assumptions.    
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3.4.4. Supervised Optimization of Basis Functions 
Unsupervised clustering algorithms described in the previous section determine basis 
function parameters based only on given distribution of the data in inputs space.  Therefore 
when training data contain noise and variations that are of little relevance to their class 
labels, resultant partitioning may be sub-optimal with respect to discriminating the class 
structure of the problem.  For this reason, some researchers have suggested that parameters 
returned by these unsupervised algorithms be further optimized using supervised procedures.  
 
A supervised update rule for basis parameters can be derived from the error back-
propagation algorithm which is commonly used to train weights in MLP networks [20][82].  
The algorithm minimizes the squared difference between network outputs and their 
corresponding target values using an interactive gradient descent procedure.  Using the 
general form of RBF networks in (3.8), (3.11) and for a given pair { },x t of input x  and its 
corresponding target output t , the network error can be defined as 









= −∑x  (3.27) 
and 
 { }( ), U=y Wφ x  (3.28) 
where ly and lt are the 
thl elements in the q dimensional output and target vectors. For 
Gaussian basis functions (3.11), { } { } 1, hj j jU σ =≡ µ  represent learnable parameters of all h  
basis functions in the network.  For a given post-basis mapping W  (typically determined 
through procedures described in the following section) an iterative update rule that 
minimizes (3.27) can be obtained by moving { }U a small distance along the negative 
gradient of  ( )E x  as  
 { } { }1U U Eα α η+ = − ∇  (3.29) 
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where α  is the iteration number and η  is a small positive scalar value that controls the 
learning rate.  Typically in a single iteration of the algorithm all the parameters of all the 
basis functions are updated.  Hence using the respective partial derivatives in (3.29), update 
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 (3.31) 
where the respective partial derivatives are defined as  
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In order to avoid possible oscillatory behavior of learning parameters, often batch versions of 
the update rules are used.  In these algorithms updates to parameters are computed by 
averaging their partial derivative over the entire set of N  training { } 1, Ni i i=x t pairs using 
(3.32) and (3.33) as  
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In addition to the inherent danger of getting trapped in a local minimum of the error surface, 
the above gradient descent procedure does not guarantee that basis functions will be local in 
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input space after the training has converged [81].  Some of the basis functions in fact may 
evolve to respond to a very broad region in input space thereby compromising the 
generalization of the classifier.  Furthermore, because of the exponential function, 
computation of partial derivatives may also get affected by the rounding off errors due to 
floating point representation of numerical values in practical implementations. 
  
Similar to clustering algorithms, the iterative update of basis parameters is a computationally 
demanding process.  On the other hand if initial estimates of basis function parameters are 
accurate, only a subset of basis functions are likely to generate a significant activation and 
have their parameters updated accordingly in each iteration.  Identifying these functions in an 
efficient way [105] will therefore enable weight updates to be restricted only for those in 
responsive regions, thereby lowering overall computational load.   
 
Based on the above concept, Schwenker et. al. [106] introduced a three-phase training 
algorithm for determining all the parameters in a RBF network.  In the first two phases, the 
basis function centers and the post-basis mapping are initialized according to the usual steps, 
where the parameters of the basis functions are determined according to distribution of the 
training data set, and the post-basis mapping is determined as a least square solution.  
Thereafter in a third phase, parameters of basis functions are further “fine-tuned” using the 
gradient descent procedure described in (3.30) and (3.31).  Additionally, in order to update 
the weights of the post basis mapping, another update rule is introduced as  
 





based on the gradient of error surface with respect to the weight vector.  The third learning 




A computationally simpler approach that creates basis functions representing homogeneous 
regions in input space can be constructed by combining both supervised and unsupervised 
rules into the same clustering algorithm [107][108].  In these algorithms, the training data set 
is first divided into homogeneous sub-sets using their class labels.  Thereafter, using 
unsupervised algorithms such as k -means, each subset is further sub-divided into small 
clusters of the same class.      
 
3.4.5 Learning the Post-Basis Mapping 
Although unsupervised algorithms are common in determining parameters of basis functions, 
a majority of RBF networks use supervised techniques to determine their post-basis 
mappings.   With the post-basis mapping (3.9) consisting of a linear combination of RBF 
layer responses, a single step solution for the weight matrix is often computed using a least-
squares approach.  Given set of N  training input vectors { } ,  1, ,i i N=x "  and their 
corresponding target vectors { },  1, ,i i N=t "  the post-basis mapping (3.9) may be written 
in matrix form as  
 =T Wφ  (3.37) 
where T  is a q N×  matrix with target vectors [ ]1 2, , , Nt t t"  corresponding to their input 
vectors 1 2, , , Nx x x" ,  W  is the ( 1)q h× +  post-basis weight matrix and 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , , N=   φ φ x φ x φ x"  (3.38) 
is a ( 1)h N+ ×  matrix with basis function responses in (3.13) for each of the N  input 
vectors 1 2, , , Nx x x" .  Then W  is obtained from the standard least-squares solution as  








 ( ) 1† T T−=φ φ φ φ  (3.40) 
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is the pseudo-inverse of responses from the RBF layer.   
 
For RBF networks that are used in complex, multi-class classification problems the post-
basis mapping is sometimes replaced by a perceptron network (typically single layer) with a 
non-linear activation function which operates on the weighted sum of RBF layer outputs.  
With this modification, the general form of the network output defined earlier in (3.8) 
becomes  
 ( )i a iy f y=  (3.41) 
where iy  is the response from the activation function in 
thi output node,  








=∑ x  (3.42) 
defined according (3.8) and ( )af ⋅  is the non-linear activation function at each of the output 
nodes.  However, with a non-linear activation function the least-square solution described in 
(3.39) will no longer be valid to find the post-basis mapping.  Instead, non-linear 
optimization techniques must be employed to determine the solution for the weight matrix.  
The most often used method for this purpose is the gradient-descent procedure in (3.36).  
The new partial derivatives of the error function in (3.36) with respect to each element ljw in 
the weight matrix is computed as 
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∂ ′= −∂ ∑x x  (3.43) 
where af ′  is the first derivative of the non-linear activation function. (3.44) 
 
 
3.5 RBF Networks for Pattern Classification in High-Dimensional Spaces 
The reasons stated in Cover’s theorem [87] and the close relationship with Bayes’ decision 
theory suggests that RBF networks are suitable classifiers for multi-dimensional pattern 
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recognition problems.  However, when the dimensionality of the input space is large, some 
of these beneficial properties of RBF networks become unachievable due to some practical 
limitations.  For instance, the curse of dimensionality makes it practically impossible to cast 
the high-dimensional input space onto a basis space of even higher dimensions.  Moreover 
when the network consists of a large number of basis functions, limited availability of 
training data often makes clustering algorithms less reliable for determining basis function 
parameters.  Nevertheless, it must be noted that even with these restrictions, RBF networks 
often outperform many other types of neural networks operating under similar conditions. 
 
From a geometrical point of view, the task of basis functions in a RBF network is to partition 
the input space into several non overlapping hyper-regions.  The two parameters associated 
with each basis function(3.11), jµ  and jσ respectively determine the localization and 
volume of the hyper-spherical region represented by the basis function.  Since the 
categorization of these regions is carried out by linear discriminant functions (3.8) at the 
second level of the mapping, performance of the RBF network as a non-linear pattern 
classifier depends strongly on the separability of hyper-regions created by the respective 
basis functions.  In general the best performance from the network can be expected when 
these regions represent homogeneous sub-sets of input data strictly separated according to 
their class labels. 
  
Generalization capabilities of a RBF network depends considerably on the extent of total 
representation by all of its basis function in the sub-space corresponding to the problem 
domain within the input space.  An input vector originating from a region in input space, 
which is not represented by any of the basis functions will not lead to any signification 
activation in the RBF layer, and hence will not be mapped correctly onto the output.  
Moreover, in high-dimensional space, input data in a particular classification problem is 
likely to lie within a sub-space of the high-dimensional input space.  The effective 
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dimensionality of this sub-space is known as the intrinsic dimensionality of the classification 
problem.  As described in Hartman et. al. [83], the number of hyper-spherical regions (3.11) 
required to fill such a sub-space increases exponentially with the intrinsic dimensionality of 
the classification problem.   Therefore for many high-dimensional problems, representation 
of the full intrinsic dimensionally is practically impossible because of the exponentially large 
number of spherical basis functions required.  In practical terms, a network with such a large 
number of basis function will not only require a large amount of storage space to store all its 
network parameters, but also require an even larger amount of training data to determine 
those parameters accurately.   
 
Another condition that demands more basis functions to represent a problem domain occurs 
when the input space consists of features with high variations but which play an insignificant 
role in the discrimination of pattern classes.   Irrelevant inputs like these are not uncommon 
in high-dimensional problems, especially when raw data are used as input or when classifiers 
are expected to work using some intrinsic features hidden among other variations.  When 
data in high-dimensional spaces in fact are Gaussian-distributed, then their class-
memberships are defined by Mahalanobis distances of hyper-elliptical basis function shapes 
as opposed to the Euclidean radii of spherical basis functions as in (3.11).  If, for simplicity, 
hyper-spherical basis functions are used as in (3.11), then the basis functions with large radii 
will be required to  include most of the Gaussian spread within the spherical region of the 
basis function.    Consequently, a basis function with large radius may overlap with other 
representing a different class of data, thereby leading to heterogeneous class representation 
by the basis functions.  If the input space consists of only major variations that are relevant 
to the separation of classes, then the radii can be decided by using the length of the major 
axis of the Gaussian spread.  Under these conditions, regions belonging to different classes 
of data are more likely to be separated along their major axes.  Consequently, using a radius 
compatible with the length of the major axes is unlikely to create an overlap with another 
region of a different class of data. 
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Presence of irrelevant variations on the other hand causes data clusters of some classes to 
stretch along directions that play little role in the discrimination between such classes.  Yet, 
the radii of their spherical basis functions must be based on the length of discriminative axes 
in order avoid an overlap with regions of a different class.  As a result their boundaries 
become shorter than the actual spread of data, and a portion of the data is left outside regions 
represented by their respective basis functions.  Consequently, additional basis functions will 
be needed in order to include this data. 
 
The illustrative example in Figure 3.2 demonstrates the above phenomenon for a dual-class 
problem in a two-dimensional input space.    In Figure 3.2(a), separation of the two classes 
occurs more along the axis with larger variation.  Hence, creating basis functions with radii 
based on the more discriminative axis will include most of the data cluster within circular 
regions of their respective basis functions.  However, in Figure 3.2(b), the data distribution 
has higher variation along the non-discriminative axis 2x . Thus the spherical basis functions 
created for the data in Figure 3.2(b) leave a portion of data outside their respective 
boundaries.  As illustrated in Figure 3.2(c), additional basis functions are required along the 
high variance axis to cover these regions that are left out by the main basis functions. 
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Figure 3.2:  Effects of the irrelevant variables in RBF networks. (a).  Discrimination occurs on the 
direction of major axis.  (b). Irrelevant variations in 2x  variable lead to basis functions 
with radii shorter than the major axis of respective data spreads. (c). Additional clusters 
are needed to cover the spread of data. 
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3.5.1 An Optimal Basis Space for High Dimensional Classification 
From the above discussion, it is clear that problems which arise when using RBF networks 
for high-dimensional classification are related to the curse of dimensionality and the 
presence of irrelevant variations in input space.  Solutions that have been proposed to 
address these issues in general can be divided into local approaches and global approaches.  
Local approaches are based on methods to improve local representation of data by basis 
functions within the high-dimensional input space whereas global approaches attempt to 
extract important details from the input space onto some low-dimensional feature space.  The 
latter goal in general is achieved by using explicit dimensionality reduction methods that 
attempt to project input onto a low-dimensional space that is optimized for the separation of 
pattern classes.  
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Dealing with irrelevant variations in input space is conceptually easier if full-covariance 
matrices are used to design basis functions instead of only the Euclidean radius.    This 
defines the Gaussian basis function as  






− − ∑ − = −  
x µ x µ
x  (3.45) 
where j∑ is the d d×  covariance matrix of data belonging to the region represented by 
( )jφ ⋅  and jξ is a positive scalar value to control the spread of the basis function response.  
The use of full-covariance matrix makes the Gaussian basis function better fit the data 
distribution of the local region compared to the spherical basis functions.  However, the 
Gaussian basis function also contains more learnable parameters that in turn will lead to the 
requirement of more training samples.  For instance, in order to have a non-singular estimate 
of j∑ in (3.45), at least 1d +  distinct samples are required from its local region in input 
space.  However for most high-dimensional problems, getting such large amounts of training 
data is not practical.  
 
A common workaround to the singularity issue of jΣ in (3.45) due to rank deficiency is the 
use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [109] to compute the pseudo inverse.  The SVD 
decomposes the covariance matrix as 
 Tj∑ = ∑U V  (3.46) 
where U and V  are two orthogonal matrices satisfying the conditions 
 1 1,   T T− −= =U U V V  (3.47) 











%  (3.48) 
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where 1, , kω ω" are the ordered k largest non-zero singular values.  The total number of 
singular values depends on the rank of the covariance matrix which is determined by the 
number of training samples.   However for numerical stability, in most practical cases only 
some a priori determined k largest values are retained.  The pseudo inverse of the covariance 
matrix can then be computed using (3.46) as 
 1 † † Tj j
−∑ ≈ ∑ = ∑V U  (3.49) 













% . (3.50) 
In addition to SVD and pseudo-inverse methods other statistical techniques specializing in 
the estimation of covariance matrices using limited amounts of training data can also be used 
as local approaches to optimize the basis space [110].  However, these techniques in general 
are computationally complex, and require substantial amounts of processing power, thus 
limiting their use to few applications.  
 
It must be noted that as opposed to the true inverse of a covariance matrix, the SVD method 
represents only the directions of k largest variances.  In order to increase the number of 
directions represented, some researchers have proposed the use of a common covariance 
matrix for all basis functions instead of those computed from their local regions [111].  In 
this approach basis functions differ only by their center vectors ( )jµ  and smoothing 
parameters ( )jξ .  The common pooled covariance matrix is computed over the entire 
training data set and therefore has a higher rank compared to its class conditional 
counterparts.  As a result, the SVD method can better approximate the inverse due to the 
pooled covariance matrix computed using larger amount of data. 
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 In contrast to local approaches, global approaches attempt to solve the problem using 
dimensionality reduction by explicitly projecting input space onto some low-dimensional 
space.  The projection is made with two main objectives.  First, in the low-dimensional space 
fewer training samples are required to obtain a reliable estimate of the parameters of 
individual Gaussian basis functions.  Secondly, the projection can be made to retain only the 
relevant variables thereby reducing, if not eliminating, problems caused by irrelevant 
variations in the high dimensional input space. 
  
Two of the most popular such dimensionality reduction methods, namely, the Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD) functions were 
described in the previous Chapter.  PCA is an unsupervised technique which returns a low-
dimensional and uncorrelated sub-space that maximizes the variation across all classes of 
data in the input regardless of their relevance to the discrimination of the intended class 
structure.  Accordingly, when the training dataset contains irrelevant variations of large 
magnitude, PCA will attempt to retain all of them, sometimes even at the expense of some of 
the useful information having relatively small variations.    
 
In contrast to PCA, the FLD approach is a supervised technique that is capable of returning 
projections that extract some useful information.  However, practical problems surface in 
using this technique when the amount of sample data is small compared to the 
dimensionality of the input space.  Under these conditions, statistical techniques that are used 
to determine Fisher’s projection matrix suffer from singularity issues due to the ill-
conditioning of the within-cluster scatter matrix, wS  (2.10).  The most practiced workaround 
for this problem is to first use PCA on all training data such that wS  in the projected space is 
non-singular [64].  Thereafter, the FLD method is used on the projected low-dimensional 
PCA space (2.11) using class label information to remove some of the unrelated variations.  
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However, it must be noted that this approach restricts the amount of relevant information to 
the extent captured by the first PCA projection.   
 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, theories, techniques and algorithms related to design and implementation of 
RBF networks were discussed.  The general structure of a RBF network consists of two 
layers of processing nodes that play completely different roles in the network.  The first layer 
of processing nodes uses non-linear basis functions to provide a mapping from input space 
onto an intermediate basis space spanned by the response of each basis function.  From a 
classification point of view, these basis functions can be viewed as partitioning the input 
space into several non-overlapping regions, which in turn are mapped onto separate axes of 
the basis space.  In the second layer, processing nodes map the basis space linearly onto the 
output.  Therefore as a pattern classifier, performance of a RBF network depends largely on 
the ability of the first layer to represent the problem domain within the input space. 
 
RBF networks have a number of beneficial features for pattern classification compared to 
other types of neural networks.  Compared to MLP, RBF networks require relatively small 
number of learnable parameters to define the network.  Other beneficial features include the 
availability of faster training algorithms that use statistical information of the input space and 
the close relationship with Bayes decision theory.  However, as a problem’s dimensionality 
increases, some of these advantages become practically unrealizable due to the limitations of 
techniques that are used to create and train the network.  Several workarounds that can be 
divided into local and global approaches have been proposed to solve these problems in 
practical situations.  The first attempts to find a solution by improving the representation of 
basis functions within the high-dimensional input space whereas the second such as PCA and 
FLD attempts to project the input onto some low dimensional space in which problems due 
to dimensionality are of less significance.   However, both these approaches have several 
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limitations and therefore must be selected based on the requirements and nature of the 
classification problem. 
 







The Proposed Methods: New RBF Network Classifiers 
for Holistic Facial Expression Recognition 
 
Holistic approaches to image recognition in general consider each pixel in the image to be a 
feature in the input space mainly because of the difficulties faced in explicit extraction of 
feature parameters from raw images.  Therefore these approaches often require classification 
systems with properties different from those used in parametric feature based approaches to 
image recognition.  Although the RBF networks described in the previous chapter have 
many of these desired properties, their capabilities sometimes fall short of the requirements 
for applications, like recognition of facial expressions, due to some of their architectural 
limitations and properties of the problem-domain.   In this chapter, novel approaches to these 
problems using architectural enhancements to traditional RBF networks are proposed.  
 
4.1 Introduction: Properties of the Problem Domain 
When used for holistic recognition, facial images showing expressions create a different 
paradigm in high-dimensional pattern recognition with Radial Basis Function (RBF) 
network-based classifiers.  The problem-domain for the classification is characterized by 
some important properties that include (i) a high dimensional input space as large as the 
image size, (ii) presence of noise, (iii) large variations in the input that are not related to 
facial expressions, and (iv) importance of different sets of features for discriminating 
between different expression classes.  Also in practice the number of image samples 
available for training is often much smaller than the dimensionality of the input space. 
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It has been reported that the minimum resolution required by a human operator to identify a 
face in an image is at least 32 32×  pixels whereas for machine recognition, the limit is 
around 64 64×  pixels [23].   Therefore even at these lower limits, the input space for holistic 
recognition will consist of more than 4000 features leading to even larger dimensionality 
than in many other types of high-dimensional problems where RBF networks are widely 
used.  One of the first implications of this high-dimensional input space is the large number 
of parameters in the underlying RBF network that must be computed from the training data 
using some statistical algorithm. However, in most practical situations the amount of 
available training data is limited to a few hundred images, which itself is insufficient for 
most multivariate statistical techniques due to the dimensionality involved.  
 
Another condition that requires special attention in classifier design is the presence of large 
amounts of non-discriminative information in the input.  At the pixel level, a facial image 
contains a vast amount of detail such as skin-texture / tone, skin contours and structural 
details of the face that makes a person’s identity different from others.  Details like these do 
not play any role in the description of emotions but nevertheless, represent significant 
variations in the input space.  As discussed in the previous chapter these irrelevant variations 
affect the partitioning of the input space by basis functions in the RBF network and lead to 
poor recognition accuracy and generalization by the classification system.  Furthermore, 
because these variations are often embedded with some of the useful information, removing 
them while retaining the latter also becomes a difficult task for most feature extraction and 
dimensionality-reduction methods. 
  
Another characteristic of the problem, which is closely related to the above, is the different 
roles played by various facial regions in displaying different facial expressions.  Due to this a 
particular set of features that separate two classes of facial expressions may not be effective 
for the separation of a third class.  For instance, pixels around the mouth region play an 
important role in separating Anger and Happy expressions but provide little information for 
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separating between Anger and Sad expressions, which are mostly described by upper facial 
regions.  However, even though the mouth region plays a minor role in separation of the 
latter, some significant variations may still be present in this region due to facial differences 
among people in test images.   Therefore, the underlying classifiers must be able to 
differentiate between the useful and irrelevant features in the local domain of the 
classification problem.  For instance, the classifier must be insensitive to the mouth region 
for separating of Anger and Sad expressions but at the same time be sensitive to the same for 
separating Anger and Happy expressions.  
 
In general the above properties of high-dimensional classification problems raise multiple 
concerns that must be addressed properly in order to design effective RBF network based 
classifiers: 
 
1. Effects of large dimensionality and small sample size. 
• A large network trained with a small set of samples is likely to “memorize” the 
training input rather than learn a mapping that can generalize the output [112].  
The small number of training samples is likely to represent only a subset of the 
complex mapping domain and therefore the network is likely to be over-trained 
and will generalize poorly with respect to input patterns that the network has not 
seen during training.   
 
• It has also been shown that the number of samples required to effectively estimate 
a multivariate density increases exponentially with dimensionality of the input 
space [113][114].  Consequently the unsupervised algorithms that are used to 
model data distributions in the input space, and subsequently obtain the 
parameters of the basis functions become less reliable with the limited number of 
training samples compared to larger dimensionality of input space. 
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• The sample covariance matrices become singular when 1N d< + ,  where N is 
the number of training samples and d  is the dimensionality of the input space.  
This prevents the use of Gaussian basis functions with their full covariance 
matrices (3.47) in the RBF network.  To handle this some researchers have 
proposed techniques like SVD [109] and pooled covariance matrices [110] to find  
numerically regularized solutions for the inverse.  However these techniques can 
capture only a small subset of principal variations in the input depending on the 
number of training samples.  Therefore the solutions obtained from such methods 
are likely to be sub-optimal since the information captured by them may not 
necessarily represent all features required by the problem domain. 
 
2. Influence of non-relevant features in the input. 
• Presence of irrelevant features causes the respective class-conditional data 
distributions in input space to stretch along directions that are less discriminative 
with respect to the intended class structure of facial expressions.  As illustrated in 
the previous chapter, such conditions are likely to result in class boundaries that 
are determined from the minor axes of the Gaussian data spreads, thereby leaving 
a portion of data outside the region represented by the basis function. 
 
Several recent developments of RBF networks that address the above issues were discussed 
in the previous chapter.   However, when RBF network classifiers are used for holistic 
recognition of facial expressions from static facial images, problems related to the influence 
of irrelevant features need greater attention.   As discussed earlier such irrelevant features 
arise commonly in facial images mainly due to facial structure differences among people in 
the training images.  Additionally, the absence of a common set of features that can 
discriminate between all six expressions also contributes to the problem by creating 
variations that are irrelevant in the respective local expression domains, making the classifier 
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insensitive to such variations by using a global approach a difficult task.  Instead, what is 
required is a set of basis functions that can be adopted to variations that are important within 
their local domains. 
 
4.2 Nomenclature 
In the following sections, organization of the input data is referred to in different contexts: as 
data vectors grouped according to their assigned class labels or as data vectors grouped 
according to their natural spread in the input space.  In order to avoid any ambiguity between 
these two aspects of data organization, the following nomenclature is used. 
• The term “class” refers to a group of data vectors having the same class label 
according to the intended class structure of the problem domain.  Data distribution of 
a class in general is considered to be multi-modal. 
• The term “cluster” refers to a uni-modal spread of a group of data vectors according 
to their natural spread in the input space.  Therefore, a cluster may contain data 
vectors having different class labels. 
• The term “homogeneous cluster” is used to identify a group of data vectors having a 
single class label and distributed uni-modally in the input space.  Thus a single class 
of data may consist of several homogeneous clusters. 
 
4.2.1 A New Approach:  Basis Functions with Differentially Weighted Radius 
The general structure of a RBF network classifier can be expressed as a two-tiered mapping  
 { } ( ) { } { }d h q⋅∈ → ∈ → ∈WφX B Y\ \ \  (4.1) 
where ( )⋅φ  is a non-linear mapping from the input space { }d∈X \  onto basis space 
{ }h∈B \  and w  is usually a subsequent linear mapping from the basis space to output 
space { }q∈Y \ .   The post-basis mapping represents linear hyper-planes in the basis space 
and therefore is capable of only linear discrimination.  For this reason, the overall 
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performance of RBF network depends mostly on the first, i.e., the basis mapping and its 
ability to cast a non-linear problem in a such way that it becomes linearly separable in the 
basis space.  Therefore, ideally the basis mapping should be able to represent the complete 
intrinsic dimensionality of the pattern recognition problem with a minimum number of non-
overlapping basis functions.   
 
Improvements that have been proposed to achieve these properties in RBF networks can be 
divided into two categories: global and local approaches. Global approaches attempt to 
address the above issues indirectly by projecting input space onto a low dimensional sub-
space, which retains most of the information related to the problem domain.  By projecting 
onto a lower dimension these techniques allow computationally feasible basis functions that 
use full covariance matrices to represent the spread of input data.  Local approaches, on the 
other hand, attempt to modify the parameters of basis functions within the high-dimensional 
space to suit local properties of the problem domain.  A majority of the local approaches 
therefore constrain the parameters for the Gaussian basis functions to reflect some of the 
principal variations in the available training input data.  However, these basis functions may 
be a sub-optimal fit to the true data distribution. 
 
As pointed out earlier, when used for holistic facial expression recognition, the benefits of 
using RBF networks are limited by the properties of the holistic input space and the lack of a 
sufficient number of training samples.  Therefore in the following sections, modified basis 
functions and new training algorithms are developed in consideration of properties of the 
problem domain.  However in contrast to previous methods, the proposed approaches use a 
combination of statistical and algorithmic techniques to determine basis function parameters 





4.2.2 Spherical Basis Functions and Problems with the Euclidean Radius 
Hyper-spherical basis functions are the simplest form of basis functions that can be used in 
RBF networks operating in a high-dimensional input space.  The basis functions are defined 








 − = −   
x µ
x  (4.2) 
where   
 ( )22 1dj i iji x µ=− = −∑x µ  (4.3) 
is the Euclidean distance between the d -dimensional input x , and the centre jµ of the 
thj  
basis function.  Parameter 2jσ  in (4.2) is a smoothing constant which determines the overall 
radius of the basis function.  In effect, it determines the hyper-volume boundary of the region 
in input space which is represented by the basis function. 
 
The foremost difference in the response of (4.2) and a general Gaussian basis function (3.45) 
is related to the fact that the former depends only on the Euclidean distance between input 
vector and a prototype vector at the center of the basis function, whereas the latter depends 
on the Mahalanobis distance between the two vectors.  This implies that spherical basis 
functions give equal weight for all features in the distance calculation (4.3) whereas in 
general Gaussian basis functions, features are weighted non-equally by their corresponding 
variance and covariance coefficients.  As a result the first treats all features in input space as 
equally important in evaluating class membership and is therefore seldom capable of 
separating the relevant features in input space from the irrelevant.  On the contrary, general 
Gaussian basis functions scale the emphasis on different features based on their local 
variations and therefore are more capable of representing those properties in the local 




4.2.3 A Differentially Weighted Radius for Spherical Basis Functions 
The above interpretation of spherical and general Gaussian basis function responses suggests 
that performance of the former, in terms its ability to represent the relevant local variations 
of the input space can be improved by using a weighted sum of distances in (4.2)  instead of 
the simple Euclidean distance in (4.3).  The weighted distance can be defined as   
 ( )22 1dj i i iji x µ=− = Θ −∑x µ  (4.4) 
                    ( ) ( )Tj j= − −x µ Θ x µ  (4.5) 
 















is a diagonal matrix having iΘ  as diagonal elements.  In comparison to (4.3), weights 
associated with each feature in (4.4) can be used to specify their contribution to the distance 
measure based on two criteria; the extent of their variability and their relative importance in 
being able to separate homogeneous clusters within the local region of the input space.  
However, it is worth pointing out that iΘ  are not feature weights but scaling factors acting 
on the difference between the input vector and a prototype vector of the basis function.  The 
objective of these weights is to differentially scale the distance measure, thereby 
emphasizing differences that are important in separation of pattern classes while 
compressing other variations with little relevance to the discrimination.  For this reason, in 
the following development the weights { } 1di i=Θ ∈\ are referred to as “Discriminative 
Indices”.   
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Using this idea, a general form of the “Differentially Weighted Radius Radial Basis Function 
(DWRRBF)” can be defined as  
 ( ) ( )
2
1









 Θ −  = −   
∑
x µ Θ  (4.7) 
where ,dj jσ∈ ∈µ \ \  are as defined for (4.2) and dj ∈Θ \  are Discriminative Indices of 
the thj  basis function.  It is desirable that features which are less useful to the discrimination 
in the local region are assigned Discriminative Indices of relatively lower values, thereby 
reducing the contribution of such features to the distance measure.  This makes the basis 
function (4.7) to be less sensitive to variations of irrelevant features compared to useful ones.  
Geometrically, this can be viewed as stretching a spherical basis function along feature axes 
which have larger but irrelevant variations to cover the wider spread of data along these axes. 
 
It must be noted that if Discriminative Indices are associated only with the variance of each 
feature in the input space, the effect of (4.7) will be similar that of a Gaussian basis function 
with a diagonal covariance matrix containing the variance of each feature [81].  However, 
this approach will not be able to differentiate between variables that are useful for the 
discrimination from those that are not.  Instead a more useful method to determine 
Discriminative Indices can be derived by extending the concept of Rayleigh coefficients 
[21].  The Rayleigh coefficient attempts to capture a subset of useful features from a noisy 
feature set by maximizing the useful energy of these features compared to the overall energy 
of feature space.  Extending this concept, two criteria for computation of Discriminative 
Indices can be derived as follows: 
 
1. Variance based criterion: Distribution of images within the holistic face 
image space is affected mainly by three types of features: (i) those describing 
facial expressions, (ii) those describing the subject’s identity and (iii) those 
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describing the differences in the environment such as different levels of 
illumination, presence of shadows etc.  To separate facial expression classes, 
the first type of features are more useful and should have a higher variance 
within all facial images of a single subject showing different facial 
expressions, compared to the other two types of features.  On the other hand 
when a subset of facial images of different subjects having the same facial 
expression is considered, variance of features that describe the facial 
expression should be lower compared to features that describe the subject’s 
identity and those related to the environmental conditions.  Based on these 
properties the Discriminative Index iΘ  for the thi  feature can be computed 
using the variance criterion as  
 





























where ( )var ⋅  is the variance operator,  , 1, ,lC l h= "  are subsets of images 
in h  homogeneous clusters having images of a single expression class (i.e. 
clusters of facial images represented by each basis function in the network),  
, 1, ,pS p S= "  are subsets of images belonging to different subjects in the 
training image set,  and ( )var ix  is the variance of thi  feature in the training 
image set.  The overall variance of the thi  feature, ( )var ix  in (4.8) represents 
the variations due to environment conditions while the other two components 
represent the variations across different facial expressions and across different 
subjects. 
 
2. Mean-based criterion:  A homogeneous cluster jC  of facial images 
showing the same facial expression is likely to be best separated by a set of 
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features that are compact within these images and separated widely from the 
rest.  Using this idea the Discriminative Index ijΘ  of the thi  feature of the 
thj  basis function can be computed as  
 

























where ( )var ⋅  is the variance operator, ijµ is the thi feature of the prototype 
vector of a homogeneous cluster of images jC  represented by the thj  basis 
function ( )jφ ⋅  and { }nC  is the set of ( ),  h h h<   nearest basis function 
centers of ( )jφ ⋅ . 
 
It must be noted that the variance-based criterion (4.8) computes a single set of 
Discriminative Indices, common to all basis functions whereas the means-based criterion 
(4.9) returns different sets of Discriminative Indices for each basis function in the network.  
Furthermore, Discriminative Indices returned by both methods can range from very small 
values to extremely large values and therefore if not normalized could lead to potential 
problems in computing the exponential function (4.7) due to rounding off errors.  This 




  (4.10) 
where iΘ  is the normalized Discriminative Index of the thi  feature. 
 
4.3 Creating and Training RBF Networks Using DWRRBF 
Using the general form of DWRRBF in (4.7) the two tiered mapping of the RBF networks 
can be expressed in the matrix form (3.9) as  
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 ( )=y Wφ x  (4.11) 
and  
 ( ) ( ) { }( ) { }( )0 1 1 1 1,  | , , ,  ,  | , , Th h h hφ φ σ φ σ ≡  φ x x x µ Θ x µ Θ""  (4.12) 
where ( )0 1φ =x  corresponds to the bias term of post-basis mapping, h  is the number of 
basis functions and ,  ,  j j jσµ Θ  are parameters that define the thj basis function.  Each basis 
function in (4.12) can have its own vector of Discriminative Indices. The gradient-descent 
learning algorithm described in Section 4.3.2 allows learning these according to the local 
properties of each basis function.  When the Discriminative Indices are computed using the 
variance-based method (4.8) all the basis functions in (4.12) are initialized to the same 
Discriminative Index vector returned by (4.8). On the other hand, if the means-based method 
(4.9) is used, each of the h basis functions in (4.12) is initialized to a different 
Discriminative Index vector.   
 
The output layer of the RBF network defined in (4.11) consists of q  output nodes, one for 
each of the q  expression classes recognized by the network.  In algorithms proposed here, a 
linear discriminant function represented by a ( )1q h× +  dimensional weight matrix W  is 
used as the post-basis mapping.  For a given input vector, the expression-class is defined by 
the output node which produces the largest response.  
 
As described in the previous chapter, an RBF network-based classifier is commonly 
designed and trained in two stages.  During the first stage the number of basis functions and 
their parameters are determined using some statistical procedure, such as the k-means 
clustering in the input space.  The basis function parameters are then specified directly from 
the clusters obtained.  Thereafter, the basis functions are kept fixed and, in the second stage, 
post-basis mapping is computed using a supervised procedure that accounts for the class 
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labels of the training input.  In most instances, the least squares solution in (3.4) is used to 
generate a single step solution for this purpose.  
In contrast to the above procedure, an RBF network consisting of the proposed DWRRBF 
requires a more integrated approach for the creation and training of the network.  With the 
introduction of Discriminative Indices, clustering procedures must take them into account to 
compute the new weighted-distance criterion.  On the other hand, the Discriminative Indices 
themselves, and therefore the weighted distance criterion, depend on the outcome of the 
clustering algorithm.  Therefore, in the proposed training algorithms both these tasks are 
carried out using an iterative optimization procedure, accounting for the inter-dependency 
described above.  To achieve this integration, the proposed algorithm starts with the 
minimum number of basis functions, i.e. one per each expression class.  Thereafter, the 
iterative procedure increments the number of basis functions until the required performance 
goals are met.  The major steps involved in this iterative procedure are presented in the 
following section.   
 
4.3.1 The Integrated Training Algorithm 
We assume that a training image data set is given consisting of N  pairs of labeled samples 




j j j=≡P x t , where jx  is a 1d × dimensional vectorized image showing a single facial 
expression and jt is a corresponding q  dimensional column vector consisting of the class 
label of jx  are available.  The elements in target vector jt  are encoded as follows. 
 









All source images which are used to create these training samples are assumed to be 
normalized with respect to lighting conditions, scaling, rotation and registration.  The steps 
in the training algorithm are: 
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according to their given expression class labels.  These subsets form the initial 
set of homogeneous data clusters from which the initial estimates for 
Discriminative Indices and basis function parameters are computed. 
 
Let { }( )Cnt ,kc I  be a function that returns the number of images with class 
label kc  from a set of facial images { }I .  Also let ,  1, ,kc kh c q= "  be the 
number of homogeneous data clusters with images having the class label 
kc according to the current configuration of the network.  Since initially there is 
only one cluster per each expression class, initialize 1
kc
h = for 1, ,kc q= " . 
 
Let min_Csize  be a generalization parameter that specifies the maximum 
allowed number of misclassified training images per expression class at 
convergence of the training procedure. 
 
2. Using h  homogeneous clusters, create a RBF network with h basis functions.  
First compute the corresponding normalized Discriminative Indices vectors 
{ } 1hj j=Θ for the basis functions.  Note that the mean-based criterion (4.9) 
returns a different Discriminative Indices vector to initialize each of the h  
basis functions.  If the variance-based criteria (4.8) is used instead, then 
initialize all h  Discriminative Indices vectors to the vector returned by (4.8).  





σ =µ  for basis functions according to the 






= ∑xµ x  (4.14) 
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and 










= − −− ∑ µ µ µ µ  (4.15) 
where jN  is the number of training inputs associated with the homogeneous 
cluster jC .  Parameter 2jσ , controls the overall radius of the basis function and 
is determined heuristically as half of the average distance between cluster j  
and the rest.  Then compute the weight matrix W for the post-basis mapping 
using (3.41). 
 
3. Use the iterative learning process, which is described later (in Section 4.3.2), 
to train all learnable parameters based on the current set of basis functions and 
Discriminative Indices.   All learnable parameters in the network, i.e. those in 
the basis functions as well as those in the post-basis mapping, are trained at the 
same time. 
 
4. Check whether the stopping criterion, described in Section 4.3.3 has been 
reached or the maximum number of epochs ( )_c epoch  has been reached.  
Otherwise continue the gradient descent learning process as in step 3. 
 
5. Present all training patterns, { } 1Nj j=x  to the network and compute their 
corresponding output vectors { }
1
N
j j=y .  Then convert each output vector jy to 
encode its output class labels as  
 




y y l k l i
y
≥ = ≠= 
"
 (4.16) 
where ijy  is the 
thi element of the vector jy .  
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6. Compare { } 1Ni i=y with their corresponding target values{ } 1Ni i=t , and split the 
training data set { }P  into two subsets { }CP  and { }MP , respectively 
containing correctly classified and misclassified training samples.   
 
7. If  { }( )Cnt , Mkc min_Csize≤P (see Section 4.3.4) for all 1, ,kc q= " or 
{ }MP ={ }previousMP  where { }previousMP  is the misclassified data set in the previous 
iteration, then stop. 
 
 
8. In the following steps new basis functions are added to the network based on 
expression-classes for which { }( )Cnt , Mkc min_Csize>P . First using 
associated class labels, partition { }MP  into q′  homogeneous clusters with 
each cluster containing only misclassified images of a single expression class.  
Note that q q′ <  if, for some expression classes, the number of misclassified 
images in the training set is less than min_Csize .   
 
9. For each expression class kc  for which { }( )Cnt , Mkc min_Csize>P , 
increment the number of basis functions in the network by re-partitioning the 
set of training images with class label kc  into 1kch +  number of homogeneous 
data clusters.  Use the splitting criteria described later in Section 4.3.4 to 
partition input data using parameters of the existing 
kc
h basis functions and the 






10. Update the total number of basis functions ( )h in the network 
 currenth h q′= +  (4.17) 
and then return to step 2  
 
Two parameters _c epoch  and min_Csize  are used to control the running of the training 
process.  The first sets the upper bound for the maximum number of epochs in the gradient 
descent learning of the basis function parameters, that is especially useful at slow update 
rates.  On the other hand the second parameter min_Csize  controls the desired accuracy of 
the network by defining the threshold for the number of misclassified training samples in 
each expression class that would require re-partitioning of data clusters of the expression 
class.  During steps 8 and 9 of the training algorithm, it prevents new basis functions from 
being added based on potential outliers in the training dataset. 
 
4.3.2 Iterative Learning of Network Parameters 
During step 3 of the integrated learning algorithm described in the previous section, all 
parameters that define the RBF network, except the basis function centers, are further fine-
tuned using an iterative learning procedure.  Two parameters of basis functions, 
Discriminative Indices { }Θ and smoothing parameters { }σ , are learned using a gradient 
descent approach while the post-basis mapping W is updated using the least square solution 
on each iteration of the learning process.  Using (3.33), (3.37) and the modified basis 
function (4.7), the batch update rule for the smoothing parameter jσ  of the thj  basis 
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 Θ − Θ − ∂  = − −∂    
∑ ∑∑∑X  (4.19) 
where α is the epoch number, 1η is the learning rate, ijΘ is the thi  element of the 
Discriminative Indices vector associated with the thj  basis function, ,  lp lpy t respectively are 
the thl elements of the output vector py and the target vector pt  corresponding to input 
vector px  and N is the number of samples in the training data set. 
 
Similarly the update rule for the thi  element ijΘ of the Discriminative Indices vector 
jΘ associated with the 






























 Θ −  −∂  = − − −∂Θ    
∑∑∑X  (4.21) 
where 2η  is the learning rate and rest of the parameters are as defined for (4.19). 
 
The post basis mapping W  is updated using the least square solution (3.41). Thus after 
updating the parameters of the basis functions, the post-basis mapping for the next iteration 
can be computed as   
 ( )†1 1α α+ +=W Φ T  (4.22) 
where ( )†1α+Φ  is the pseudo inverse of the h N×  matrix  
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 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 11 2, , , Nα α α α+ + + + Φ =  φ x φ x φ x"  (4.23) 
containing responses of basis functions to input vectors { } 1Np p=x , and  
 [ ]1 2, , , N=T t t t"  (4.24) 
is a q x N matrix containing their corresponding target vectors.  It must be noted that basis 
function outputs in (4.23) are computed after updating their parameters using (4.18) and 
(4.20). 
 
It is important to note that besides using the weighted distance in the basis functions, the 
smoothing parameter 2jσ  must still be present in the basis functions as it plays an important 
role in the partitioning of input space by the respective basis functions.   This parameter 
determines the overall radius of the response region of a basis function and therefore controls 
the extent of overlap among regions represented by different basis functions.  A larger radius 
will include more variations of features within a basis function but only at the risk of 
overlapping with another representing a different class of data.  A smaller value on the other 
hand will cover only a small segment of input variations and therefore will cause a basis 
function to represent only a subset of images in a local region.  Since the initial estimate for 
smoothing parameters computed in  (4.15) pays little attention to these considerations, these 
parameters are further trained according to the local properties of the respective basis 
functions. 
  
4.3.3 Stopping Criteria for Gradient Descent Learning 
The error back propagation algorithm used to train the network parameters is subject to the 
well known risks of overtraining and getting trapped in local minima of the error surface.  
The risk of overtraining is even higher in the proposed paradigm due to the limited number 
of training samples compared to the number of parameters to be learned.  Furthermore, when 
there are insufficient numbers of basis functions to represent the complete organization of 
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training data, the above gradient-descent algorithm may cause some basis functions to evolve 
with larger radii to cover regions that could otherwise be more generally represented by 
using additional basis functions with smaller radii [81].  Although large radii could tend to 
reduce the overall training error, generalization properties of the network will be affected due 
to the improperly represented input space.  Basis functions with large radii are likely to occur 
more during the initial cycles of the algorithm outlined in Section 4.3.1. When the number of 
basis functions is insufficient to represent the entire spread of the multimodal distribution in 
input, the gradient-descent procedure will attempt to reduce the overall training error by 
enlarging the region covered by some of the basis functions.  Therefore in order to avoid 
basis functions with larger radii, the stopping criteria for gradient decent learning process 
should be able to terminate prematurely allowing the creation of additional basis functions 
for better representation of the input. 
 
To address the above concerns the proposed algorithm uses a two-tiered approach, that 
includes an upper bound for the number of epochs in the gradient decent learning algorithm 
and the use of a k -leave out cross-validation method [115].  The k -leave out cross-
validation reduces the risk of the network not being able to generalize by checking the 
performance against an independent set of validation data that is not included in the training 
set.  The validation data set typically consists of about 5% of the images selected randomly 
from the training image set.  The network is trained only using the balance 95% of the input 
data and at the end of each epoch, the training error is computed for both data sets.  The 
training stops when the error with respect to validation set starts to increase while having a 
negative gradient with respect to the training set.   
 
4.3.4 Splitting Criterion for Addition of New Basis Functions 
During the early stages of the integrated training procedure described in Section 4.3.1, where 
the number of basis functions in the network is unlikely to be sufficient in order to represent 
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the input space completely as homogeneous clusters,  Step 6 of the algorithm will be reached 
with a significant number of training data being misclassified by the network.  Here the 
network must be provided with additional basis functions to represent input regions 
containing misclassified training data.  However simply creating new basis functions based 
only on clusters in the misclassified set { }MP may not lead to the best results for two 
reasons.  First there is no guarantee that all data points of the misclassified set are from a 
single compact region of the input space and therefore representing all of them using a single 
homogeneous basis function could be difficult.  Second, the addition of new basis functions 
is likely to affect the overall cluster membership within the input space, and therefore 
parameters of other basis functions too need to be re-adjusted.  Hence the misclassified 
samples are used only to compute initial estimates for homogeneous data clusters associated 
with the new basis functions.  A version of the k-means algorithm, modified to incorporate 
the weighted distance is then used to re-partition the input space to re-determine the cluster 
membership of all training inputs. 
 
The splitting criterion for creation of new basis functions starts by making an initial estimate 
of the homogeneous cluster centers for new basis functions from the misclassified inputs in 
{ }MP .  For each class kc  where { }( )Cnt , _Mkc min Csize>P an initial estimate for a new 
cluster center is selected as the input data vector 
k kc c
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x x x x
 
 (4.25) 
for all kp c≠ ,  , kp cC∈x x  ,  and k McC ∈P representing misclassified inputs of class kc . 
The criterion in (4.25) selects the misclassified input with the shortest distance to all other 
misclassified inputs of the same class and thereby reduces the risk of selecting a potential 
outlier as the candidate.  The newly selected cluster centers and the existing basis function 
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centers representing data of their respective classes are used as the initial cluster centers of 
the modified k-means clustering algorithm. 
 
Since DWRRBFs associate basis functions to the input using a weighted distance, the same 
weighted distance criteria must be used in the k-means clustering algorithm that is used to 
determine data clusters represented by those basis functions.  However, such weights (i.e. 
Discriminative Indices) themselves would depend on the outcome of the clustering algorithm 
and therefore an initial estimate must be made at this point, based on the Discriminative 
Indices associated with the existing basis functions.  Therefore, in order to re-partition input 
data belonging to expression class kc , an estimate of Discriminative Indices vector is 
















h is the current number of basis functions representing data belonging to class kc  
and  { }1 2, , ,k k kckc c chΘ Θ Θ" are the set of Discriminative Indices vectors associated with those 
basis functions. 
 
Finally a modified version of the standard k -means algorithm described in the previous 
chapter (Section 3.4.3) is invoked to iteratively determine the new partitioning.  The 
clustering criterion function (3.25) is modified to use the weighted distance as  
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h is the current number of basis functions representing data of class kc  in the 
network, kcjC is the thj  homogenous cluster with data of class kc  and with jµ as the cluster 




4.4 Addressing the Problem of Locally Important Features 
We define locally important features as those that are important only for the discrimination 
of some of the facial expression classes. One characteristic that makes facial expression 
recognition different from other classification problems is the different roles played by facial 
regions in displaying facial expressions.  Consequently, a facial region that is important in 
the display of one class of facial expressions may be of little significance in the display of 
another.  In the input feature space, this leads to features that are important locally, i.e. only 
for the separation of one particular expression class from another but not for the rest of the 
expression classes in the problem domain.  For example, features around the mouth region 
are significant in separation between Sad and Happy expressions but play a relatively minor 








Figure 4.1: Different roles played by the mouth region during (a) Sad, (b) Happy and 
(c) Angry expressions.  Note that there is significant difference in the 
mouth region between Sad and Happy expression compared to the 
differences between Sad and Angry expressions. 
 
Discriminative Indices computed in (4.8) and (4.9) may fail to emphasize the locally 
important features due to the averaging effect.   Since the Discriminative Indices are 
computed with respect to all expression classes, feature variations that are significant only 
for a few classes of facial expressions will be averaged by their corresponding smaller 
variation in the rest of the expression classes.  Therefore the Discriminative Indices, and 
hence the weighted distance criterion of the basis functions will still be dominated by the 
large variations that are present in the majority of the expression classes.  Additionally there 
is no guarantee that the gradient-descent optimization of basis function parameters will 
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converge to optimal values within the allowed maximum number of epochs.  This is because 
updates to the Discriminative Indices representing these may be slow due to the averaging 
effect mentioned above. 
 
4.4.1 A Hierarchical Classification System 
One approach to address the above issue of locally important features is to arrange the 
classification problem hierarchically so that at each level the classification is made according 
to a common subset of features belonging to some prominent facial regions.  An approach 
similar to this was first used on holistic face images by Daw-Tung et. al.[58].  The 
classification was done in two levels with the first level having four combined expression 
categories ({Happy, Disgust}, {Anger, Surprise, Fear}, {Neutral}, {Sadness}) based on the 
mouth region.   In the second level, these combined categories were further subdivided into 
their respective expression classes based on features of the eye region.  The hierarchy itself 
was decided based on visual appearance of the shape of the mouth and eyes in the 
description of these expression classes.  The authors were able to record a near-perfect 
accuracy for the first level using separate image segments of the mouth region.  However, 
using image segments from the eye-region the classifier at the second level did not perform 
well, yielding only an even chance in recognition. 
 
In contrast to Daw-Tung’s approach, for DWRRBF networks it is proposed to 
experimentally determine the hierarchy using a representative sample of facial images taken 
Combined Category 1 Combined Category 2 Combined Category k ′  
Expr. 1 Expr. 2 Expr. 3 Expr. 5 Expr. 6 Expr. 4 
Top Level classification 
Second Level 
classification 
Figure 4.2 : An example of hierarchical classification.  At the top level the input is classified into 
one of k ′ combined categories of expressions.  At the second level, combined
categories are further discriminated into individual expression classes. 
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from the training data set.  Instead of using the visual appearance, combined expression 
classes in the top level of the two level hierarchy (Figure 4.2) are determined by the merger 
of expression classes having higher percentage of confusion in a non-hierarchical classifier. 
Therefore, compared to Daw-Tung’s method, the proposed approach allows the network 
itself to determine the classification hierarchy based on its ability to use the features that are 
important in the local separation of expression classes. 
 
4.5 DWRRBF with Multiple Function Boundaries 
A property that is likely to affect the performance of DWRRBF networks is the different 
extent of separation between basis functions in the input space.  In general, different facial 
regions that describe facial expression have different degrees of variability.  For instance, 
features in the mouth region of the face are highly variable compared to features that 
describe the eye region.  Therefore two basis functions, representing expressions that are 
separated predominantly by the mouth region (e.g. Sad and Happy expressions) will have a 
wider separation between them compared to two basis functions representing expressions 
that are discriminated predominantly by the eye region (e.g. Sad and Angry expressions). 
 
The Discriminative Indices used in DWRRBFs are expected to account for the above 
properties by differentially scaling the distances measured within basis functions.  However, 
in practice this solution may not address the problem completely due to the following 
reasons.  First, owing to reasons described in Section 4.4 the Discriminative Indices may not 
be able to completely emphasize all features that are important (especially those important 
only for a few expressions) for the separation of a basis function from its neighbors.  Second, 
the Discriminative Indices scale only along directions of the feature axes whereas major axes 
of the data distribution are unlikely to be oriented parallel to these feature axes.  Finally, 
when basis functions are separated by different extents, the boundary of the thj  basis 
function determined by jσ  would tend to converge based on the weighted distance to its 
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neighbor with the narrowest separation.  Therefore, in spite of the differential scaling by 
Discriminative Indices, there is no guarantee that the boundary of the basis function would 
completely enclose the region in input space which the basis function is expected to 
represent.  
 
The illustration in Figure 4.3 demonstrates the above phenomenon using three basis 
functions in two-dimensional input space.  For simplicity, each basis function is assumed to 
represent a  homogeneous cluster of data from a single class, having a uni-modal Gaussian 
distribution.  Suppose for class 1c  the true data distribution in input space is marked by the 
boundary actr .   Note that data in 1c  has a wider spread along the feature axis 2x  as compared 
to 1x .  Now, if a simple spherical basis function is used to represent this homogeneous 
cluster, the radius will be determined as Eσ  so as to not overlap with its nearest neighbour 
3c  regardless of the wider spread towards 2c .  A DWRRBF on the other hand will attempt to 
scale count for the differences in variability of 1x  and 2x  by assigning a lower weight to the 
distance measured along 2x  compared to that assigned along 1x .  Graphically, this can be 
viewed as stretching the basis function along 2x while compressing along 1x , thereby 
leading to a boundary DIσ  that encloses a larger portion of the data compared to the 
spherical basis function.  Since Discriminative Indices in DWRRBF act only along the 
 1x  
 2x  
 1c  
 1µ  
Figure 4.3: Effect of basis function being separated by different extents. 
 2c   3c  
 2µ  
 3µ  
 Eσ   DIσ   actr  
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directions of feature axes,  the narrow separation between 1c , 3c  and the differences in 
orientations of actr  and DIσ , causes the basis function boundary to be limited, and it cannot 
enclose the complete spread of 1c  in input space.  
 
The above problem can be solved if different boundaries are used for the separation between 
1 3,c c  and 1 2,c c  (Figure 4.4).  The basis function boundary is represented using a set of 
boundary segments with different radii according to the extent of data spread and the 
separation between homogeneous data clusters.  For instance, the narrow separation between 
1 3,c c  (Figure 4.4) could be maintained using the shorter radius 3DIσ while using a larger 
radius 
2DI
σ to enclose the wider spread of data towards the separation of 1 2,c c .  Then, given 
an input vector, the most appropriate basis function radius can be selected based on the 
relative position of the input vector with respect to the basis functions.  For instance, if the 




σ can be used to define the basis 
function boundary while, for any input oriented towards 1 3µ µ
JJJJG
, the radius 
3DI
σ can be 
selected instead.  Note that, in addition to 
2DI
σ  and 
3DI
σ that defines the separation for 2c  
 1x  
 2x  
 1c  
 1µ  
Figure 4.4: Use of multiple radii to represent differences in separation between 
basis functions. 
 2c   3c  
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and 3c  respectively, another boundary segment 1DIσ is also required to act as the default 
boundary of the basis function.  The default boundary is selected when the input vector is not 
oriented towards any of the surrounding basis functions. 
 
Extending the concept shown in Figure 4.4 to k − nearest basis functions surrounding a 
homogeneous cluster 1c , the function boundary will be modeled by a set of boundary 
segments with 1k + different radii.  In high-dimensional space, each of these radii will 
represent a segment of a hyper-elliptic boundary.  The introduction of multiple radii adds 
another level of non-linearity to the basis function, so as to further partition the region 
represented by the basis function into different sub-regions.  Each such intra-basis partition 
can be trained according to local properties of the problem domain, making the basis 
function more versatile in discriminating different classes of expressions with different local 
properties. 
 
4.5.1 A New Nomenclature    
It is noteworthy that with the introduction of multiple radii, one may no longer use the term 
“radial basis function”.  Instead, due to cloud like shapes formed by the set of boundary 
segments in the basis function, we will refer to them as “Cloud Basis Functions (CBF).  
Accordingly each boundary segment in the CBF is referred to as a “Cloud Segment” (CS), 
and the radius of the boundary segment is referred to as a “Cloud Segment Radius” (CSR). 
 
4.6 Cloud Basis Function Networks 
In accordance with the above description, a node in a Cloud Basis Function network can be 
represented by modifying the DWRRBF in (4.7) to include a selection criterion function for 
the most appropriate radius as  
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where jµ , jΘ  respectively are the center and Discriminative Indices vector associated with 
the thj basis function ( )jφ ⋅  and { }( )Sel |jσ x  is the Radius Selection criterion Function 
(RSF) that, for a given input vector x , returns the most appropriate radius from a set of radii 
{ } jσ associated with the basis function.  
 
4.6.1 Selection of the Most Appropriate Radius 
Each value of CSR from the set { } jσ  associated with the thj  CBF, represents part of a 
hyper-elliptic boundary that separates the region represented by the basis function towards 
the direction of one of its neighbors (Figure 4.4).  An algorithmically efficient way of storing 
this association is to relate each CSR, kσ  to a reference vector from the center jµ of the thj  
basis function and the center kµ of its 
thk neighbor as k j kl = µ µ
JJJJJGG
.  This representation lets 
the most appropriate radius be selected according to the angle between a vector from the 
basis center to the input vector ( )jl = µ xJJJGG  and the respective reference vectors associated 
with each CSR.  Therefore, using the inner-product of the two vectors to represent cosine of 
the angle between them, the Radius Selectivity criterion Function (RSF) in (4.28) can be 
expressed as  
 { }( )Sel | kjσ σ=x   (4.29) 
where 
 
( ) ( )1arg min cos     p 1,2, ,Tj p j
j p j
k k−
  − −   ′= =  − ⋅ −    
x µ µ µ
x µ µ µ
"  (4.30) 
and  
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 { } { }0 1 2, , , , kjσ σ σ σ σ ′≡    "  (4.31) 
 
is a set of 1k′ + CSRs associated with the thj basis function, jµ is the center of the thj  basis 
function and { }1 2, , , k ′µ µ µ" are corresponding centers of neighboring basis functions.   It 
must be noted that the default radius { }0 jσ σ∈   is selected when the input vector is not 
oriented towards any of the neighboring basis functions.  This condition can be determined 
by having a pre-determined maximum threshold for the angle computed in (4.30).  When the 
minimum angle between an input vector and any of the reference vectors exceeds this 
threshold, the default radius can be selected. 
 
4.6.2 Selection of k ′ -Nearest Basis Functions 
The selection of the k ′ -nearest basis function for (4.29) plays a crucial role in the overall 
performance of a CBF.  For instance choosing many CSRs in the same direction with small 
angles between them would bring little benefit to a CBF compared to a smaller set of CSRs 
distributed evenly around the basis function.  The former is likely to have similar σ values 
for all CSRs, thereby resembling the behavior of the DWRRBF with a single boundary.  
Hence, reference vectors for CSRs must be chosen so that they are as widely separated in 
angle as possible.   
 
For a given basis function ( )jφ ⋅  a simple approach to determine the above is to start with all 
1h −  basis functions as potential candidates.  Thereafter the k ′ -nearest and most widely 
separated basis functions among them may be determined by iteratively eliminating basis 
functions using the weighted distance to jµ  and the angle with respect to the other clusters 
in the neighborhood.   The procedure is outlined below and used in the experiments 
described later in Chapter 6 (Section 6.3.2).  
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1. Let { }1 1 1, , , , ,j j hH − +≡ µ µ µ µ" "  be the centers of 1h −  basis functions in the 
network, except the thj  basis function for which the k ′ -directions of CSRs are to 
be determined.  Let ( )Dist lµ  be a function that computes the weighted distance 
from the center jµ  of the 
thj  basis function to lµ as 








= Θ −∑µ  (4.32) 
 
where jΘ is the Discriminative Indices vector associated with the 
thj basis function. 
 
2. Let h′  be the current number of basis centers in H .  If h k′ ′≤  (Section 6.3.2) then 
stop.   
 
3. Find the two basis centers pµ  and tµ with smallest angles between them:  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1cos cosT Tp j t j r j s j
p j t j r j s j
− −
   − − − −   ≤   − ⋅ − − ⋅ −      
µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ
µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ
 (4.33) 
for , ,   ,p t r sH H∈ ∈µ µ µ µ and ,p r t s≠ ≠ . 
 
4. Two centers pµ and tµ  returned in step 3, represent the two basis centers having 
the smallest angle between them with respect to the center of ( )jφ ⋅ .   One of the 
two can be eliminated based on the longest weighted distance from the center of the 
thj  basis function.  Hence if  
 ( ) ( )Dist p t>µ Dist µ  (4.34) 
then pµ is eliminated from H  and H  is recomputed as  
 current pH H= −µ . (4.35) 
Otherwise tµ  is eliminated from H  and H is recomputed 
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 current tH H= −µ  (4.36) 
5. Go to step 2. 
 
When choosing the k ′ nearest neighbors, the above algorithm uses the widest angle between 
neighboring basis functions as the primary criterion for retention as this would allow the 
selected basis functions to be distributed widely around the basis function for which the 
CSRs are determined.  When there are multiple basis functions, located along similar 
directions (i.e. basis functions that have narrow angles between them), the shortest weighted 
distance to the center is used as a secondary criterion to choose the basis function to be 
retained.  
 
On termination, the above algorithm will return the k ′ nearest basis functions of ( )jφ ⋅  in 
directions that are most widely separated from each other and subsequently each of them will 
be used to create a separate CSR for the basis function.  The initial radius of each CSR is 











= Θ −∑  for 1, ,l k′= "  (4.37) 
 
where ,j jµ Θ respectively are the center and the Discriminative Indices vector associated 
with the thj  basis function, k ′  is the number of CSRs in the basis function and { }l jσ σ∈   is 




4.6.3. Modifications to New Training Algorithms 
The training algorithms outlined for the creation of DWRRBF networks can be used for CBF 
networks with minor modifications to handle multiple radii associated with each basis 
function.  It is important to note that Radius Selection criterion Function is only an 
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algorithmic rule and therefore leads to minimal changes in the mathematical procedures used 
in the training algorithm.  This is because a given input will always cause the selection of the 
same radius for a given geometry of basis centers.  Therefore, the derivation of the training 
algorithm would view the basis function as having a single radius associated with the input 
(and other inputs in the same region of the basis space). 
 
The weight update rules for Discriminative Indices { }Θ  in DWRRBF networks are given in 
equations (4.20) and (4.21).  When these equations are applied to CBF networks, the Radius 
Selection criterion Function will affect only error surface gradient with respect to the 
Discriminative Index in (4.21).  Therefore, by incorporating the RSF, the partial derivative is 
modified to  
 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )( )
( )


























where { }( )Sel | ijσ x  is the Radius Selection criterion Function defined in (4.29) to (4.31) 
and rest of the parameters are defined as for (4.21).   
 
Because of the multiple radii associated with each basis function, the update rules (4.18) and 
the (4.19) for the overall function radius, jσ of DWRRBF, need some modifications when 
applied to CBF network training.  In a CBF network, a given radius { }l jσ σ∈   will be 
selected only for a subset of data points in the training set.  Therefore, the updates for each of 
them should also be restricted to use the relevant subset of training data, thereby allowing the 
CSR to be determined according to local properties of the data set.  As a result, in the batch-
version of the gradient-descent algorithm which is used here, averaging in (4.19)  must be 
made with respect to the set of training data for which the given radius is selected.  From an 
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algorithmic point view, this can be achieved by associating a “hit counter” with each radius 
and incrementing its value each time the radius is selected. 
 
By including the Radius Selection criterion Function in the gradient of the error surface with 
respect to the overall function radius described in (4.19), the modified gradient for CBF 
network is obtained as  
 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )( )
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where { }l jσ σ∈  is the thl  CSR of the thj  basis function, lN  is the number of times that lσ  
is selected in one epoch, { }( )Sel | ijσ x  is the Radius Selection criterion Function and the 
rest of the parameters are as defined for (4.19).  Apart from the above, no further 




In this chapter, a novel classification system for holistic facial expression recognition was 
developed based on RBF network architecture as the starting point.  Holistic recognition of 
facial expressions is characterized mainly by a large-dimensional input space containing a 
significant amount of irrelevant variations, due to differences in faces among people.  
Furthermore, expression classes in the problem domain are described by different facial 
regions, which cause the input space to contain features that are important for the description 
of only some of the expression classes.   
 
Statistical techniques that are commonly used for creation of RBF networks fail to deliver 
the best solution in the above conditions due to limitations like large number of learnable 
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network parameters and the lack of sufficient amount of training data.  Therefore, a different 
approach is taken in the proposed solution to address these issues using a combination of 
statistical and algorithmic methods.  In the proposed classifier, two new types of basis 
functions are introduced in order to improve the network’s performance under the properties 
of the problem-domain.  The first type of basis function (DWRRBF) introduces the concept 
of a weighted distance in a spherical basis function, which allows the emphasis of features 
that are important for the discrimination.  The second type of basis functions (CBF) on other 
hand adds another level of non-linearity by further partitioning the input space into several 
intra-basis function segments using the local properties of the basis function.  This 
partitioning allows the same basis function to contain multiple boundaries in the input space 
that are determined according to the separation from its surrounding neighbors. 
 
 In the following chapters details of a series of experiments that were carried out using the 






A Facial Image Database and Test Datasets for Holistic Facial 
Expression Recognition 
 
A major difficulty that is faced by many researchers for holistic recognition of facial 
expressions is the non-availability of a suitable test image database.  Due to high 
dimensionalities involved, holistic approaches require fairly large amounts of data to train 
the classifiers compared to feature-based approaches to the problem.  Most of the static facial 
image databases that are available have been created for different applications like face 
detection and face recognition.  Therefore these databases contain images under varying 
conditions of background, lighting, shadows and pose.  Even though some of these databases 
contain images of the same subject with different facial expressions, the variations are often 
restricted to few types of mixed expression classes. 
 
We came across the same difficulty in obtaining a suitable image database and therefore the 
initial developments on the proposed algorithms were done using a temporary image 
database.  The temporary database consisted of facial images collected from various sources 
[116][117][118] and showed only four different types of facial expressions that resembled 
Neutral, Angry, Smiling and Screaming faces.  However, a more complete image database, 
containing all six classes of universal facial expressions was later created and was used in the 
experiments described in this thesis.  The new database consisted of several facial images 
obtained from a database being developed at the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and a 
set of images photographed at the National University of Singapore (NUS).  In the following 
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sections, the procedures followed in the normalization and the creation of datasets using this 
image database is presented. 
 
5.1 Source Image Database 
Facial images that were obtained from the database being created at CMU were not 
normalized to experiment with expression recognition.  The database itself was intended for 
a slightly different purpose; for the recognition of FACS Action Units for subsequent 
analysis of facial expressions [119].  Moreover the version available was in its initial stages, 
consisting of medium quality, un-labeled and un-processed images.  Therefore these images 
had to be processed and normalized extensively prior to their use in the classification 
experiments.   
    
    
Figure 5.1:  A sample of images created at NUS. 
 
The images from the CMU database were ( )640 480 W×H×  pixels in size (except for a 
minority which were of 640 490×  pixels) and consisted of a complete frontal view of a 
human face displaying a facial expression.  Variations in scaling were present and hence 
images of different subjects occupied an area of between 40%-70% of the total image size.   
In spite of the uniform lighting conditions, some images showed signs of gray-level 
saturation that could be attributed to incorrect white level setting in the digitization process.  
Saturation occurred mostly around cheek, forehead and chin areas of the facial image.  Some 
variations in rotation and translation were also present among images of different subjects.   
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Images created at NUS too (Figure 5.1) followed a setup similar to that of the CMU database 
except for the image size, which was ( )1024 768 W×H×  pixels.  The frontal images were 
photographed using a digital camera mounted approximately at the height of the subject’s 
mouth and about 1.5m away from the face.    No special lighting (except for ambient 
fluorescent lighting in the laboratory) was used. However a uniform white screen was used 
for the background.  Flash photography was not used since it created shadows in the facial 
image.  Demographically, the subjects were mostly of south and east Asian origin whereas 
the subjects in CMU image database were mostly of Caucasian and African American origin.  
 
5.1.1 Normalization of Facial Images 
For holistic recognition of images, one of the primary requirements is their normalization 
and registration with respect to rotation, scaling and translation.  Normalization eliminates 
unwanted variations arising from these parameters prior to classification.  For facial images, 
other variations are present because of the structural difference in facial proportions that 
exist among different subjects, especially from different demographic groups.  Differences in 
facial proportions affect the relative geometry of important facial component, such as the 
eyes, nose and the mouth region.  Since variations in these regions are significant for the 
description of facial expressions, further normalization is required with respect to the relative 
placement of these features in the facial image.  However, at the same time normalization 
should not affect the non-rigid deformation caused by facial expressions.  Therefore, in order 
to strike a balance between the two conflicting requirements, normalization is done with 
respect to some static features that are least affected by the facial expressions. 
 
Anatomically, all major components of the facial skeleton except the lower mandibles are 
attached rigidly to the skull.  Thus, the mouth region becomes the most mobile facial area.  
On the other hand feature points like the centre of the eye-cavity (of the skull and not the 
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pupil centers) and the nose tip are subject to the least amount of deformation during a facial 
expression.  Therefore, the latter can be used as reference points for the normalization for 
rigid image transformations and variations due to differences in facial proportions across 
different people in the image database.  However, it must be noted that in practice an 
accurate estimation of these points in the facial skeleton may not be possible and therefore 
their approximate locations in the facial mask must be used instead. 
 
 
Based on the above considerations the normalization of facial images was done using three 
reference points ( )1 1 1P ,x y , ( )2 2 2P ,x y  and ( )3 3 3P ,x y  denoting the centre of the left eye 
cavity, center of right eye cavity and the nose tip (Figure 5.2a).  For all images in the 
database, these points were marked manually by a mouse click using a specially developed 
GUI application.  In order to minimize operator errors, the process was repeated three times 
(by different people) and the average coordinates were used.  Once marking was completed 
for all the images, three basic measurements (Figure 5.2b) of facial geometry were computed 
for all images as follows:  
 




α −  −=  −   (5.1) 
 
( )1 1 1P ,x y α(
 ( )
3 3 3P ,x y  
Refx  
Figure 5.2: Reference points used in the normalization of facial images. 
(a) (b) 
 ( )2 2 2P ,x y
Refy
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 ( ) ( )2 22 1 2 1xRef x x y y= − + −  (5.2) 
 
2 2
1 2 1 2
3 32 2y
x x y yRef x y
   + +   = − + −              (5.3) 
The first parameter α  in (5.1) defines rotation of the image as the inclination of the eye-
centers from the horizontal axis while the other two parameters provide overall width and 
height of the face.  Statistics of these parameters, computed over the entire image set is given 
in Table 5.1.  The results showed a significant variation in the two measurements xRef  and 
yRef  indicating wide variations in scaling.  Likewise variations in the ratio of  y xRef Ref  
further indicated the existence of considerable differences in facial proportions across 
different subjects in the database. 
 








Mean ( )µ  -0.5253 100 60 0.5977 
Std. Div. (σ ) 2.6480 10 9 0.0972 
 
Table 5.1: Statistics of facial proportions (before normalization) 
computed for all images in the database. 
 
During normalization, the image was first rotated by the angle α in the clock-wise direction 
for rotation normalization.  Thereafter using an affine transform, the image was scaled 
asymmetrically in the horizontal and vertical directions with scale factors xS  and yS , 










=  (5.5) 
using reference measurements xRef  and yRef  of the image.  For both operations a 
coordinate system with its origin at the nose-tip reference was used to compute pixel 
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coordinates while bi-cubic interpolation was used to determine their intensities when using 
the affine transform.  The use of different scaling factors in the horizontal and vertical 
directions normalized xRef  and yRef  measurements, respectively, to their nominal values 
of 40 pixels and 24 pixels in all images.  Additionally it also maintained a uniform facial 
proportion of 0.6 for the ratio of y xRef Ref , based on its average value in original images.  
 
5.1.2 Image Clipping and Normalization for Average Intensity 
Many researchers believe that the majority of information regarding facial expressions is 
concentrated into a few regions of the face such as the eyes, eye-brows and the mouth region 
[42][46].  In comparison, the outer face regions contain the majority of information 
regarding the subject’s identity and therefore must be excluded from the holistic input when 
recognizing facial expressions.  Based on the above observations, for experiments described 
in this thesis the facial images were cropped 60 75× pixels using the normalized images as 
illustrated in Figure 5.3.  This retained the variation in facial expressions while minimizing 
the identity variations between individuals. 
 
The cropped images enclosed all three facial regions that were considered primarily 
















Figure 5.3: Cropped facial images. (a) Boundary details for image cropping.  (b) A sample of cropped 
images in the database.
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three normalized reference points was determined experimentally using a sample of 90 
images picked randomly from the database.  A comparatively larger height of 1.25 yRef×  
was required below the nose tip reference in order to enclose wider variations of the mouth 
shape.  However, it must be noted that for a minority of images it was not possible to include 
the complete mouth within this distance, especially with the “Surprise” expression.  On the 
other hand it was also not possible to further extend the mouth region because this would 
then expose the chin-boundary and a portion of the neck in other types of expression where 
the mouth is closed.  Nevertheless, test results later proved that partial inclusion of the fully 
opened mouth was sufficient for recognition of the expressions. 
 
Since the images were obtained from two difference sources (i.e., CMU database and those 
photographed at NUS), a considerable variations were observed in their gray level 
distributions.  Additionally the 8-bit pixel depth was likely to result in numerically large 
distance measures within the classifier, which in turn posed some danger of numerical 
problems.  Due to these reasons, the gray level values in the images were first scaled to the 
range from 0 to 1 and subsequently normalized again for zero mean and unit variance. 
 
5.2 Creation of Training / Test Datasets 
Using images normalized as described above, three different versions of datasets were 
created as described below: 
1. Primary dataset that consisted of the 60 75× pixels normalized facial region as 
described in the previous section. 
2. Expression Feature Region (EFR) that consisted of pixels values representing 
facial regions of eyes, eye-brows and the mouth. 
3. Half-face dataset that consisted of left half of the facial region used in the Primary 
dataset.  
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Each of the three datasets consisted of 411 images belonging to a set of 98 subjects.  
Moreover, 22 out of the 98 test subjects had images of all six expressions included in the 
image database. 
 
From the above three datasets, the primary dataset consisting of the complete 60 75×  facial 
region was used as the main source of image data in all experiments described in this thesis.  
Since a majority of classifiers required their input to be in a vector, each image in the dataset 
was converted into a 4500 1×  dimensional vector by column concatenation.  The EFR and 
half-face datasets on the other hand were used in some of the supplementary experiments 
that evaluated the performance of the proposed classifiers on rather low dimensional spaces 
compared to the Primary dataset.  
 
Details of facial regions used in the creation of EFR dataset are illustrated in Figure 5.4.  
Facial regions similar to these have also been used previously by Kobayashi and Hara [46]  
in their Facial Characteristic Points (FCP)-based approach to facial expression recognition.  
The FCP approach suggested that the height of the eye-plane (from bottom of the lower lip 
to the top of eye brows) and the height of the mouth region (from the bottom of the lower lip 
to the top of the upper lip) to be similar and numerically around 90% of the distance between 
the eye (pupil) centers.  However, in an early investigation, it was discovered by us that 
mainly due to the normalization of images, a height of 60% of the eye-distance was 
Figure 5.4: Composition of Expression Feature Regions (EFR) dataset. 
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sufficient.  Considering the above facts and the dimensions of the normalized image, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.4, the eyes were extracted as 20 24× pixel regions each.  Similarly, the 
mouth was extracted as a 30 24×  pixel region from bottom of the normalized image, also 
considering the fact that anatomically the typical human face is divided into two equal halves 
by the horizontal line passing through the tip of the nose [120].   
 
In order to create the EFR dataset the respective facial regions (Figure 5.4) were first 
extracted as two 24 20×  pixel image segments from the eye region and a 24 30×  pixel 
image segment from the mouth region of a normalized facial image.  Next the three image 
segments were combined to form a 24 70×  pixel image, which was finally converted into a 
1680 1×  dimensional vector using column concatenation. 
 
The half-face dataset was created in the belief that the human face is symmetrical across the 
vertical line passing through center of the nose.  Consequently this dataset was created using 
the 30 75×  pixel region from the left half of the images included in the primary dataset.  
Similar to other two datasets, each image segment was converted to a column vector of 
dimension 2250 1×  using column concatenation.   
 
5.3 Summary 
In this chapter detail of creation of a primary facial image database and  other datasets was 
presented.  The image database was created using a section of facial images obtained from 
the CMU face database and some images created at NUS.   After normalizing these images 
for their variations in rigid deformations, average intensity and some differences in facial 
proportions of different people, three training / test data sets were created.  Each dataset was 





CHAPTER 6  
Results and Discussion 
In order to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithms for the holistic recognition of 
facial expressions, a series of experiments were designed using training/test datasets 
described in the previous chapter.  These experiments included tests using the new 
algorithms that were proposed in Chapter 4 as well as tests using some of the traditional RBF 
network-based techniques that were discussed earlier in Chapters 2 and 3.  In this chapter, 
experimental details and results are presented.  In Section 6.1, details of training and 
validation procedures are described.  In Sections 6.2 and 6.3 results obtained with the new 
DWRRBF and CBF networks, respectively, using the primary dataset are discussed.  Results 
of experiments on EFR and Half-face datasets are presented in Section 6.4.  Experimental 
results for other types of RBF network-based classifiers and those using dimensionality 
reduction methods are discussed in Sections 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.  Finally, in Section 6.7 
a comparison between proposed techniques and the other types of RBF networks is 
presented. 
 
6.1 Training and Validation Datasets 
Because of the limited amount of image samples that were available in the dataset, a cross-
validation method was used.  Here, a portion of the dataset is left out during the training 
procedure and is used as a test input for validation.  First the entire dataset (411 images) was 
divided into five subsets (Subset A to Subset E) of approximately 80 images each, selected 
randomly.  The composition of these subsets is shown in Table 6.1.  Even though images 
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were selected individually from each expression-class, no specific effort was made to include 
images of the same person in a single subset. 
Number of images in each subset Expression 
Class Subset A Subset B Subset C Subset D Subset E 
Total number 
of Images 
Fear 13 13 13 13 14 66 
Surprise 19 19 19 19 19 95 
Sad 15 15 15 15 14 74 
Angry 8 8 8 8 8 40 
Disgust 10 10 10 10 9 49 
Happy 17 17 17 18 18 87 
       
Table 6.1: Composition of expression classes in the 5 data subsets. 
 
 
For each training cycle, four out of five subsets was used for training and the fifth subset was 
reserved as the validation test-set.  The procedure was repeated for all five data subsets of 
data and their averaged outcome was taken as the final result. 
 
6.2 Performance of the Differentially Weighted Radius Radial Basis Function 
Network 
In this section, results obtained using the Differentially Weighted Radius Radial Basis 
Function (DWRRBF) network, which was proposed earlier in Section 4.2, are discussed.  
The summary of the overall performance, using a single non-hierarchical DWRRBF network 
is shown in Table 6.2.  The best average recognition rate of 84.9% was recorded when 
Discriminative Indices used in the DWRRBF network were computed according to the mean 
criterion (4.9).  In contrast, when the variance based criterion (4.8) was used to compute 
   
   
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) 
Figure 6.1: Typical images in the database. (i) Fear, (ii) Surprise, (iii) Sad, (iv) Angry,  
(v) Disgust  and (vi) Happy. 
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Discriminative Indices the performance was slightly degraded with an average recognition 
rate of 79.8%.  Both networks however, showed similar trends in recognition of the 
individual expression classes.  The best accuracy was obtained for the Surprise expression 
followed by the Happy expression.  On the other hand, the lowest recognition rate in both 
cases was recorded for the Fear expression class.  
 
Accuracy of expression recognition  
 
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy Total 
Total number 














63.5% 94.7% 81.1% 77.5% 89.8% 94.2% 84.9% 
        
Table 6.2: Results for DWRRBF network with non-hierarchical classification (with 44 basis 
functions in the network).   
 
 
The difference in the overall recognition rates of the two criteria (Section 4.2.2) used to 
compute the Discriminative Indices can be explained using their responsiveness to global 
and local variations of features. Between the two methods the variance-based criteria (4.8) is 
more biased towards global distribution of features in input space.  This is because of the 
presence of total variance component and due to the averaging of variances in expressions 
over different individuals in the numerator of (4.8).  On the other hand the mean-based 
criterion (4.9) is more responsive of the localized separation of features compared to the 
variance-based criterion.  Discriminative Indices computed using (4.9) are subject to a 
smaller degree of averaging since the computation of the separation between basis functions 
(i.e. the numerator in (4.9)) is limited to the h basis functions in the local neighborhood.   
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Additionally the denominator of (4.9) represents only the variances within the local region 
represented by the basis function.  Therefore the mean-based criterion is more responsive to 
the local variations of features, which in turns can be related to differences in facial 
expressions compared to structural differences which lead variations to spread over the entire 
data set. 
 
Using an argument similar to the above, the relatively inferior recognition rates of Fear, 
Anger and Sad expressions can be explained as follows.  These expressions differ 
significantly in the eye and eye-brow regions of the face.  These regions have a relatively 
smaller degree of variations in pixel values due to (all classes of) facial expressions as 
compared to variations arising from different individuals.  Compared to the eye and the eye-
brow regions, the mouth and the inner-cheek regions of the face have wider variation in pixel 
values arising from different facial expressions as opposed to the variations caused by 
structural differences in individual faces.  The larger variations in the mouth and inner cheek 
regions tend to dominate the Discriminative Indices vector, thereby influencing the weighted 




 Figure 6.2: Discriminative indices computed using the 
variance criterion (4.8). 
 
 
The dominance of Discriminative Indices corresponding to mouth and the inner-cheek 
regions is clearly evident in the image of Figure 6.2, which shows the initial values of 
Discriminative Indices computed using the variance criterion (4.8).  Note that the variance 
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criterion computes only a single initial vector of Discriminative Indices for all basis 
functions.  Concentrations of higher valued Discriminative Indices in the mouth and the 
inner-cheek regions leads to a better recognition of expressions such as Happy, Surprise and 
Disgust that are separated mostly by the mouth shape and wrinkle in the inner cheek region  
compared to other expressions that are separated by features in the eye and the eye-brow 
regions. 
 
6.2.1 A Hierarchical Structure for Classification 
One of the best methods to address the above problem of dominant feature variation is to 
structure the classification hierarchically, where grouping of expression classes at each level 
is dominated by their locally important properties.  This approach was first proposed by 
Daw-Tung et. al. [58] who suggested a two-level hierarchy with a structure determined 
according to visual cues in facial expressions.  Classification in the first level of their method 
was based on variations in the mouth region while at the second level, features in eye regions 
played an important role.  This division, however, was not very successful as their results 
showed poor recognition in the second level compared to the first.  Therefore, in the 
hierarchical DWWRBF network proposed here the structure was determined experimentally, 
based on its performance on a non-hierarchical classifier using a random subset of training 
samples.  
 
Non hierarchical DWRBBF Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy 
Fear 21 2 1 3 1 12 
Surprise 0 37 2 0 0 1 
Sad 0 0 28 6 6 0 
Anger 1 0 3 32 0 2 
Disgust 1 0 3 3 32 1 
Class label 
Happy 5 0 0 2 1 32 
        
Table 6.3: Confusion matrix for a random sample of 240 images, using 





The confusion matrix returned by the non-hierarchical classification of 240 images (40 
images in each expression class) using DWRRBF network with Discriminative Indices 
computed according to the variance criterion is illustrated Table 6.3.  The experiment used 
an equal number of images in all classes in order to avoid any effects due to unequal sample 
size for different classes.  Also the variance criterion was selected for this experiment 
because it is more representative of the averaging of locally important features and the 
effects of globally distributed features, which lead to the inferior recognition trends in Table 
6.2.  Similar to the results shown in Table 6.2, the experiment returned the lowest 
recognition rate for Fear expression with only 21 out of 40 images in the group being 
recognized correctly.  Within misclassified set of images, 12 images belonging to Fear 
expression were recognized incorrectly as Happy while 5 images belonging to Happy 
expression were misclassified as Fear.  Thus, the highest number of confusions occurred 
between Fear and Happy expressions with 17 out of 80 images (21.2%) in both classes being 
misclassified into each other.  Apart from these two categories, the second highest amount of 
confusion was recorded in relation to the Sad expression.  There were 9 confusions each 
recorded between Angry vs. Sad and Disgust vs. Sad expressions in addition to another 3 
confusions between Angry and Disgust expressions.  As a result, a total of 21 out of 120 
(17.5%) confusions were recorded within the three categories.  
 
Based on the above results, the expression categories for the first level of classification were 
determined as illustrated in Figure 6.3, by combining expression classes with the most 
number of confusions in a single category.  Consequently, according to results presented in 
Table 6.3, Fear and Happy expressions with the largest number of confusions (21.2%) were 
combined into “Category A”.   Similarly, “Category C” was formed by combining Sad, 
Angry and Disgust expressions with 17.5% confusions among them.  The Surprise 
expression, which caused the least amount of confusion, was left in its own “Category B” in 
the first level of the hierarchy. 
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With the above hierarchy defined, the complete classification system consisted of three 
DWRRBF networks.  One network provided the first level categorization while the other two 
further discriminated “Category A” and “Category C” images into their respective 
expression classes at the second level (Figure 6.3).  All the three networks were trained 
independently with their own sets of Discriminative Indices computed using images in their 
respective combined pattern classes.  The effects of classification hierarchy are clearly 
visible in images of respective Discriminative Indices as illustrated in Figure 6.4.  For 
example, the Discriminative Indices used in the first level of categorization (Figure 6.4a) 
have their dominant values distributed more evenly in all expression feature regions 
compared to the non-hierarchical approach which was illustrated earlier in Figure 6.2.  
Furthermore local differences in the mouth and eye-brow regions are better emphasized in 
the hierarchical approach (Figure 6.3a) than its non-hierarchical counterpart.  
 
In contrast to the first level, the Discriminative Indices of the second level of classification 
show the emphasis on locally important features that are prominent within their respective 
expression classes.  For instance, those associated with the separation between Fear and 
Happy expressions (Figure 6.4b) have the emphasis on mouth, upper eye-lid and the eye-











Figure 6.3: Two level hierarchical classification structure. 
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(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 6.4: Images of initial Discriminative Indices (computed using (4.8)) in a hierarchical 
classification structure. (a). First level with three combined classes, Category A, 
Category B and Category C. (b).  For separation between Fear and Happy at 
second level. (c). For separation among Sad, Angry and Disgust at second level. 
 
main differences in these expressions include the raised eye-brows (AU1+AU4 according to 
FACS Action Units) and raised upper eye-lids (AU5) for Fear expression and wide opened 
mouth (AU12+AU16+AU26) and raised cheeks (AU6) for Happy expression.  In the same 
way, Discriminative Indices for separation of Sad, Angry and Disgust expressions in 
“Category C” are distributed more evenly over more facial regions with some emphasis on  
the narrow mouth region, eye region and the region of nose wrinkles.  Of the three 
expressions Sad and Angry in general have somewhat similar characteristics in the mouth 
region.  According to the FACS descriptors, one major difference between the two 
expressions belonging to the eye region with the presence of AU1, which is defined as raised 
inner eye-brows in Sad expression.  Both expressions on the other hand exhibit a closed and 
narrowed mouth shape with Angry expression having tightly pressed lips (AU24 + AU23) 
compared to the Sad expression.  However, it must be noted that differences in pixel values, 
especially in the eye region caused by these deformations are of less significance compared 
to those in the mouth region for other types of expressions.  The Disgust expression, 
compared to Sad and Angry expressions, on the other hand, creates a larger deformation in 
the inner cheek region (AU9 + AU6+AU10) which corresponds to nose wrinkles and a 
raised inner cheek/upper lip region.  The significance in these differences of the inner cheek 
area are captured clearly in Figure 6.4c with a small concentration of higher-valued 
Discriminative Indices around the nose and inner cheek regions. 
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Accuracy of expression recognition in hierarchical DWRRBF network 
 
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy Total 
Total number 












84.8% 94.7% 94.6% 90.0% 87.8% 96.5% 92.2% 
        
Table 6.4: Overall results for 2-level hierarchical classification with DWWRBF networks.   
 
 
6.2.2 Performance of Hierarchical Classification 
The overall performance of the two level hierarchical classification system is presented in 
Table 6.4.  It must be noted that, even though only a subset of 240 images were used to 
determine the class hierarchy, training of respective DWRRBF networks was carried using 
the complete dataset according to cross-validation criteria described in Section 6.1.  The 
results showed significant improvement in performance with an overall recognition rate of 
92.7% compared with the best of 84.9% in the non-hierarchical configuration.  The 
improvement was contributed mainly by the Fear expression (87.9%), which recorded the 
lowest recognition rate in the non-hierarchical method.  Moreover, Sad and Angry 
expressions also demonstrated significant gains which is attributed to the better emphasis on 
their local variations in the hierarchical structure.  Additionally, the hierarchical classifier 
showed compatible levels of performance in both criteria for computation of Discriminative 
Indices (Table 6.4).  This can be attributed to the fact that the bias towards local properties in 
the means criterion (4.9) becomes less significant in the hierarchical classification, because 




Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 87.9% - 9.1% - 1.5% 1.5% 
Surprise 4.2% 93.7% 2.1% - - - 
Sad 2.7% - 95.9% 1.3% - - 
Anger 2.5% 2.5% - 92.5% 2.5% - 
Disgust 2.0% - 2.0% 2.0% 89.8% 4.0% 
Class label 
Happy - - 1.1% 1.1% 3.4% 94.2% 
        
Table 6.5: Overall confusion matrix for two level hierarchical classifier using  




Network output  Category A Category B Category C 
Category A 92.2% - 7.8% 




Category C 3.7% 0.6% 95.7% 
 
Table 6.6a: Confusion matrix for first level of classification. 
 








Happy 2.3% 97.7% 
 
Table 6.6b: Confusion matrix for second level of 
classification of Category A. 
 
Network output  Sad Angry Disgust 
Sad 98.6% 1.3% - 




Disgust 2.0% 2.0% 95.9% 
 
       
Table 6.6c: Confusion matrix for second level of classification of Category C.   
 
The overall confusion matrix for the two level classification system is illustrated in Table 6.5 
whereas Table 6.6a, Table 6.6b and Table 6.6c, respectively show the confusions that 
occurred in individual networks at first and second levels of the classification system.  In all 
the networks, the respective Discriminative Indices were computed using the variance 
criterion according to (4.8).  The results show that most of the confusions have occurred in 
the first level of the classifier, where the discrimination was more biased by the 
concentration of feature variations in the mouth and the inner-cheek regions (Figure 6.4a).  
However, unlike variations in the eye region, variations in these areas are not only 
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contributed by the facial expressions but also by some major differences originating from 
identity information among different test subjects. Often, the same pixel sub-region is 
subject to combined variations due to both the facial expressions as well as the identity 
information.  This has made extraction of the required information a difficult task, even with 
the hierarchical structure.  
 
6.2.3. Recognition Rate and Dimensionality of the Basis Space 
The iterative algorithm for creation of a DWRRBF network described earlier in Section 
4.3.1, starts with only a single basis function to represent each category of facial expression 
included in the training dataset.  New basis functions are then added to the network in each 
iteration, based on training images that are misclassified by current configuration of the 
network.  An example of the performance of the DWRRBF network, according to the 
number of basis functions included after each cycle of the iterative algorithm is illustrated in 
Figure 6.5.  The data in Figure 6.5 was extracted from the first level-classifier used in the 
hierarchical classifier described in the previous section.  
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Figure 6.5: Variation of the network performance against number of basis 




The results in Figure 6.5, show that the overall performance of the network increased rapidly 
with the addition of new basis functions during the early stages of the training process.  
Later, the recognition rate started to saturate around 95% with more than 33 basis functions 
included in the network.  This is reasonable since at this stage the network has sufficient 
number of basis functions to represent all major homogeneous clusters in the training data.   
As a result the addition of new basis functions will be used for representing isolated samples 
and therefore will not improve the general representation of input space by the network.  If 
the above procedure is allowed to continue, new basis functions will be added until 
eventually all outliers in the training set are included.    The net result of this will be to 
compromise the generalization of the network because additional basis functions in the 
network will also affect major cluster boundaries represented by other basis functions.   
Indication of this phenomenon is evident in Figure 6.5 where “Category A” shows signs of 
decreasing recognition rate beyond a 33 basis functions.  Therefore, when designing a 
DWRRBF network a compromise must always be made on the number of basis functions 
against the expected performance.  This, in general, can be achieved by specifying an 
appropriate minimum cluster size for creation of new basis functions in the training 
algorithm described in Chapter 4. 
 
6.2.4 Parameter Learning in DWRRBF Networks 
Apart from linear weights in the post-basis mapping, there are two other types of learnable 
parameters in a typical DWRRBF network.  These include Discriminative Indices ( )Θ and 
the overall basis function radius ( )σ .  However, unlike the post-basis mapping, initial values 
of these parameters of the network are computed according to some statistical properties in 
the training dataset.  Subsequently, in order to allow these parameters to better adapt to their 
























Figure 6.6: A sample of Discriminative Indices associated with different basis 
functions in the first level of the hierarchical classifier after the gradient 
descent training algorithm has converged. Shown below each image is 
the class represented by their respective basis functions. 
 
(a). The Discriminative Indices:  A sample of Discriminative Indices in the first level 
classifier of the hierarchical classification system is illustrated as images in Figure 6.6.  Note 
that Discriminative Indices in this example were computed using the variance criterion (4.8) 
and hence at beginning of the training procedure all were initialized to the same vector, 
similar to that illustrated in Figure 6.4a.  Thereafter, the values were iteratively updated in 
the direction of negative gradient of error surface according to (4.20).  While changes in 
most of the basis function were rather small, Figure 6.6 clearly shows that some basis 
functions have adapted significantly.  For instance, the differences in the overall intensity of 
Discriminative Indices vectors representing basis functions of the same category (e.g. 
“Category A”) suggest that they have adopted themselves for differences in the overall 
intensity of images representing the same class of data.  Similarly, Discriminative Indices 
representing “Category B” and “Category C” expressions have changed with less emphasis 




(b). The Basis Function Radius:  Parameter σ  in (4.7) provides smoothing and plays an 
important role in performance of the network by determining an overall radius for the region 
represented by the basis function in input space.  A shorter radius causes the basis functions 
to be less responsive to some data points in the cluster thereby incompletely mapping the 
input onto basis space.  A larger radius on the other hand causes the responsive regions of 
different basis functions to overlap significantly thereby creating a more correlated basis 
space.  The most common practice in determining this parameter in a typical RBF network is 
to use some heuristic rule, for instance, as a multiple of average or minimum distance 
between k  nearest basis centers in a local neighborhood [20][82].  However, using a such 
simple heuristic rules becomes less practical in DWRRBF networks because each basis 
function will compute the distance of data points weighted by its own set of Discriminative 
Indices.  Therefore, in the proposed network, the basis function radius is further fine-tuned 
together with the other parameters within the same gradient descent learning algorithm.  
 










             jσ  
Number of Epochs 
Basis Function Radius (σ ) Vs Number of Epochs 
Figure 6.7: Learning the radius of different basis functions during the 
gradient descent learning algorithm. 
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Figure 6.7 shows typical learning characteristics of the smoothing parameter ( )jσ of 
different basis functions during the gradient-descent learning procedure.  For clarity, only 
radii of 6 randomly selected basis functions are shown.  Furthermore, the initial values for 
σ  in all basis functions of the above example were set heuristically as the average distances 
between the six basis centers.  The figure clearly demonstrates that the radius of a majority 
of the basis functions has converged within first half (i.e. within about 80 epochs) of the 
training procedure.  The single basis function with increasing radius was found to be 
responding to a pattern class with features having a larger within-class variance compared to 
the rest.  As shown by Moody and Darken [81], if the updates are continued for a sufficiently 
long period, a basis function like this would eventually evolve to cover a larger portion of the 
input space by attempting to include all data of that class within the region represented by 
the basis function.  Moreover, the larger basis function is likely to overlap with basis 
functions representing other classes of data compromising the generalization properties of 
the network.  This can however be prevented by stopping the gradient-descent algorithm at 
the appropriate time (Section 4.3.3), thereby allowing additional basis functions to be created 
by splitting the large basis function into multiple regions that are represented by different 
basis functions. 
 
6.3 Performance of Cloud Basis Functions 
In this section classification results obtained by using the Cloud Basis Function (CBF) 
networks proposed in Section 4.6 are presented and discussed.  The CBF network differs 
from DWRRBF networks mainly by the fact that each CBF is associated with multiple 
values of radii compared to the single radius in the DWRRBF.   These multiple radii 
represent segments of cluster boundaries separating each of its k nearest basis functions in 
the local neighborhood.  Each value of radius in a CBF is referred to as a Cloud Segment 
Radius (CSR) whereas the boundary segment represented by the radius is referred to as the 
Cloud Segment (CS).  As a result, in addition to the usual network parameters a CBF is also 
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characterized by the number of Cloud Segments that are present in the basis function.  For a 
given input, the appropriate CSR (4.29) is selected, based on orientation of the test input 
with respect to some reference vectors representing direction of Cloud Segment.  Because of 
multiple boundary segments, Cloud Basis Functions are capable of representing the skewed 
nature of local data distribution more accurately than DWRRBF. 
 
Classification results obtained from the CBF network are given in Table 6.7.  The network 
used in this experiment consisted of a non-hierarchical classifier with 4 Cloud Segments 
attached to each basis function.  The results demonstrated a significant improvement in 
performance compared with results obtained for the DWRRBF network counterpart.   There 
was nearly 11% increase in the overall recognition rate compared with the DWRRBF 
network using non-hierarchical classification (Table 6.2).  On the other hand compared with 
the hierarchical classification system (Table 6.4), the CBF network demonstrated a 3.9% 
improvement in the overall recognition rate.   
 
Another significant difference between the two network types was that the CBF network 
shows little dependence on the two criteria used in computing the Discriminative Indices.  In 
the DWRRBF network with a non-hierarchical classification there was a difference of 5.1% 
in overall recognition rate for the two criteria (equations 4.8 and 4.9) of Discriminative 
Accuracy of expression recognition in CBF network  
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy Total 
Total number of 












93.9% 98.9% 95.9% 92.5% 91.8% 98.8% 96.1% 
        
Table 6.7: Results for Cloud basis function network with non-hierarchical classification.  The 
network consisted of 9 basis functions, each having 4 Cloud segments. 
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Indices.  In contrast the CBF network yielded identical recognition rates for all the 
expression-classes except Fear, in which the difference was only 1.5%.  This property of the 
CBF network can be attributed to its ability in representing different extents of separations 
within the same basis function, according to the local properties in the neighborhood.  When 
neighbors around a basis function are separated with different distances, a CBF is capable of 
representing them using different CSR’s whereas, in the DWRRBF, the radius will converge 
according to the shortest weighted-distance. 
 
Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 92.4% - 3.0% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 
Surprise 1.0% 98.9% - - - - 
Sad 1.3% - 95.9% 2.7% - - 
Anger 2.5% - 5.0% 92.5% - - 
Disgust 4.0% - 2.0% - 91.8% 2.0% 
Class label 
Happy 1.1% - - - - 98.8% 
Table 6.8: Confusion matrix for non-hierarchical CBF classifier 
 
 
The confusion matrix for CBF network is illustrated in Table 6.8.  Although the number of 
confusions was small in the CBF network, confusions in individual expression classes 
followed a similar pattern as in the hierarchical DWRRBF network (Table 6.5).  The highest 
amount of confusion was related to Fear expression with 7.6% of its images being confused 
with other classes of expressions.  Conversely, between 1.0% and 4.0% of the other 
expressions were also misclassified as Fear.  The lowest number of confusions was related to 
Surprise expression.  Only a single image (1.0%) showing Surprise expression was 
misclassified as belonging to the Fear class. 
 
6.3.1 Parameter Learning in Cloud Basis Functions 
Compared to DWWRBF networks, learning in CBF networks is further characterized by two 
additional parameters; the multiple values of CSRs and reference vectors that define the 
orientation of their respective Cloud Segments.  Since each Cloud Segment represents a 
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separation from one or more neighbors towards one direction of the basis function, the latter 
are determined according to the geometry (i.e. relative positions) of basis centers in input 
space.  The geometry of basis centers is not affected by the gradient-descent algorithm and 
therefore the reference vectors (Section 4.6.1) defining respective Cloud Segments need not 
be modified further.  Samples of such reference vectors related to CSRs that separated a 
basis function representing the Fear expression from its neighbors are illustrated in Figure 
6.8.  It must be noted that in this experiment, CSR’s were computed using the 4-nearest 
neighbors and therefore there are only four reference vectors per each basis function.  The 
emphasis on different facial regions in these images (Figure 6.8) clearly indicates that 
expression classes are not separated on similar directions within the input space. 
 
    
Figure 6.8: Images showing four Cloud Segments in a CBF representing the Fear 
expression. 
 
The distribution of CSR values for 6 randomly selected basis functions (representing each of 
the 6 expression classes) in the CBF network described in the previous section is illustrated 
in Figure 6.9.  At the beginning of the gradient-descent learning procedure, initial values of 
all four CSR were set according to (4.37).  After the learning algorithm had converged, the 
selected basis function representing the Fear expression was found to have the most 
variations in its CSR values.  This can be attributed to the fact that this basis function is 
separated from its neighbors in varying extents compared to basis functions of other 
expression classes.  The same observation also explains a reason for the expression’s poor 
recognition rate, especially with the non-hierarchical DWRRBF network.  When there is 
only a single radius, DWWRBF tends to converge at the shortest radius to avoid an overlap 
with its nearest neighbor.  As a result only the portions of data within this shortest radius are 
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mapped correctly onto the basis space, resulting in a poor representation of the expression 
class in input space.  
 






















Figure 6.9: Distribution of CSR for each basis function in the CBF network. 
 
6.3.2 Finding Optimal Number of Cloud Segments per Basis Function 
Another important decision that must be made when developing a CBF network is the 
number of Cloud Segments to be included in each basis function.  For a CBF layer with h  
nodes there can be as many as 1h −  Cloud Segments associated with each basis function.  
Dividing a basis function boundary into higher number of Cloud Segments adds more 
versatility to the network but only at the expense of having even smaller amounts of data to 
train their parameters.  Because of the Radius Selectivity Function in (4.29), only a single 
CSR is updated for any single training input.  For that reason, unless every Cloud Segment in 
the CBF belongs to a direction with sufficient number of training data, some of its CSR’s 
will not be properly trained during the gradient descent learning process.  Additionally using 
separate Cloud Segments for neighbors that are separated in the same direction relative to a 
basis function will not bring any additional benefits since all their CSR’s will converge to the 
same value, according to the nearest among them.  Consequently, for the best performance, 
orientation of different Cloud Segments in a CBF must be distributed evenly in different 
directions based on its neighboring basis functions.  
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Some additional experiments using different number of expression classes showed that 
performance of a CBF network tended to peak with 1c −  Cloud Segments per basis function 
where c is the number of pattern classes.  This observation can be explained using the fact 
that with the weighted distance measure of Discriminative Indices, data clusters of the same 
class are more likely to be located in similar directions in input space with irrelevant 
variations only affecting their positioning relative to each other.  Hence, all Cloud Segments 
separating data clusters of the same class will be oriented in similar directions and, as a 
result, their respective CSRs will converge to the same value, corresponding to the nearest 
neighbor among them.   
 
The graph in Figure 6.10 demonstrates overall recognition rates obtained in experiments with 
CBF networks using different number of Cloud Segments per basis function.  Note that when 
there is only a single Cloud Segment for each basis function, the network becomes identical 
to a DWRRBF network.  Consequently, the performance obtained under this was nearly 
identical to that of the non-hierarchical DWRRBF network which was discussed earlier in 
Section 6.2.  
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DI computed using (4.8)
DI computed using (4.9)
 
Figure 6.10: The overall recognition rate for two criteria of Discriminative 
Indices vs number of Cloud Segments per basis function in CBF 
network.  
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The CBF network for 6-expression classes showed signs of convergence with only 4 Cloud 
Segments associated with each basis function.  A closer examination of the hyper-angles 
(4.30) between reference vectors that defined the orientation of these Cloud Segments 
revealed that the two expression classes Angry and Sad were oriented in similar directions 
with respect to other basis functions in the input space due to their similarity compared to 
other expressions, and the narrow separation between them in the eye and mouth regions.  
Hence, both classes contributed to the same boundary in separating them from basis 
functions of other expressions and as a result only a small gain in the performance was 
observed when two different Cloud Segments were assigned for these two classes compared 
to a single Cloud Segment. 
 
6.3.3 A Comparison of CBF Networks and DWRRBF Networks 
Table 6.9 shows a summary of operating parameters and results obtained for the two types of 
networks in experiments described in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.  The best overall recognition rate 
of 96.1% was produced by the CBF network with four Cloud Segments for each basis 
function.  Furthermore, this CBF network required only 9 CBFs in the hidden layer 
compared to 44 basis functions in the non-hierarchical DWRRBF network and a total of 85 
basis functions in the three network hierarchical classification system.  Three classes of 
expressions namely, Fear, Sad and Angry had two CBFs representing each of them in the 
hidden layer while the other three classes of expression were represented by a single CBF 
each.  However it must be noted that the lower number of basis functions in a CBF network 
is achieved at the expense of more parameters being stored in each of the nodes.  Each Cloud 
Segment in a CBF requires two additional parameters: a scalar value for CSR and a reference 
vector defining its orientation with respect to other basis functions.  The second parameter 
has the same dimensionality as the input space, and therefore may require a considerable 






DWRRBF network  
CBF Network 
Best overall recognition rate 84.9% 92.7% 96.1% 
Number of basis functions 
used for best overall 
recognition rate 
44 Level 1 :  42 
Level 2 : 17 + 26 
9 with 4 Cloud 
Segments per node 
Parameters defining each 
basis function 
1. Discriminative indices  
2. Function radius  
3. Basis center 
1. Discriminative indices 
2. Multiple CSRs  
3. Basis Center 
4. Vectors defining CS 
orientation 
Memory usage  Low Moderate (due to 
3 networks) 
High 
Computational load Weighted Distance 1. Weighted Distance 
2. Radius Selectivity 
function 
 
Table 6.9: A summary of operating parameters and performance of DWRRBF and CBF classifiers. 
 
From a neural network point of view a CBF with multiple Cloud Segments can be viewed as 
a collection of DWRRBFs that are superimposed on each other.  All the basis functions in 
this collection share a single prototype vector as the basis center but have their own function 
radii for separation from the neighboring basis functions.  However, in the CBF, the use of 
the Radius Selection Function (RSF) (4.29) creates an additional level of non-linearity to the 
CBF response.   Using reference vectors that define the orientation of each Cloud Segment, 
the RSF further subdivides the responsive region of the basis function in input space into 
several non-linear partitions.  This intra-region partitioning allows the different CSRs of the 
CBF to be learned using data of their respective partitions and with minimum interference 
from data belonging to other partitions of the same basis function.  Therefore, due to intra-
basis partitioning the response of a CBF is based on separate sets of function parameters that 
are fine-tuned for separating its neighbors based on their direction.  In contrast, a DWRRBF 
node (as well as nodes in traditional RBF networks) responds to all data within the region of 
the basis function using a single set of function parameters irrespective of the locality of the 
input.  Because of this difference, a CBF becomes more capable of representing the local 
properties within a region in the input space represented by a single basis function. 
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6.4 Experiments Using EFR and Half-face Datasets 
The two supplementary datasets, the EFR (Expression Feature Regions) dataset and the Half-
face dataset described in the previous chapter are of a lower dimensionality compared to the 
primary dataset used in the experiments described in previous sections.  The EFR dataset 
consists of pixel intensity variations corresponding to three facial regions; the eyes, eye-
brows and the mouth that are often accepted as the most important facial regions in the 
display of facial expressions.  Therefore, in addition to the lower dimensionality in the input 
space, EFR dataset was also expected to be more invariant to differences across different 
individuals in the image database.  The Half-face dataset on the other hand contains only the 
left-half of images as in the primary dataset and, therefore, provided a 50% reduction in the 
dimensionality.  Moreover, from an anatomical point of view, the human face is regarded as 
being symmetrical along the vertical plane passing through the tip of the nose [7].  Therefore 
the left half of a facial image used in the Half-face dataset was assumed to be containing 
almost all details of the facial expression compared to its full-face counterpart in the primary 
dataset.   
 
Accuracy of expression recognition using EFR dataset 
 
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy Total 
Total number 
of images  66 95 74 40 49 87 411 
EFR dataset 










72.2% 90.5% 93.2% 75.0% 81.6% 97.7% 86.9% 
        




Accuracy of expression recognition using Half-face dataset 
 
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy Total 
Total number 
of images  66 95 74 40 49 87 411 
Half-Face data 




75.8% 93.7% 93.2% 85.0% 87.8% 96.5% 89.8% 





90.9% 96.8% 94.6% 90.0% 89.8% 97.7% 94.2% 
        
Table 6.10b: Recognition rates obtained with the Half-face dataset. 
 
The recognition rates returned by the two datasets for proposed classifiers are presented in 
Table 6.10a and Table 6.10b, respectively.  Contrary to initial expectations results obtained 
for the EFR dataset showed a lower recognition rate whereas the Half-face dataset performed 
almost as well as the primary dataset.  When compared with primary dataset, (Table 6.2) 
EFR results showed a drop in recognition rates for Surprise and Disgust expressions while 
the other expression classes showed an increase in the recognition rate.  A closer look at the 
concentrations of high-valued Discriminative Indices attributed the unexpected performance 
of the EFR results to the absence of inner-cheek region in the dataset.  A majority of the 
images in source image database had naso-labial folds in the inner cheek region during the 
display of facial expressions which were prominently captured by the respective 
Discriminative Indices in primary and Half-face datasets (Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b).  
The absence of these features in the EFR dataset contributed to the lower recognition rates of 
Surprise and Disgust expressions. 
 
Compared to EFR, dataset performance on the Half-face dataset was more compatible with 
results obtained earlier with the primary dataset.  The best overall recognition rate of 94.2% 
on the Half-face dataset was slightly lower than that (96.1%) obtained for the Primary 
dataset.  Furthermore, a closer examination of additional misclassifications in the Half-face 
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dataset revealed that some of the images had slight pose variations.  This had affected the 
symmetry properties, leading to an error in registration of the respective Half-face images.   
This error in the image registration was identified as the main contributing factor in the 








Figure 6.11: Example of discriminative indices showing the dominant region 
of values in the inner cheek / nasal regions.  (a) for primary 
dataset and (b) for Half-face dataset.  
 
 
6.5 Results Using Other Types of RBF Networks 
During several years of development in RBF network related techniques, many 
enhancements have been suggested to improve their performance as pattern classifiers.  Of 
these the commonly applicable improvements from a high-dimensional classification 
standpoint were discussed earlier on detail in Chapter 3.  In order to compare and contrast 
the performance of the proposed algorithms against these improved RBF networks some 
comparative experiments using other types of RBF networks were carried using the Primary 
dataset.  The different types classifiers used in these experiments consisted mainly of RBF 
networks with their basis functions created according to the following criteria. 
 
a. Gaussian like hyper-spherical basis functions with a function radius 
( )σ computed according to Euclidean distance criterion.  (3.11).   
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b. Gaussian (hyper-elliptic) basis functions with a diagonal covariance 
matrix where the diagonal matrix consisted of class-conditional variances 
for each of the individual features. 
c. Gaussian basis functions with a pooled full covariance matrix.  The 
pooled covariance matrix was computed using the entire training dataset 
and the SVD algorithm (3.48) was used to avoid singularity problems. 
d. Gaussian basis functions with their class-conditional full covariance 
matrix.  The SVD algorithm (3.48) was used to avoid the singularity 
problem of the respective covariance matrices. 
 
The confusion matrices returned using the above types of RBF networks are presented in 
Tables 6.11a to 6.11d followed by a summary of the recognition rates in all four types in 
Table 6.12. 
 
Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 54.5% 9.1% 9.1% - 4.5% 22.7% 
Surprise 3.2% 86.3% 8.4% 1.0% - 1.0% 
Sad 5.4% 1.3% 78.4% 5.4% 5.4% 4.0% 
Anger 12.5% 7.5% 2.5% 70.0% - 7.5% 
Disgust 6.1% 4.0% 6.1% 2.0% 71.4% 10.2% 
Class label 
Happy 6.9% 2.3% - 1.1% 1.1% 88.5% 
Table 6.11a: Confusion matrix for classification using RBF network having 
Gaussian basis functions with Euclidean radius. 
 
 
Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 56.1% 3.0% 12.1% 1.5% 7.6% 19.7% 
Surprise 1.0% 87.4% 5.3% - 2.1% 4.2% 
Sad 4.0% 1.3% 83.8% 2.7% 2.7% 5.4% 
Anger 7.5% 5.0% 12.5% 62.5% - 12.5% 
Disgust 8.2% - - 2.0% 89.8% - 
Class label 
Happy 4.6% - - - - 95.4% 
Table 6.11b: Confusion matrix for classification using RBF network having 






Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 81.8% 1.5% 4.5% 1.5% 3.0% 7.6% 
Surprise 1.0% 97.9% - - - 1.0% 
Sad 4.0% 1.3% 83.8% 6.8% 1.3% 2.7% 
Anger 5.0% 7.5% 15.0% 70.0% - 2.5% 
Disgust 16.3% - - 4.1% 77.5% 2.0% 
Class label 
Happy 5.7% 1.1% 1.1% 2.3% 3.4% 86.2% 
Table 6.11c: Confusion matrix for classification using RBF network having 
Gaussian basis functions with pooled full covariance matrix.  
 
 
Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 78.8% 1.5% 4.5% 1.5% 4.5% 9.1% 
Surprise 1.0% 96.8% - - - 2.1% 
Sad 4.0% 2.7% 81.1% 8.1% 1.3% 2.7% 
Anger 7.5% 7.5% 17.5% 65.0% - 2.5% 
Disgust 16.3% - - 4.1% 77.5% 2.0% 
Class label 
Happy 4.6% 1.1% 1.1% 2.3% 3.4% 87.4% 
Table 6.11d: Confusion matrix for classification using RBF network having 




Accuracy of expression recognition in other types of RBF networks  
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy Total 
Total number 






















78.8% 96.8% 81.1% 65.0% 77.5% 87.4% 83.7% 
 
Table 6.12: A summary of best recognition rates obtained using other types of RBF networks. 
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The results shown in Tables 6.11a to 6.11d and Table 6.12 were the best performances 
obtained after experimenting with different types of learning algorithms and network 
parameters.  Network parameters that were varied during these experiments included criteria 
for addition of new basis functions and learning strategies for basis function parameters and 
the post-basis mapping.  Traditional basis functions with the Euclidean radius showed their 
best performance with iterative addition of new basis functions.   On the contrary, the other 
three types of networks performed best when clustering algorithms were used to determine 
their respective basis centers.  For the rest of the network parameters including the function 
radius (σ ) and the post-basis mapping, best results were observed with the use of gradient-
descent learning algorithm for all four networks. 
 
From the four different types of RBF networks tested, two classifiers using full covariance 
matrices in basis functions showed better performance while the lowest performance was 
observed with the network using basis functions based on the Euclidean distance.  Between 
the two RBF networks with full covariance matrices, the one using respective class-
conditional covariance matrices performed slightly worse than the network with the pooled 
covariance matrix.  The higher performance of the latter can be attributed to the higher 
amount of variations retained by the SVD algorithms on the pooled covariance matrix, 
compared to its class-conditional counterparts. Among the six classes of expressions, 
Surprise and Happy in general recorded higher recognition rates contributed by the 
prominent variations in the mouth region.  Furthermore, similar to what was observed in 
previous experiments, a majority of the confusions in all four networks occurred in relation 
to the Fear and Happy expressions with images from other classes being misclassified as 
belonging to these expression-classes. 
 
6.6 Performance of Dimensionality Reduction Methods 
A common approach in handling high-dimensional spaces for classification is the use of 
dimensionality reduction techniques on the high-dimensional input.   These techniques 
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usually project the input onto some low-dimensional and possibly uncorrelated subspace, on 
which the discrimination can be made using low-dimensional classifiers.  When using RBF 
network-based classifiers, the lowered dimensionality of the projected space will allow the 
optimal use of Gaussian basis functions with their respective full covariance matrices.   
 
There are two major categories of dimensionality reduction methods that are commonly used 
in facial image recognition.  The first referred to as the Eigenface method [56] uses un-
labeled images to determine the projection space whereas the second, the Fisherface method, 
[64] does the same using labeled images.  Details of both these techniques were discussed in 
detail in Chapter 2.  In order to test the performance of these techniques on facial expression 
recognition and compare them with the proposed algorithms, the following experiments were 
carried out: 
 
a. Classification with a RBF network after Eigenface method was used for 
dimensionality reduction.  The low dimensional feature space was computed 
by projecting the input onto an eigenspace spanned by the first 31 principal 
components, computed over the entire training set.  The number of available 
principal components was restricted by the number of training images 
available per each expression as illustrated in Table 6.1.  The figure of 31 
components was determined according to the Angry expression, which had 
only 32 images for each training cycle. 
 
b. Using the same procedure as above, except that the first two principal 
eigenvectors were excluded in the projection.  Consequently the low-




c. Classification with a RBF network after dimensionality reduction by the 
Fisherface method.  Due to the limited number of training samples, the 
projection matrix was computed according to (2.11) that used a combination 
of both PCA and Fisher’s criterion. 
 
The RBF networks used in all three experiments consisted of Gaussian basis functions with 
their full class-conditional covariance matrices, computed using the images of respective 
expression classes.  Decision for the selection of 31 principal components in Eigenface 
approach was made according to the minimum number of 32 images in training sets of 
Angry expression class.   
 
 
Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 81.8% 1.5% 4.5% 1.5% 3.0% 7.6% 
Surprise 1.0% 96.8% - - 1.0% 1.0% 
Sad 4.0% 1.3% 82.4% 8.1% 1.3% 2.7% 
Anger 5.0% 7.5% 17.5% 65.0% 2.5% 2.5% 
Disgust 16.3% - 2.0% 4.1% 75.5% 2.0% 
Class label 
Happy 5.7% 1.1% 1.1% 2.3% 3.4% 86.2% 
Table 6.13a: Confusion matrix for classification after dimensionality reduction 




Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 84.8% - 4.5% 1.5% 3.0% 6.1% 
Surprise 1.0% 97.9% - - - 1.0% 
Sad 4.0% 1.3% 83.8% 6.8% 1.3% 2.7% 
Anger 5.0% 7.5% 15.0% 70.0% - 2.5% 
Disgust 16.3% - - 4.1% 81.6% 6.1% 
Class label 
Happy 4.6% 1.1% 1.1% 2.3% 1.1% 88.5% 
Table 6.13b: Confusion matrix for classification after dimensionality reduction 





Network output    
Fear Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Happy 
Fear 90.9% 1.5% - 1.5% 1.5% 4.5% 
Surprise 1.0% 96.8% - - 1.0% 1.0% 
Sad 2.7% 1.3% 89.2% 2.7% 1.3% 2.7% 
Anger 5.0%    5.0% 7.5% 80.0% - 2.5% 
Disgust 12.2% - - 4.1% 81.6% 2.0% 
Class label 
Happy 3.4% 1.1% - 2.3% 2.3% 90.8% 
Table 6.13c: Confusion matrix for classification after dimensionality reduction 
with Fisherface method.  
 
 
The results, in terms of respective confusion matrices obtained in these experiments, are 
presented in Tables 6.13a to 6.13c followed by a summary of the overall recognition rates of 
the three classifiers in Table 6.14. 
 
Accuracy of expression recognition in using dimensionality reduction methods  
Fear Surprise Sad Angry Disgust Happy Total 
Total number 




81.8% 96.8% 82.4% 65.0% 75.5% 86.2% 83.9% 
Eigenface 
method (first 2 
components 
removed) 



















        
Table 6.14: A summary of recognition rates obtained with RBF networks after dimensionality 
reduction of input by various techniques. 
 
 
The overall results showed a general increase in recognition rates with classifiers that use 
dimensionality reduction techniques compared to those using other types of RBF networks in 
the high-dimensional input space.  The best recognition rates were obtained for the 
Fisherface method.  Compared to the Eigenface method, in the Fisherface approach, the 
projection matrix is computed using labeled image samples in order to maximize their 
separation on the projected space.  Consequently, the technique retains most of the 
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information that is relevant to the subsequent discrimination of classes in comparison to the 
Eigenface method which attempts to retain the larger variations regardless of their relevance 
to the discrimination.    
 
After several experiments using the Eigenface approach, it was observed that the overall 
recognition rate peaked when the first two principal components were removed from the 
projection matrix.  Previously, Belhumeur et. al. [64] suggested that the first three 
components of the Eigenspace corresponded to variations originating from lighting 
conditions in their experiment.  Therefore removing first three eigenvectors from the 
projection matrix would be likely to eliminate most of the variations due to lighting changes 
and shadows.  However, with respect to images used in these experiments this is not 
necessary because all images were normalized for variations in intensity prior to creation of 
their respective datasets.  Furthermore, the presence of shadows was almost negligible in the 
source images that were used in the dataset.  As a result, the net increase in recognition rate 
was attributed more to the removal of some of the significant but irrelevant variations that 
were captured by the first and the second eigenvectors in the Eigenface approach.  On the 
other hand, due to the use of class specific projections, the problem of these irrelevant 
variations was not present in the Fisherface approach. 
 
6.7 Comparison of Proposed Classifiers with Other RBFN Based Methods for 
Holistic Recognition of Facial Expressions 
From the experimental results it can be seen that both types of proposed classifiers here have 
outperformed all other RBF network-based classifiers in terms of their overall recognition 
rates.  The best performance came from the new CBF network which showed an overall 
recognition rate of 96.1%.  The hierarchical DWRRBF network on the other hand was able 
to correctly recognize 92.7% of the facial expressions in the same dataset.  Both these results 
were superior to the best performances recorded with the other types of RBF networks.  
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Among other categories of classifiers, Fisherface method with RBF classifier recorded the 
best performance with an overall recognition rate of 89.8%.  
 
Holistic recognition of facial expressions requires classifiers with different properties 
compared with those used for their feature-based counterparts.  The problem domain of the 
former is characterized by high-dimensional input spaces that contain a significant amount of 
irrelevant information.   Most of this irrelevant information in holistic approaches originates 
from structural differences in the faces of different people and causes interference in the 
discrimination of their facial expressions.  Consequently, classifiers used in these systems 
must have a higher capability in extracting relevant variations from the noisy input while, at 
the same time, being insensitive to the irrelevant ones. 
 
The experiments described this chapter yield two significant observations.  First an increase 
in the recognition rate was noticeable in the Eigenface approach when first two principal 
components were discarded (Table 6.14).  Second, the Fisherface approach which attempts 
to optimize projections in the directions of higher separability according to the specified 
class labels returned recognition rates that were significantly higher than the non-class 
specific Eigenface approach.  Both of these observations point to the same conclusion: that 
subject-dependant variations are present in the dataset which are of less relevance for 
discriminating facial expressions. 
 
The lower performance of networks that used the full covariance matrices of high 
dimensionality can be attributed to the lack of training samples, so that the SVD algorithm 
computes the inverse of covariance matrix based on the number of non-zero eigenvalues 
present in the sample covariance matrix.  As a result, with N distinct training samples, the 
maximum extent of information captured by SVD algorithm is limited to variations in 1N −  
principal directions of the input space.  However, as mentioned earlier some of these largest 
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variations are unlikely to support the discrimination of expression classes, and will interfere 
with the Gaussian boundaries of basis functions for the reasons discussed in Chapter 4, 
thereby affecting generalization and recognition accuracy of the classifier. 
 
The above problem is somewhat less prominent in the pooled covariance matrix compared to 
the class-conditional covariance matrices.  Since the pooled covariance is computed using all 
data in the training set, the matrix has a higher rank compared to class-conditional 
covariance matrices computed using samples of the individual pattern classes.  
Consequently, the SVD algorithm on the pooled matrix is able to retain more directions of 
variations present in the training set.  On the other hand, use of a single covariance matrix for 
all basis functions is likely to affect the performance of some of the pattern classes that are 
separated mainly by locally important variables.  For instance, the principal axes of the 
pooled covariance matrix will be determined by major variations that are present in majority 
of input data and therefore could be different from features that are important for the local 
separation of these basis functions. 
 
The above observations can also be used to explain the compatibility of recognition rates that 
were observed in networks using the full covariance matrices and those using the Eigenface-
based dimensionality reductions.  Similar to SVD algorithm, the principal components used 
in Eigenface approach retain the significant variations in input space regardless of their 
applicability for subsequent discrimination.  As a result both methods demonstrated 
compatible recognition patterns (Table 6.12 and Table 6.14) in spite of the further reduction 
of dimensionality in the SVD (Eigenface)-based method.  The Fisherface approach on the 
other hand was able to eliminate some irrelevant variations in its projected space and 
therefore showed a higher accuracy compared to the Eigenface/SVD approach.  
 
Another property of the holistic input that affects conventional RBF networks is the fact that 
natural clusters in input may not necessarily follow the class structure of facial expressions.  
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Often variations in facial expressions are smaller than variations caused by some other 
characteristics of the input.  For instance more prominent and larger grouping may occur due 
to variations in ethnicity or gender of the test subjects in a training image set.  The use of 
supervised clustering on the other hand would lead to multimodal and possibly overlapping 
data clusters that, as a result, lower the separability of basis space and require greater number 
of basis functions for accurate representation.  Further subdivision of these clusters 
according to the natural data distribution is also unlikely to be effective due to other reasons.  
For instance, a subdivision will further reduce the number of training samples available for 
each cluster in the new structure, thereby causing further difficulties in the estimation of their 
parameters. 
 
The proposed techniques overcome these issues of the classification problem through novel 
approaches. These include the introduction of new types of basis functions, namely the 
Differentially Weighted Radius Radial Basis Function (DWRRBF) and the Cloud Basis 
Functions (CBF).  The former uses differential scaling of distance metric to emphasize the 
differences that are important for the local separation of the basis function.  The latter adds 
another level of non-linearity to the basis function by sub-partitioning the basis functions 
according to their local properties.  It must also be noted that the purpose of the 
Discriminative Indices used in the above is different from the use of “Feature Weights” that 
have been proposed recently for RBF networks [121].  In contrast to Discriminative Indices, 
feature weights operate on input features directly and are initialized and learned 
independently of the parameters of basis functions, using approaches similar to learning of 
the weights in the post-basis mapping.  In comparison, Discriminative Indices used in the 
proposed algorithms are initialized according to the class structure of the problem and 







In this chapter, detailed results produced by a number of classification experiments using 
datasets described in the previous chapter were discussed.  The experiments included those 
using the new classifiers proposed in this thesis as well as those using some of the traditional 
RBF network-based classifiers.  Results obtained from these experiments showed that both 
of the proposed algorithms (DWRRBF network and CBF network) outperformed all other 
types of RBF networks for facial expression classification.  The best performance of 96.1% 
was observed for the CBF network using the primary dataset.  The DWRRBF network 
yielded a recognition rate of 92.7% using a two-level hierarchical classification system.  
Among the other types of RBF network classifiers, those using Fisherface criterion as the 
dimensionality reduction method performed best with an overall recognition rate of 89.8%.  
The lowest performance of 76.9% was recorded for a conventional RBF network with 
spherical basis functions. 
 
The lower performance of the conventional types of RBF networks was attributed to their 
inability to effectively deal with irrelevant variations; mainly due to subject’s identity 
information in input space and the inefficiency of these methods in separating such 
information from those useful for the discrimination of facial expressions.  Majority of the 
traditional approaches base their discrimination on larger variations in the input and therefore 
were affected by the irrelevant variations in learning a general mapping for the problem 
domain.  The Fisherface criterion on the other hand uses class-specific projections and was 
more capable in handling these variations compared to the other dimensionality reduction 
methods.  However, the effectiveness of the Fisherface method too was limited by the 
singularity problem caused by the lack of a large training data set.  The proposed classifiers 
on the other hand were able to handle these conditions more effectively using the novel 
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approach described in Chapter 4, thereby producing recognition accuracies that surpassed all 





Conclusions and Directions for Future Research 
 
In this thesis, a novel classification system for holistic recognition of facial expressions from 
static facial images was presented.  Two new types of basis functions, namely, the 
Differentially Weighted Radius Radial Basis Function (DWRRBF) and the Cloud Basis 
Function (CBF) were introduced for high dimensional classification based on Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) networks.  The new basis functions were optimized for the properties of the 
input space.  The example considered in this thesis was holistic facial expressions.  
Furthermore, an iterative training algorithm with gradient descent learning of network 
parameters was also proposed in order to determine parameters of the new classifiers using 
relatively small training sets.  Test results showed that the proposed classifiers were superior 
to other types of RBF network based classifiers (with and without input dimensionality 
reduction) in the recognition of facial expressions from a test image database.  The best 
performance of 96.1% overall recognition rate for six classes of universal facial expressions 
was obtained with the proposed CBF network classifier, while the proposed DWRRBF 
network classifier in a 2-level hierarchy yielded a recognition rate of 92.7% on the same test 
dataset.  Both these performances were significantly better than the best recognition rate of 
89.8% that was obtained from other types of classifiers using the same set of image data.   
 
A graphical summary of the overall performances of the proposed classifiers and other types 
of classification systems that were tested in this research is given in Figure 7.1.  A complete 
graphical illustration of recognition rates in individual classes of facial expressions is 

























































































































Figure 7.1: A summary of overall performance of different types of classification systems using test 
image database. 
 
It was found from the results that in general, dimensionality reduction methods based on 
class-specific projections (i.e. Fisherface method) performed better than those based on 
maximum variance projections (i.e. Eigenface method) in recognition of all classes of facial 
expressions.  Furthermore, an increase in performance was observed in the latter case when 
the first two principal eigenvectors were removed from the projection matrix.  Both these 
observations support the hypothesis that not all significant variations in holistic image input 
space are important for the discrimination of facial expressions.  From an anatomical point of 
view these irrelevant variations can be attributed to structural differences in the faces of 
people from different cultures, age groups and demographic origins etc.  Although 
normalization of input images described in Chapter 5 was expected to remove some of the 
unwanted variations caused by different facial proportions and registration of facial images, 
a complete removal of all subject dependant variations is impossible or difficult at best.  
Information that remained unaffected by the normalization included differences in skin 
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texture, skin color and variations that were not affected by facial proportions.  For example, 
the differences in overall shape of the lip region between Caucasian and African American 
subjects were not removed by any of the image normalization procedures. 
 
In spite of their close relationship to Bayes decision theory and their ability represent data 
distribution in all directions of the input space, RBF networks having Gaussian basis 
functions with full covariance matrices were found to be less suitable for holistic recognition 
of facial expressions.  This was attributed to the lack of sufficient number of training 
samples, which in turn required that the inverse of the covariance matrix be approximated by 
the pseudo inverse computed using the SVD.  Therefore, the data represented by the basis 
functions was restricted to a group of largest variations which however was not necessarily 
discriminative of facial expressions (due to the presence of large irrelevant variations).  The 
Eigenface approach essentially operates on the same principle, but here, reduced dimension 
projection weight vectors are used as inputs to the network.  This yielded 83.94% accuracy 
compared to 85.16% with the full pooled covariance matrix and SVD for computing the 
inverse. 
 
A common alternative to using the full covariance matrix in RBF networks is a diagonal 
matrix consisting of variances of individual features of the input space.  From a network 
architecture point of view, this approach resembles a DWRRBF network because variance of 
each feature act as a scale factor for computation of the Euclidean distance along that feature 
axes.  However, experimental results showed that this approach performed worse (81.3%) 
compared to the DWRRBF network (92.7%).  This is attributed to differences in the way that 
these scale factors are determined.  In the former method, the scaling represented only the 
variability in input space regardless of their discriminative abilities whereas the Raleigh 
coefficient based scale factors in DWRRBF networks placed more emphasis on variations 
that were important in the discrimination of facial expression classes.  Therefore the latter 
allowed cluster boundaries of basis functions to be determined according to more relevant 
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variations, which subsequently resulted in a better separation of expression classes within the 
basis space.  
 
It was found that between the proposed DWRRBF network and the CBF network, the former 
was more sensitive to averaging effects.  The averaging effect de-emphasized variations that 
occurred only in some of expression classes and those with low amplitude.   In facial images, 
such variations correspond to expressions of negative emotions and those expressed by facial 
regions like eye-brows and eyes which have lower amplitude variations compared to those 
expressed by the mouth region.  With the averaging effect the cluster boundaries in 
DWRRBF networks were less sensitive to these variations, being biased by the more 
dominant variations and their respective dominant Discriminative Indices.  However, this 
problem was less prominent in the CBF network because of multiple boundary segments 
used for the separation of basis functions from their neighbors.  Multiple boundary segments 
in the basis function allowed the use of different radii that were determined according to the 
variability of locally important regions. Consequently, CBF network was capable of 
representing several decision boundaries in the same basis function and was therefore able to 
deliver better performance using a relatively smaller basis space compared to its DWRRBF 
network counterpart having a single radius. 
 
7.1 Directions for Future Research 
Although the proposed classifiers were developed for holistic recognition of facial 
expressions, their capabilities are not restricted to this specific application.  Instead, they are 
likely to show better results in many high-dimensional classification problems that require 
the discrimination to be made under presence of significant but irrelevant variations in the 
input.  There are many interesting applications which have these properties, especially in 
areas related to holistic image recognition.  For instance in the domain of face processing, 
these techniques can be applied for classification of gender [122], age groups, ethnic groups 
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etc. despite subject differences, facial makeup and facial expressions.  Furthermore, some 
initial investigations done during this research have shown indications that the proposed 
CBF network could perform extremely well in OCR applications [123], especially in holistic 
recognition of handwritten digits [124][125].    
 
The scope of this research was restricted to investigating the classification aspects of a 
holistic facial expression recognition system.  However the proposed techniques may also be 
used to search for facial features like the eyes and nose-tip, which are required for the 
normalization of input.  Future research could investigate this idea.  It will be highly 
interesting to build a complete neural network based facial expression recognition system 
that could use un-processed raw images as the input. 
 
In addition to their higher classification accuracy, the proposed classifiers are less 
demanding in computational power requirements compared to their counterparts using full 
covariance matrices or projection based dimensionality reduction methods.  Both of the latter 
techniques require matrix operations in high dimensions whereas in the proposed classifiers 
the complexity is limited to vector manipulations.  Therefore, parallel hardware architectures 
like array processors and single instruction multiple data (SIMD) architectures would be able 
to exploit the parallel properties of the new basis functions for maximum throughput 
compared to other types using matrix operations.  Moreover, the layered network topology 
with relatively simple processing units will allow an efficient implementation using low cost 
fine-grain Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) based platforms.  Thus an investigation 
on the implementation of proposed algorithms on a dedicated hardware platform will benefit 
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